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Chapter 1IntrodutionTraditional �nite automata (FAs) have existed in the literature sine theearly 1930s [15℄. These FAs represent basi mahines whih onsist of statesand rules whih govern whih states are ative at any point in time. Theoutputs of these mahines are to either aept or rejet a given input se-quene. FAs are divided into two lasses, namely deterministi FAs (DFAs)and non-deterministi FAs (NFAs).As FAs are easy to understand and manipulate they have reeived a greatdeal of attention. Many appliations, partiularly in the �eld of natural lan-guage proessing where pattern reognition [4℄ is of importane, feature largeFAs [4℄. These large FAs are onstruted for simpliity, not eÆieny, andas a result FAs may exist whih return the exat same results but onsistof fewer states. These smaller FAs an be onstruted from the original FAby removing or ombining states within the original FA. Minimization algo-rithms for both DFAs and NFAs have been onstruted to detet and removethese removable states [19℄ and produe the smallest possible FA whih re-turns the same results. These minimization algorithms play an essential rolein many large sale pratial appliations to improve the eÆieny of theappliations.Reently a new form of FAs has been derived from the standard FAform, namely the generalized FAs (�-FAs)[17℄. These �-FAs generalize thetraditional FA by allowing any binary assoiative ommutative operator tobe used to ontrol the transitions of states instead of the union rule used bytraditional NFAs. Traditional NFAs are in fat a speialized form of �-FAs.We are interested in one form of the �-FAs spei�ally, namely the sym-metri di�erene FAs (�-FAs) whih make use of the symmetri di�ereneoperator (�). Pratial appliations have been developed for �-FAs suh asrandom number generation [18℄ and hashing [14℄. Furthermore, these �-FAhave been shown to be at least as desriptive as traditional NFAs with thesame number of states [18℄ implying a potential for further suh pratialappliations for �-FAs. 3



As with traditional FAs it would be bene�ial if appliations using alarge number of states ould be minimized in terms of its number of states.However, as these �-FAs are still relatively young, little researh has beendone into the minimization of �-FAs. In this regard we are faed with ablank slate to onstrut �-FA minimization algorithms. We plan to inves-tigate traditional FA minimization algorithms and properties of �-FAs tobase �-FA minimization algorithms on.We start this thesis by providing basi de�nitions of the traditional FAsin hapter 2. We also de�ne properties of these FAs suh as equivalene andminimality of FAs, and disuss the relationship between DFAs and NFAs.This is done both to reap on the de�nitions of traditional FAs, but also tode�ne the notation we will be using throughout the thesis.In hapter 3 we provide the de�nitions and properties of FAs for �-FAsbased on the de�nitions and properties from hapter 2. Before disussingand presenting the formal de�nitions of �-FAs we disuss an example of�-FAs whih use the intersetion operator (\-FA).We move onto traditional FA minimization algorithms in hapter 4. Thishapter is used to provide the basi format of FA minimization algorithmsand as a basis for�-FA minimization algorithms. We divide the disussion ofminimization algorithms for traditional FAs into three setions. In the �rstsetion we disuss reduible states (these are states whih an be removedfrom the FA without a�eting the input sequenes aepted by the FA.).We also de�ne three distint ategories of FA minimization algorithms.The seond setion of hapter 2 deals with DFA minimization. Theminimization algorithms developed for DFAs are simpler and faster thanthose for NFAs due to the simpler nature of DFAs. We disuss three DFAminimization algorithms whih orrespond to the three ategories of FAminimization algorithms. These minimization algorithms are by Daiuk,Watson and Watson [4℄; Hoproft [7℄ and Brzozowski [2℄.In the third setion of hapter 2 we disuss an NFA minimization al-gorithm and an NFA redution algorithm. A redution algorithm doesnot always result in the smallest possible FA but runs faster than mini-mization algorithms. NFA redution algorithms are of importane as it isshown in [10℄ that the problem of NFA minimization is NP hard. The NFAminimization algorithm we disuss is by Kameda and Weiner [11℄ and theredution algorithm by Ilie and Yu[9℄. Similar to how we wish to base �-FA minimization algorithms on the NFA minimization algorithms, the NFAminimization and redution algorithms are based on the DFA minimizationalgorithms by Brzozowski and Hoproft respetively.With the DFA and NFA minimization algorithms from hapter 4 inmind we approah the problem of �-FA minimization in hapter 5. Af-ter disussing properties of �-FAs in terms of minimization we develop a4



minimization algorithm for unary1 �-FAs based on their relationship withlinear feedbak shift registers (LFSRs) [14℄. We show that the algorithmis eÆient, however, it is not extendable to non unary �-FAs. After thiswe move onto developing minimization and redution algorithms for general�-FAs. We approah the problem of �-FA minimization from the threeategories of minimization algorithms. The �rst algorithm we disuss mini-mizes �-FAs and is based on the NFA minimization algorithm by Kamedaand Weiner. Next we onstrut a transformation alled the subset � trans-formation whih provides a method to redue both the number of statesand the number of transitions of a �-FA and provides ertain properties of�-FAs suh as generating equivalent �-FAs with the same number of states.In hapter 6, we move from the minimization problem of the previoushapters to disuss the problem of storing �-FAs. Although eÆient storagealgorithms exist for traditional FAs they take advantage of the union ruleand so are not neessarily diretly to appliable to �-FAs. These storageformats need to be able to be both stored eÆiently and be run withoutexessive omputational overhead. We propose two formats for �-FAs. The�rst, for unary �-FAs, is based on the unary �-FA minimization algorithmfrom hapter 5. This algorithm provides both a good ompression ratio andno omputational overhead when exeuting the �-FA. The seond format wedisuss is designed for use on general �-FAs. It is adapted for use on �-FAsfrom the DFA storage format used by Daiuk [4℄. We begin the disussion ofthis format with the basi format and its exeution after whih we provideompression algorithms whih an be applied to the basi format.We provide an appendix whih ontains terminology, notations and def-initions whih we use throughout this thesis.

1Unary �-FAs has an alphabet of size 1.5



Chapter 2Preliminaries: FiniteAutomataIn this hapter we disuss bakground knowledge of deision theory. Weprovide this hapter not only to refresh onepts of deision theory, but alsoto provide the notations that we shall be using throughout this thesis.We start by de�ning �nite automata and then disuss their properties,harateristis and general transformations on these automata. The no-tations and de�nitions disussed are derived from Sipser [15℄ with someonepts taken from Kameda and Weiner [11℄.In setion 2.1 we will show the various general representations of au-tomata used in this thesis. Thereafter, we disuss some extensions on thesede�nitions used to de�ne equivalene of �nite automata. We �nish this hap-ter by disussing the subset transformation whih transforms NFAs into anequivalent DFA.2.1 RepresentationsDe�nition 2.1A �nite automaton (FA) is de�ned as a 5-tuple M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F )where� Q is the �nite, non-empty set of states,� � is the �nite, non-empty set alled the alphabet,� Æ : Q� �! 2Q is the transition funtion,� Q0 � Q is the set of initial states, and� F � Q is the set of �nal states.6



A �nite automaton is a mahine whih takes as input a string of symbolsfrom its alphabet and either aepts or rejets this inputted string. The FAkeeps trak of a set of ative states known as the ative state set. The ativestate set initially ontains only the initial states. The ative state set isupdated aording to the next symbol in the input string and the transitionfuntion. A state whih is urrently in the ative state set is de�ned asative. The input string is aepted if, after all the symbols in the inputstring have been proessed, there is at least one �nal state in the ative set.Likewise if there is no �nal state in the ative state set, the input string isrejeted.Consider the following example.Example 2.2 Let M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) be a FA with� Q = fq0; q1; q2g,� � = f0; 1g,� Æ is desribed as:Æ(q0; 0) = fq0g ; Æ(q0; 1) = fq2gÆ(q1; 0) = fq0; q1g ; Æ(q1; 1) = fq2gÆ(q2; 0) = fq1g ; Æ(q2; 1) = fq2g ;� Q0 = fq0g, and� F = fq2g.The initial set of states for the FA M is fq0g. The ative state setremains as fq0g on input harater 0, while on input harater 1 the ativestate set beomes fq2g. As fq2g is a �nal state, any input strings of anynumber of 0's followed by a 1 are aepted by the FA M . When the stateset fq2g is ative, on input harater 0 the ative state set beomes fq1g.The ative state set of fq1g beomes fq0; q1g on input symbol 0. Furtherexamination of the transition funtion shows us that any input of 1 resultsin the ative state set fq2g while inputs of 0 result in a state set of fq0g; fq1gor fq0; q1g.FAs in the above format are not always easy to understand or follow. Wepresent a format for representing FAs in graphial format and for represent-ing the transition funtion in table format. A FA an also be representedgraphially as follows:� states are represented by irles,� transitions are represented by direted arrows (where qi 2 Æ(qj ; �) adireted edge is drawn from qj to qi with the symbol � as edge label),7



q0 q1
q2

0 1 1 00 0 1
Figure 2.1: Finite Automaton Graph for Example 2.2.� initial states are represented with an inbound edge with the base ofthe arrow not onneted to any state, and� �nal states are represented as double irles.The graphial representation for the FA in example 2.2 above is given in�gure 2.1.Furthermore, we an represent the transition funtion as a transitiontable of states by alphabet symbols, where the table entries are subsets ofthe set of states. For example 2.2, the table would be:0 1q0 fq0g fq2gq1 fq0; q1g fq2gq2 fq1g fq2g :We often need to refer to the states reahable after one input symbolfrom another state. For this reason, we de�ne hildren and parent states asfollows:De�nition 2.3 Given a FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ), the hildren h(q) of astate q 2 Q areh(q) = fqijqi 2 Q; 9� 2 �; qi 2 Æ(q; �)g; andthe parents pa(q) of a state q 2 Q arepa(q) = fqijqi 2 Q; 9� 2 �; q 2 Æ(qi; �)g:
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The parents and hildren of the states in the FA M in example 2.2 are:h(q0) = fq0; q2g ;h(q1) = fq0; q1; q2g ;h(q2) = fq1; q2g ;pa(q0) = fq0; q1g ;pa(q1) = fq1; q2g ; andpa(q2) = fq0; q1; q2g :This onludes the basi de�nitions of the FA we shall be using. In thenext setion we disuss the properties of FAs needed to determine whethertwo FAs aept the same input strings.2.2 EquivaleneThe FA resulting from a minimization algorithm is the smallest FA whihaepts the same input strings as the original FA. In this setion we disussvarious properties of FAs whih are used to ompare FAs.As we disussed in the previous setion, a FA either aepts or rejetsa string onsisting of symbols from its alphabet. The set of all the wordaepted by the FA is de�ned as the language of the FA as follows:De�nition 2.4[Language℄ The language L(M) aepted by a FA M , is the set of allstrings aepted by the FA.For example, for the FA M in example 2.2 (page 7), L(M) is the set of allwords onsisting of 0's and 1's, ending in 1. Therefore 010 =2 L(M) while001 2 L(M).We an de�ne the language of a FA based on the transition funtion. Todo this we need the following extension of the transition funtion:De�nition 2.5 (Transition Funtion Extension)The domain and range of the transition funtion Æ as de�ned in de�nition2.1 an be extended as follows:� Æ : 2Q � �! 2Q is de�ned with P � Q and � 2 � asÆ(P; �) = [q2P Æ(q; �); and� Æ : Q� �� ! 2Q is de�ned reursively with q 2 Q, � 2 � and x 2 ��as Æ(q; �) = fqgÆ(q; �x) = [q02Æ(q;�) Æ(q0; x) :9



Using the above extensions we have that the language of an automatonM = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) is de�ned asL(M) = fxjx 2 ��; Æ(Q0; x) \ F 6= ;g:The language L(M) for the FA M in example 2.2 written as a regularexpression 1 is L(M) = (0j1)�1 :The extensions to the transition funtion allow us to extend the de�nitionof hildren of states to inlude sets as follows:h(S) = fqijqi 2 Q; 9� 2 �; qi 2 Æ(S; �)g; where S � Q :Although a multitude of FAs exist, not all FAs have unique languages.It is this property that we take advantage of in FA minimization algorithms.We de�ne FAs whih aept the same language as equivalent.De�nition 2.6 (Equivalene)The FAs M and M 0 are equivalent i�L(M) = L(M 0):We write M �M 0 if M is equivalent to M 0.This means that with M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) and M 0 = (Q0;�; Æ0; Q00; F 0), Mand M 0 are equivalent if for every word x 2 ��Æ(Q0; x) \ F 6= ; , Æ0(Q00; x) \ F 0 6= ;:and Æ(Q0; x) \ F = ; , Æ0(Q00; x) \ F 0 = ; :Now that we have the equivalene relation for FAs, we an de�ne aminimal FA as the FA with the smallest number of states whih aepts agiven language. We disuss the various aspets of minimality in more detailin hapter 3. Formally we de�ne a FA as minimal as follows:De�nition 2.7 (Minimality)A FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) is minimal if and only if for every FAM 0 = (Q0;�; Æ0; Q00; F 0) where L(M) = L(M 0), it holds thatjQj � jQ0j:Note 1 De�nition 2.7 ontains an inequality implying that a minimal FAis not neessarily unique.1See onvention A.8, page 170. 10



q10 q110; 1 1 q20 q210 1 10Figure 2.2: Example 2.8. Left: M1. Right: M2Consider the following example of minimal FAs and uniqueness.Example 2.8 (Uniqueness)Take the language from example 2.2, that is L(M) = (0j1)�1.Let M1 = (fq10 ; q11g; f0; 1g; Æ1 ; fq10g; fq11g) with Æ1 given by (also shown in�gure 2.2) 0 1q10 fq10g fq10 ; q11gq11 ; ; :Let M2 = (fq20 ; q21g; f0; 1g; Æ2 ; fq20g; fq21g) with Æ2 given by (also shown in�gure 2.2) 0 1q20 fq20g fq21gq21 fq20g fq21g :In the FAs above we have that the states q11 and q21 are �nal states andative only on input 1. The FAs an be shown to be minimal as at least onestate must be a �nal state to aept strings ending on a 1. Another statemust be non-�nal so that strings ending in a 0 are rejeted. Thus any FAwhih aepts the language (0j1)�1 must have at least two states.As both M1 and M2 have exatly two states and both aept the lan-guage (0j1)�1, they are both minimal FAs and equivalent. This quik exampleproves that minimal NFAs are not unique.Although we are disussing minimal NFAs, it will be interesting to ex-amine some non-minimal NFAs whih aept the language (0j1)�1. For thisreason we onstrut two NFAs, M3 and M4 with three states as follows:Let M3 = (fq30 ; q31 ; q32g; f0; 1g; Æ3 ; fq30g; fq32g) with Æ3 given by (also shownin �gure 2.2) 0 1q30 fq31g fq32gq31 fq30 ; q31g fq32gq32 fq30g fq32g :Let M4 = (fq40 ; q41 ; q42g; f0; 1g; Æ4 ; fq40g; fq42g) with Æ4 given by (also shown11



q30 q31 q320 010
0

1
1 q40 q41 q420 1 0

0
1

1Figure 2.3: Example 2.8. Left: M3. Right: M4in �gure 2.2) 0 1q40 fq41g fq42gq41 fq41g fq42gq42 fq41g fq42g :It is easy to verify that L(M3) � L(M4) � (0j1)�1.This onludes our disussion on the equivalene and minimality of FAs.In the introdution we mentioned that traditional FAs are divided into twolasses, one a simpler form than the other. We disuss the di�erenes inthese lasses in the next setion as well as a method to transform FAs fromone lass into an equivalent FA of the other.2.3 Subset ConstrutionFinite automata are divided into two lasses, namely, deterministi andnon-deterministi. The main di�erene between the two lasses is that adeterministi �nite automaton has at most one state in its ative state setwhile a non-deterministi �nite automaton an have more than one state inits ative state set. Formally we de�ne a deterministi �nite automaton asfollows:De�nition 2.9 (Deterministi Finite Automaton)A FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) is a deterministi �nite automaton(DFA) if jQ0j = 1; andjÆ(q; �)j � 1 ;for all � 2 �.Otherwise, M is a non-deterministi �nite automaton (NFA).12



Note that a DFA is also by default a NFA.Sine jQ0j = 1 in a DFA, the initial state set is ommonly denoted as q0to show that it only onsists of one state whih orresponds to the only initialstate. The transition table an be written without sets as eah transition iseither empty or goes to a single state.Note 2 A DFA is de�ned as omplete if the inequality in de�nition 2.9 isan equality. That is, in a omplete DFA one state is always ative.An inomplete DFA an be onverted into a omplete DFA by simplyadding a sink state, s, where any transition Æ(q; �) = ; beomes a transitionto the sink state Æ(q; �) = s, where q 2 Q and � 2 �.Many minimization algorithms on DFAs only work with omplete DFAs.As it is trivial to onvert an inomplete DFA to a omplete DFA, we hene-forth assume that all DFAs are omplete.In the following example we provide an example of a omplete DFA anda NFA.Example 2.10The FA M from example 2.2 (page 7) has the property thatjÆ(q1; 0)j = jfq0; q1gj = 2;so that it is a NFA.The FA M2 from example 2.8 (page 11) has the property thatjÆ(qi; �)j = 1; where � = 0; 1 and i = 0; 1so that it is a omplete DFA.There is a well known algorithm, known as subset onstrution, to reatean equivalent DFA from any given NFA [15℄. This is generated by reatinga DFA with states orresponding to eah subset of states of the NFA.The subset onstrution algorithm is de�ned as follows:De�nition 2.11 (Subset Constrution)Given a NFA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ), let P = 2Q be the power set2 of Q.We an now onstrut an equivalent DFA3 M 0 = (P;�; Æ0; p0; F 0) where� p 2 P i� p � Q,� Æ0(p; �) = [q2pÆ(q; �), 8p 2 P and 8� 2 �,� p0 = Q0, and2See onvention A.4, page 170.3The proof for M 0 being a DFA equivalent to M is known. See for example [15℄, page55. 13



p0 p1
p2p30

1 0 110
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Figure 2.4: Subset onstruted DFA for Example 2.2.� p 2 F 0 i� 9q 2 p suh that q 2 F .The above de�nition of the subset onstrution reates a DFA with a stateorresponding to every subset of the states of the NFA. However, not ev-ery subset of states of the NFA is reahable from the initial set of states.The subset onstrution method an be modi�ed to inlude only reahablesubsets of states by modifying the �rst requirement above as follows:� p 2 P i� p � Q and 9x 2 �� so that Æ(q; x) = p.Convention 2.12We use the notation DFA(M) to represent the modi�ed subset onstru-tion algorithm on a FA M .Example 2.13 Let M be the NFA given in example 2.2 (page 7). Applyingthe modi�ed de�nition of subset onstrution to M we obtain the followingDFA:M 0 = DFA(M) = (P;�; Æ0; p0; F 0) where� P = fp0; p1; p2; p3g,� � = f0; 1g,� the transition funtion an be written as (also given in �gure 2.4)p � Q 0 1p0 fq0g p0 p1p1 fq2g p2 p1p2 fq1g p3 p1p3 fq0; q1g p3 p1 ; and14



� F 0 = fp1g.It is easy to verify that both the DFA M 0 and the NFA M aept the samelanguage namely (0j1)�1.This onludes the preliminary hapter for FAs. We have provided aformal de�nition of FA and di�erentiated between DFAs and NFAs. We havealso disussed the minimality of FAs in terms of equivalene and language aswell as providing the subset onstrution algorithm. These basi oneptswill be used in hapter 4 to determine a minimal FA representing a givenlanguage. We disuss these algorithms with the goal of using them as abasis for the minimization of symmetri di�erene FAs, whih we de�ne inthe following hapter.In the following hapter we disuss and de�ne the basi onepts of FAssuh as equivalene in terms of general FAs and symmetri di�erene FAs.We will use these onepts with the FA minimization tehniques of hapter4 to attempt to onstrut minimization algorithms for symmetri di�ereneFAs in hapter 5.
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Chapter 3Generalized FATraditional FAs, as de�ned in hapter 2, have been investigated in the lit-erature sine the early 1930s [11℄. These traditional FAs have reeived alarge amount of attention both aademially and in pratie. The majorityof appliations whih make use of traditional FAs use DFAs due to theirsimpliity. However, NFAs an desribe more languages for a given numberof states than DFAs with the same number of states. For this reason manyof these appliations begin by onstruting a NFA whih they transform intoan equivalent DFA for exeution.Reently, a new form of NFAs have been developed, that of generalizednon-deterministi FAs (�-FAs) [17℄. Where traditional NFAs make use ofthe union rule when alulating the interation of the transitions, �-FAsgeneralize this rule by replaing the union rule with any binary assoiativeommutative operator. Desribed as suh, traditional NFAs are a speialase of �-FAs.It was shown by van Zijl [17℄ that one suh ase of these �-FAs, namelythe symmetri di�erene FAs (�-FAs), are at least as desriptive as tradi-tional NFAs. Therefore, �-FAs aept at least as many languages as theirtraditional NFA ounter parts for the same number of states. This impliesthat some �-FAs may be smaller than their equivalent NFAs whih will makethem of use in appliations. Although still a relatively young �eld, suh ap-pliations have been developed whih make use of �-FAs. Examples inludehashing [14℄ and random number generation [18℄.In this hapter we provide the basi de�nitions for �-FAs and disusstwo ases of these �-FAs namely intersetion FAs (\-FAs) and �-FAs. Thegoal of this hapter is to provide a basi understanding of �-FAs whih anbe kept in mind while disussing traditional FA minimization algorithms.We start by de�ning �-FAs, after whih we disuss the properties ofthese �-FAs suh as the language, transition funtion extensions and subsetonstrution. In the seond setion we disuss the �rst ase of �-FAs namely\-FAs as an example. We fous our disussion of \-FAs on the exeution,16



language and subset onstrution on this ase of \-FAs. In the third setionwe use the format of our disussion of \-FAs to disuss the ase of �-FAs.3.1 Generalized Finite Automata�-FAs generalize the way in whih the transitions from the urrent ativestates interat to form the new ative state set. In a NFA the ative state setis determined by the union of the transitions from the urrent ative states(as given by the extension of the transition funtion1). �-FAs de�ne theinteration of the transitions from the urrent ative states on the � operator.The � operator an be any binary assoiative ommutative operator de�nedon sets2.In this setion we provide the basi de�nitions for �-FAs whih orre-spond to those for traditional NFAs from the previous hapter. We leavethe disussion of these de�nitions to the examples in the next two setions.With this in mind we de�ne �-FAs as follows:De�nition 3.1 (Generalized Finite Automata)A Generalized Finite Automaton (�-FA) M is de�ned as a 6-tupleM = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F; �) where� Q is the �nite, non-empty set of states,� � is the alphabet,� Æ : Q� �! 2Q is the transition funtion,� Q0 is the set of start states,� F is the set of �nal states, and� � : 2Q � 2Q ! 2Q is any binary assoiative ommutative operatorde�ned on sets of states.A �-FA's transition funtion an be represented graphially or as a tableas disussed for FAs in setion 2.1 (pages 7, 8).As with traditional NFAs the transition funtion of the �-FAs an beextended to inlude sets of states and sequenes of alphabet symbols. A�-FA's transition funtion is extended in terms of its operator as shown inthe following orollary.Corollary 3.2 (Extensions)In a �-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F; �) the domain and range of the transitionfuntion an be extended as follows:1See de�nition 2.5, page 9.2For examples of binary assoiative ommutative operators see de�nition A.3, page169. 17



� Æ : 2Q � �! 2Q with S � Q and � 2 � as follows:Æ(S; �) = �q2SÆ(q; �); and� Æ : Q� �� ! 2Q with q 2 Q; � 2 � and x 2 ��Æ(q; �) = fqgÆ(q; �x) = �q02Æ(q;x)Æ(q0; �) :From de�nition 3.1 and orollary 3.2 it is easy to verify that the de�nitionof the [-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;[) is equivalent to the de�nition of thetraditional NFA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ).Reall from de�nition 2.4 (page 9) that the language of a FA is the setof all words aepted by the FA. Similarly, using the extensions disussed inorollary 3.2 we de�ne the language of a �-FA as follows:De�nition 3.3 (Language)The language L(M) of a �-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F; �) is de�ned asL(M) = fxjx 2 ��; Æ(Q0; x) \ F 6= ;g:We de�ne the equivalene of two �-FAs based on the de�nition of the lan-guage of a �-FA. This is a generalized format of the de�nition of equivalenefor traditional NFAs 2.6 (page 10).De�nition 3.4 (Equivalene of �-FAs)The �-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F; �) and �0-FA M 0 = (Q0;�; Æ0; Q00; F 0; �0) areequivalent i� L(M) = L(M 0):We write M �M 0 if M is equivalent to M 0.Note that de�nition 3.4 does not limit equivalene to a single operator.It follows that two �-FAs may be equivalent although they use di�erentoperators. If � = �0 in de�nition 3.4 we say that M is equivalent to M 0 in�0-FAs.Comparison of �-FAs using operators suh as the � operator is not al-ways easy to follow by hand. For this reason it will be useful to be able totransform suh �-FAs into a more manageable format. As with the tradi-tional FAs a method exists to onstrut a DFA equivalent to a given �-FA.This method follows the subset onstrution algorithm from de�nition 2.11(page 13) as follows:De�nition 3.5 (�-FA Subset Constrution)Given a �-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F; �), let P = 2Q be the power set3 ofQ. We an now onstrut an equivalent DFA M 0 = (P;�; Æ0; p0; F 0) where3See onvention A.4, page 170. 18



� p 2 P i� p � Q,� Æ0(p; �) = �q2pÆ(q; �), 8p 2 P and 8� 2 �,� p0 = Q0, and� p 2 F 0 i� 9q 2 p suh that q 2 F .On-the-y subset onstrution for traditional NFAs onstruts DFAswithout non reahable states from the initial state set (page 14). Simi-larly the �-FA subset onstrution algorithm an be modi�ed to exludenonreahable states from the initial state set.Note 3We de�ne the �-FA to onstrut DFAs and not deterministi �-FAs. Wedo this to keep disussion of the algorithm simple. However, as a DFA anonly ever have one state in the ative state set and as the operator of a �-FAsis ommutative we have that Æ(q; �) = Æ�(q; �) for any state q and alphabetsymbol � from a FA. It follows that all deterministi �-FAs are DFAs.In this setion we have de�ned the properties of and subset onstrutionalgorithm on �-FAs. Before disussing symmetri di�erene FAs we disussanother form of �-FAs, namely the intersetion FA. We provide examples forthe onepts desribed above in terms of the intersetion FAs and how theyrelate to the traditional FAs disussed in hapter 2. We use the exampleswe disuss for intersetion FAs as a basis for our disussion of symmetridi�erene FAs.3.2 Intersetion FAsIn this setion we disuss examples of the �-FA's onepts we de�ned aboveon intersetion FAs. Although this thesis does not fous on intersetion FAswe use it as a basis for approahing �-FAs. We will also show how somealgorithms we will disuss for symmetri di�erene FAs an be adapted for\-FAs.Intersetion FAs are a form of the �-FAs using the intersetion rule4,de�ned as follows:De�nition 3.6 (Intersetion FA)A �-FA M = (Q;�:Æ;Q0; F; �) is de�ned as an intersetion FA (\-FA)if � = \, that is M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;\):We disuss examples to highlight the following di�erenes between \-FAand traditional NFAs:4See de�nition A.3, page 169. 19



1. Ative state sets,2. languages, and3. subset onstrution.Example 3.7 (Ative State Sets)For use in the examples we onstrut the \-FA M\ = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;\)and M[ = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;[) from the NFA M from example 2.2 (page 7).That is,� Q = fq0; q1; q2g,� � = f0; 1g,� Æ an be desribed as (also shown in �gure 3.1)0 1q0 fq0g fq2gq1 fq0; q1g fq2gq2 fq1g fq2g ;� Q0 = fq0g, and� F = fq2g.Exeuting both M\ and M[ on the input 01000 we have the following seriesof ative state sets: Æ � M\ M[fq0g 0 fq0g fq0gfq0g 1 fq2g fq2gfq2g 0 fq1g fq1gfq1g 0 fq0; q1g fq0; q1gfq0; q1g 0 fq0g fq0; q1g :From the series of ative state sets we have that in M\,Æ(fq0; q1g; 0) = Æ(q0; 0) \ Æ(q1; 0) = fq0g \ fq0; q1g = fq0g;while in M[,Æ(fq0; q1g; 0) = Æ(q0; 0) \ Æ(q1; 0) = fq0g [ fq0; q1g = fq0; q1g;so that the transition di�ers between M\ and M[ from the set fq0; q1gon the alphabet symbol 0.We expand on this singular ase of di�ering transitions in the previousexample to disuss the di�erene in the languages aepted by M\ and M[.20



q0 q1
q2

0 1 1 00 0 1
Figure 3.1: Example 3.7.Example 3.8 (Languages)Let M\ and M[ be the FAs from example 3.7. As M[ is equivalent tothe FA M from example 2.2 (page 7), we have that L(M) = (0j1)�1 (page10).For the \-FA M\ we determine the language of the \-FA by examiningthe possible ative state sets and their resultant ative state sets:0 1fq0g fq0g fq2gfq2g fq1g fq2gfq1g fq0; q1g fq2gfq0; q1g fq0g fq2g :For any state set S from the above set of ative state sets, we have thatÆ(S; 0)\F = ; and Æ(S; 1)\F 6= ;. This implies that the language aeptedby M\ is (0j1)�1 so that L(M\) = L(M[):In example 3.8M[ andM\ are equivalent, even though they use di�erentoperators. It is important not to assume this is true in the general ase.In the �nal example we examine the subset onstrution transformationon M[ and M\ from the examples.Example 3.9 (Subset Constrution)Let M\ and M[ be the FAs from example 3.7. Furthermore, let M 0[ =DFA(M[) = (P;�; Æ0[; p0; F 0[) and M 0\ = DFA(M\) = (P 0;�; Æ0\; p00; F 0\)determined as follows.As M[ = M from example 2.2 (page 7), we have that DFA(M[) = M 0from example 2.13 (page 14), so that M 0[ = (P;�; Æ0[; p0; F 0[) with� P = fp0; p1; p2; p3g, 21
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Figure 3.2: Example 3.9. Left M 0[. Right M 0\.� � = f0; 1g,� the transition funtion an be written as (also given in �gure 3.2, left)Æ0[ � Q 0 1p0 fq0g p0 p1p1 fq2g p2 p1p2 fq1g p3 p1p3 fq0; q1g p3 p1 ; and� F 0[ = fp1g.Using de�nition 3.5 and the \-FAM\ from example 3.8 we an onstrutthe DFA M 0\ with M 0\ = (P 0;�; Æ0\; p00; F 0\) where� P 0 = fp00; p01; p02; p03g,� � = f0; 1g,� the transition funtion an be written as (also given in �gure 3.2,right.) Æ0\ � Q 0 1p00 fq0g p00 p01p01 fq2g p02 p01p02 fq1g p03 p01p03 fq0; q1g p00 p01 ; and� F 0\ = fp01g.In example 3.9 it is of interest to note that even though M[ �M\ andthey share the same transition funtion, the resultant DFA through subset22



onstrution di�er. The reason for this is the resultant ative state sets dueto the operator used.This onludes the examples and disussion of the \-FAs. We follow onwith the format used in this setion to disuss �-FAs.3.3 Symmetri Di�erene FAsIn the previous setion we disussed a ase of the �-FA, namely \-FA. Inthis setion we follow the format used in the previous setion to de�ne anddisuss symmetri di�erene FAs. After formally de�ning �-FAs we disussthree examples of the properties of symmetri di�erene FAs, namely theexeution, language and subset onstrution. One again we ompare theexamples with the respetive traditional FAs properties.The symmetri di�erene operator is denoted as the symbol � and isde�ned in de�nition A.3 (page 169).We de�ne a symmetri di�erene FA as follows:De�nition 3.10 (Symmetri Di�erene FA)A �-FA M = (Q;�:Æ;Q0; F; �) is de�ned as a symmetri di�erene FA(�-FA) if � = �, that is M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;�):As with \-FA the �rst example of the �-FA we disuss deals with theexeution of the �-FA.Example 3.11 (Ative State Sets)For use in the examples we onstrut the �-FA M� = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;�)and M[ = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;[) from the NFA M from example 2.2 (page 7).That is,� Q = fq0; q1; q2g,� � = f0; 1g,� Æ an be desribed as (also shown in �gure 3.3)0 1q0 fq0g fq2gq1 fq0; q1g fq2gq2 fq1g fq2g ;� Q0 = fq0g, and� F = fq2g. 23
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Figure 3.3: Example 3.11.Exeuting both M� and M[ on the input 01000 we have the following seriesof ative state sets: Æ � M� M[fq0g 0 fq0g fq0gfq0g 1 fq2g fq2gfq2g 0 fq1g fq1gfq1g 0 fq0; q1g fq0; q1gfq0; q1g 0 fq1g fq0; q1g :From the series of ative state sets we have that in M�,Æ(fq0; q1g; 0) = Æ(q0; 0) � Æ(q1; 0) = fq0g � fq0; q1g = fq1g;while in M[,Æ(fq0; q1g; 0) = Æ(q0; 0) � Æ(q1; 0) = fq0g [ fq0; q1g = fq0; q1g;so that the transition di�ers between M� and M[ from the set fq0; q1gon the alphabet symbol 0.As with the \-FA the �-FAs transitions only di�er from the state setfq0; q1g on the alphabet symbol 0. It is also easy to verify by omparingexamples 3.7 and 3.11 that M� and M\ also di�er only on that transition.One again we expand on this singular ase of di�ering transitions in theprevious example to disuss the di�erene in the languages aepted by M�and M[.Example 3.12 (Languages)Let M� and M[ be the FAs from example 3.11. As M[ is equivalent tothe FA M from example 2.2 (page 7), we have that L(M) = (0j1)�1 (page10). 24



For the �-FA M� we examine the possible ative state sets and theirfollowing ative state sets: 0 1fq0g fq0g fq2gfq2g fq1g fq2gfq1g fq0; q1g fq2gfq0; q1g fq1g fq2g :For any state set S from the above set of ative state sets, we have thatÆ(S; 0) \ F = ; and Æ(S; 1) \ F 6= ;. Therefore, the language aepted byM� is (0j1)�1 so that L(M�) = L(M[):In example 3.12 we have that as with M\ from example 3.8 (page 21),M� is equivalent to M[. This in turn implies that M� � M\ from thetwo examples. One again this is not the general ase but works well forhighlighting the examples. As with M\ we will see that DFA(M�) resultsin a di�erent but equivalent DFA to both M[ and M\.Example 3.13 (Subset Constrution)Let M� and M[ be the FAs from example 3.11. Furthermore, let M 0[ =DFA(M[) = (P;�; Æ0[; p0; F 0[) and M 0� = DFA(M�) = (P 0;�; Æap0; p00; F 0�)as follows.As M[ = M from example 2.2 (page 7), we have that M[ = M 0 fromexample 2.13 (page 14), so that M 0[ = (P;�; Æ0[; p0; F 0[) with� P = fp0; p1; p2; p3g,� � = f0; 1g,� the transition funtion an be written as (also given in �gure 3.2, left)Æ0[ � Q 0 1p0 fq0g p0 p1p1 fq2g p2 p1p2 fq1g p3 p1p3 fq0; q1g p3 p1 ; and� F 0[ = fp1g.Using de�nition 3.5 and example 3.9 we onstrut the DFA M 0� withM 0� = (P 0;�; Æ0�; p00; F 0�) where� P 0 = fp00; p01; p02; p03g,� � = f0; 1g, 25
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Figure 3.4: Example 3.13. Left M 0[. Right M 0�.� the transition funtion an be written as (also given in �gure 3.4, right)Æ0� � Q 0 1p00 fq0g p00 p01p01 fq2g p02 p01p02 fq1g p03 p01p03 fq0; q1g p02 p01 ; and� F 0� = fp01g.As shown in the example the DFA resultant from �-FA is not identialto either the DFA onstruted from the [-FA or \-FA from example 3.9.With this example we �nish our introdution to �-FAs. We have pro-vided the basi de�nitions of �-FAs and disussed examples whih high-lighted di�erenes in the exeution and properties of �-FAs to [-FAs. Weprovided this introdution of �-FAs at this stage so they an be kept inmind when disussing the traditional FA minimization algorithms in hap-ter 4. In hapter 5 we attempt to modify the algorithms from hapter 4 touse with �-FAs as de�ned here.Before we begin our disussion of traditional FA minimization algorithmswe disuss one further property of �-FAs.This onludes our disussion of �-FAs and their properties. In thishapter we provided the basi de�nitions of �-FAs with referene to NFAsand gave examples for both the \-FAs and �-FAs. We disuss furtherproperties of �-FAs whih will be of use for minimization purposes afterdisussing minimization algorithms on NFAs and DFAs.In the next hapter we disuss traditional FA minimization algorithms.In the following hapter we use the properties of traditional FAs and theirminimization algorithms and attempt to adapt them for use with �-FAs asdisussed in this hapter. 26



Chapter 4Minimization of FAIn hapter 2 we presented de�nitions and onepts pertaining to FAs. Wede�ned the equivalene of FAs based on their languages and elaboratedthat a FA was minimal if no equivalent FA exists with fewer states. Inthis hapter we disuss various tehniques whih exist in the literature todetermine minimal FAs.Various appliations make use of large FAs whih onsist of hundredsof thousands of states. Examples of suh appliations inlude linguistis,language proessing, pattern searhing and omputational biology [4℄. Al-though, non minimal FAs ould be used in suh appliations, a minimalFA dereases the storage requirements and improves the eÆieny of suhappliations. Among other improvements a minimal FA redues the impatof state explosion1.As shown in [19℄ the minimization of FAs is a well researhed topi withvarious algorithms available. These FA minimization algorithms are dividedinto two types, namely DFA and NFA minimization algorithms. As DFAsare an older onept and have a simpler struture than NFAs, most FAminimization algorithms deal exlusively with DFAs2.DFA and NFA minimization algorithms o�er various advantages overeah other. Due to the simpler struture, DFA minimization algorithms arefaster and simpler than those for NFAs and result in the unique equivalentminimal DFA. Similarly, NFA minimization algorithms are usually slowerthan their DFA ounterparts and the resultant minimal NFA is not unique.However, minimal NFAs always onsist of fewer or equal number of statesthe equivalent minimal DFA. In pratie more appliations make use of DFAminimization due to the worst ase omputational omplexity of NFA min-imization algorithms. Even in suh appliations an eÆient NFA redutionalgorithm ould improve the performane of the DFA minimization if the1Various transformations on FAs, inluding subset onstrution, have exponential worstase omputational omplexities and/or reate FAs whih onsist of a state set of expo-nential size ompared to the original FAs state set.2DFA minimization algorithms date bak to as early as the 1960's [2℄.27



original FA is an NFA. This is due to the spae explosion inherent to thesubset onstrution method used to reate equivalent DFAs from NFAs. Itis important to note that as shown by Jiang and Ravikumar [10℄ NFA mini-mization is a NP-Hard problem and an eÆient NFA minimization algorithmis unlikely to be found.Reently, some attention has been given to redution of NFAs insteadof minimization. In this approah, tehniques are used to redue the num-ber of states and/or transitions of the NFA, without neessarily ahievingthe lowest possible (i.e. minimal) number of states. Ilie and Yu [9℄ andChamparnaud and Coulon [3℄ developed suh redution tehniques that runin polynomial time. This is a onsiderable improvement of worst ase om-putational omplexity over NFA minimization algorithms and as desribedabove an be used to improve the eÆieny of appliations making use ofDFA minimization algorithms.Although we do not disuss this in detail, it is of interest note thatas the storage of FAs depends not only on the number of states, but alsothe number of transitions, the minimization and redution of transitionshas beome a new area of researh. The algorithm we disuss later by Ilieand Yu [9℄ redues not only the number of states, but also the number oftransitions.We start our disussion of the redution and minimization of �-FAsin terms of the number of states by disussing reduible states and typesof minimization algorithms. Using these onepts we disuss three DFAminimization algorithms in setion 4.2, namely ditionary minimization [4℄,Hoproft's [7℄ and Brzozowksi's [2℄ DFA minimization algorithms. Usingthese algorithms as a basis we disuss the NFA minimization by Kamedaand Weiner [11℄ and the NFA redution algorithm by Ilie and Yu [9℄.We make use of these onepts and algorithms as a basis for �-FA min-imization in hapter 5.4.1 PreliminariesAlthough a wide range of minimization algorithms are available in the lit-erature, we fous our disussion on the following three ategories of theminimization algorithms:� Language onstrution: The language that the FA aepts is usedto onstrut a minimal FA whih aepts the language;� State omparison: States are ombined or removed from the FAreduing the number of states in the FA without a�eting the languageit aepts; and� Transformation onstrution: Transformations are applied to theFA resulting in an equivalent FA with fewer states.28



In the ase of language onstrution we present a DFA minimizationalgorithm. However, in the ases of the state omparison and transforma-tion onstrution algorithms we present minimization algorithms for bothDFAs and NFAs. The DFA minimization algorithms we disuss are thoseof Daiuk, Watson and Watson [4℄ for language reonstrution, Hoproft [7℄for state omparison and Brzozowski [2℄ for transformation reonstrution.The NFA minimization and redution algorithms we disuss are those ofIlie, Navarro and Yu [9℄ for state omparison and Kameda and Weiner [11℄for transformation onstrution.The minimization algorithms we disuss are based on the onept ofreduible states. Reduible states are states whih an be removed from aFA or be used to transform a FA in suh a way that an equivalent FA anbe onstruted with fewer states. Before disussing the minimization andredution algorithms we provide a formal de�nition of these reduible statesand disuss how they an be deteted.Reduible states an formally be de�ned as follows:De�nition 4.1 (Reduible states)Given the FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ), the reduible states are de�ned asfollows:� q is reduible ifL(M) � L((Q=fqg;�; Æ0; Q0=fqg; F=fqg))where Æ0(q0; �) = Æ(q0; �)=fqg with q0 2 Q=fqg, or� qi; qj are reduible if for a Q0 = (Q=fqi; qjg)[fq0g and a Æ0 : Q0��!2Q0 it holds that L(M) � L((Q0;�; Æ0; Q00; F 0));where Q00 = Q0 (F 0 = F ), if qi; qj =2 Q0 (qi; qj =2 F ),otherwiseQ00 = (Q0=fqi; qjg) [ fq0g (F 0 = (F=fqi; qjg) [ fq0g):The �rst ase in de�nition 4.1 is that of a state as being reduible if� it an be removed from the state set,� it an be removed from the initial and �nal state sets, and� all transitions to and from the state are removed,without a�eting the language aepted by the FA.29



The seond ase in de�nition 4.1 is that of a pair of states as beingreduible if� they an be removed from the state set and replaed with a singlereplaement state,� they an be replaed with the replaement state in the initial and �nalstate sets, and� all transitions to and from the state are replaed with transitions toand from the replaement state,without a�eting the language aepted by the FA.The de�nition provides us with a method to remove the reduible statesfrom the FA to reate a smaller equivalent FA. However, it does not presenta method to determine whih states are reduible. We ould use brute foremethods to determine whih states are reduible, but suh a brute foremethod would have a high worst ase omputational ost assoiated.To avoid this worst ase omputational omplexity we look into oneptswhih will simplify the proess of identifying reduible states. The �rst suhonept we disuss originates from [11℄ and deals with the words whih ourbefore and after a given state.De�nition 4.2 (Predeessor/Suessor)Given the FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) with a state q 2 Q:� the predeessor3 of the state q is the set of all the words whih, whenrun on M with the original ative state set = Q0, result in the state qbeing ative: pr(q) = fx j x 2 ��; q 2 Æ(Q0; x)g; and� the suessor of the state q is the set of all the words whih, whenrun on M with the original ative state set = fqg, results in a �nalstate of M being ative:s(q) = fx j x 2 ��; Æ(q; x)\ F 6= ;g:From de�nition 4.2 we see that the de�nition of the predeessor (resp.suessor) if used on the �nal (resp. initial) state set is equivalent to thelanguage of the FA, that is:pr(q) = L((Q;�; Æ;Q0; q))s(q) = L((Q;�; Æ; q; F ))It follows that:3Note the di�erene between the de�nitions of suessors (resp. predeessors) and thehildren (resp. parents) of a state. 30



Corollary 4.3 (Complexity)The omplexity of alulating the suessor or predeessor of a state in aFA is as diÆult as alulating the language of the FA.The predeessors and suessors of the states are used to examine whetheror not states are neessary to generate the words in the language of the FA.For example if the predeessor and suessor of a state form a subset ofanother states predeessor and suessor then any word in the language ofthe FA whih sets the �rst state ative will set the seond state ative at thesame time. In suh a ase the state is repeating work done by the other stateand the �rst state an be removed without a�eting the language of the FA.We fous on four ases of reduible states identi�able using predeessors andsuessors.From de�nition 4.1 (page 29) we an identify the following types of re-duible states based on the predeessors and suessors of the states, asshown in [11℄ and [19℄.De�nition 4.4 (Reduible States)In a FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) with a state q 2 Q� q is initial-useless if pr(q) = ;;� q is �nal-useless if s(q) = ;;� q is redundant with respet to another state q0 2 Q ifpr(q) = pr(q0); and� q is equivalent to another state q0 2 Q ifs(q) = s(q0):From de�nition 4.4 we have that a state is initial-useless if its predeessoris the empty set. Similarly, a state is �nal-useless if its suessor is the emptyset. Where a state's predeessor is idential to another state's predeessorwe de�ne the state as redundant with respet to the other state. Similarly,where a state's suessor is idential to another state's suessor we de�nethe state as equivalent to the other state.In the following lemmas we provide proofs that initial-useless, �nal-useless and redundant states are reduible. These proofs are of interestas they provide algorithms to remove these reduible states from a FA.Lemma 4.5 Initial-useless and �nal-useless states are reduible.31



Proof We must show that by removing the initial-useless and �nal-uselessstates from a FA M we an generate an equivalent FA M 0 with fewer states.Let M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) be a FA. From de�nition 2.4 (page 9), we havethat the language of M is given byL(M) = fxjx 2 ��; Æ(Q0; x)\F 6= ;g:Let U be the set of initial-useless and �nal-useless states in M . Let theFA M 0 = (Q=U;�; Æ0; Q0=U; F=U) where Æ0(q; �) = Æ(q; �)=U for q 2 Q=Uand � 2 �.We must show that L(M 0) = L(M). We do this by showing that anyword aepted by the FA M does not go through an initial-useless or �nal-useless state. By that we mean the state sequene whih is set ative byproessing any word in the language of the FA does not need to ontain anyinitial-useless or �nal-useless state.Let x be any word x 2 L(M) where x = yz with y; z 2 �� and q 2Æ(Q0; y). Then q annot be initial-useless as y 2 pr(q) so that pr(q) 6= ;. Ifq is �nal-useless, then we have that s(q) = ;. Thus with A � Q and q 2 Awe have that s(A=fqg) = s(A) so that Æ(Æ(Q0; y)=fqg; z)T F 6= ; if andonly if Æ(Æ(Q0; y)=fqg; z)T F 6= ;.It follows that Æ0(Æ0(Q0=U); y); z)T F=U) 6= ; if and only ifÆ(Æ(Q0); y); z)\ F ) 6= ;;so that L(M) = L(M 0).From the proof we have that FA with initial-useless and �nal-uselessstates an be redued by removing these states and any transitions to orfrom them from the FA. This orresponds with the �rst ase of reduiblestates from de�nition 4.1Next we show that redundant states are reduible.Lemma 4.6 Redundant states are reduible.Proof We must show that by removing redundant states from a FA, M ,we an generate an equivalent FA, M 0, with fewer states.Let M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) be a FA where the states q and p 2 Q areredundant. We onstrut the FA M 0 = (Q0;�; Æ0; Q00; F 0) where� Q0 = Q=fpg,� Q00 = Q0=fpg,� if p 2 F then F 0 = (F=fpg)Sfqg, and� Æ0 for � 2 � is modi�ed from Æ as followsÆ0(qi; x) = ( Æ(qi; �)=fqg ; qi 6= q; pÆ(q; x)S Æ(p; �)=fqg ; qi = p32



We onstrut M 0 from M as follows:� Remove the state p from both the state set and initial state set.� If the state p is a �nal state inM then we delare the state q as a �nalstate in M 0.� The transition funtion of M 0 is onstruted from the transition fun-tion of M by removing all transitions to the state p and ombining allthe transitions from the state q with the transitions from the state p.We need to show that L(M 0) = L(M) or that Æ(Q0; x)TF 6= ; if andonly if Æ0(Q00; x)TF 0 6= ; with x 2 ��. As p is redundant with respet to qwe have that q 2 Æ(Q0; x) if and only if p 2 Æ(Q0; x).Let x = yz where y; z 2 �� then if fq; pg � Æ(Q0; y) we have thatÆ(Q0; y) = Æ0(Q00; y) [ fpg. Let Æ(Q0; y) = Qy = Æ0(Q00; y) [ fpg andÆ0(Q00; y) = Q0y. Where � 2 � we have thatÆ0(Q0y; �) = Æ0(Q0y=fqg; �) [ Æ0(q; �)= Æ(Qy=fq; pg; �) [ Æ0(q; �)= Æ(Qy=fq; pg; �) [ Æ(fq; pg; �)= Æ(Qy ; �):It follows that Æ0(Q0y; y�) = Æ(Qy; y�).Next we take the ase where x 2 L(M) with fq; pg � Æ(Q0; x) =Æ0(Q00; x)[fpg. If q 2 F then we have that p 2 F 0 so that Æ0(Q00; x)\F 0 6= ;.If q =2 F then we have that (Æ(Q0; x)=fqg) \ F 6= ;. As Æ0(Q00; x) =(Æ(Q0; x)=fqg) it follows that Æ0(Q00; x) \ F 0 6= ;.Thus for any word x 2 L(M) with x = yz where y; z 2 �� and � 2 �we have shown that� if q 2 Æ(Q0; y) then Æ(Q0; y�) = Æ0(Q00; y�), and� if Æ(Q0; x) \ F; then Æ0(Q00; x) \ F 0 6= ;.It follows that L(M) = L(M 0).From the proof we have that redundant states an be redued by remov-ing one of the redundant states, all transitions to the redundant state andadding all of the transitions from the removed state to the other remainingstate. This follows the seond ase of reduible states from de�nition 4.1.We do not provide a proof for the reduibility of equivalent states atthis time. The reason for this is due to property that equivalent states areredundant states of the dual FA whih we will disuss later. As shown in [19℄equivalent states may be redued by removing one of the states and movingall transitions to the removed state, to the other equivalent state.33



Using the onepts we have disussed in this setion we will approah theminimization of DFAs. We plan to use these DFA minimization algorithmsas a starting point to approah NFA minimization algorithms and in turn�-FA minimization algorithms.4.2 DFA MinimizationDFAs have reeived the most attention with regards to minimization andas suh there exist a plethora of DFA minimization algorithms in the lit-erature. Watson [19℄ wrote a taxonomy of DFA minimization tehniqueswhih standardized the notations of the algorithms and organized them intoa family tree of their inuenes. This taxonomy helps distinguish the dif-ferent algorithms, however, it does not inlude the minimization tehniquesfor speialized DFAs suh as ditionaries.In this setion we start by disussing properties of DFAs not shared byNFAs. These properties allow the minimization tehniques onstruted forDFAs to be simpler and faster than those for NFAs. After these propertieswe disuss three di�erent approahes to minimizing DFAs. The �rst byDaiuk, Watson and Watson [4℄ builds a minimal speialized form of a DFAalled a ditionary through language onstrution. The seond algorithmby Hoproft [7℄ is a form of the most popular and fastest DFA minimizationalgorithm through state omparison. The �nal algorithm we disuss is byBrzozowski [2℄ whih makes use of transformation onstrution. Althoughthis algorithm does not have the speed of the previous two algorithms, itdoes have some interesting properties whih are usable for �-FAs. After thiswork we disuss various properties of the minimal DFA.Before disussing the minimization tehniques for DFAs we look at thereduible states of DFAs.From the de�nition of DFAs (see page 12) we have that the DFA hasexatly one start state and may never have more than one state in the ativestate set. The following theorem follows from this:Theorem 4.7 (Redundany)A DFA has no redundant states.ProofLet M be a DFA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) with two states qi; qj 2 Q re-dundant with respet to eah other where qi 6= qj. From the de�nition ofredundany we have pr(qi) = pr(qj) With x 2 �� it follows that qi 2 Æ(Q0; x)if and only if qj 2 Æ(Q0; x) so that fqi; qjg � Æ(Q0; x).From de�nition 2.9 (page 12) we have that jÆ(q; �)j � 1 wher x 2 �.It follows that jÆ(Q0; x)j � 1 whih forms a ontradition with fqi; qjg �Æ(Q0; x). 34



By ontradition we have that a DFA has no redundant states.We an further redue the types of reduible states of a DFA by on-struting a DFA using the modi�ed subset onstrution algorithm (page 13).The DFA will then have no initial-useless states.This means that for the minimization of DFAs we need only handleequivalent and �nal-useless states. This helps to simplify the minimizationproblem as we need only identify and redue two types of reduible states.We start by disussing the ditionary minimization problem. This prob-lem makes use of a simpler form of the DFA. As suh it simpli�es theminimization problem further and allows some insight into deteting andremoving reduible states.4.2.1 DitionariesA ditionary [4℄ as used here is a speialized form of a DFA used to storewords of �nite length, suh as English words or DNA sequenes. As suh,ditionaries are often generated pieewise by inserting eah aepted wordinto the ditionary. Many ditionaries are also interative, that is, wordsan be added after the initial onstrution was ompleted.Ditionaries are used in many appliations whih make use of wordmathing. These appliations inlude spell hekers and pattern reogni-tion. Ditionaries are also used to store large amounts of distint data suhas DNA sequenes in a ompat spae without data loss.Three algorithms of ditionary minimization are provided by Daiuk,Watson and Watson [4℄. The �rst algorithm deals with minimizing alreadyonstruted ditionaries. The seond algorithm onstruts the minimal di-tionaries from a set of words in alphabetial order. The �nal algorithmonstruts the minimal ditionary from a set of words in no partiular or-der. The �nal algorithm allows for words to be added to the ditionary afterthe initial onstrution is omplete.We do not disuss the last two minimization algorithms in detail, butinstead desribe the approahes used to these algorithms based on the �rstminimization algorithm.Before disussing the minimization algorithms, we start by formallyde�ning and disussing ditionaries.De�nition 4.8 (Ditionary)A ditionary is a DFA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ), with no loops, that is,8x 2 ��; q 2 Q; it holds that q =2 Æ(q; x):This means that speialized forms of minimization are needed to ensurethat loops do not our. We start by disussing the struture of ditionariesnamely the TRIE, after whih we disuss the three ditionary minimizationalgorithms. 35



TRIEsTRIEs are the most ommonly used data struture to store words for pat-tern reognition suh as ditionaries and searh engines4. They are tree-strutured DFAs in whih the initial state is the root and the set of �nalstates onsists of all the leaves as well as internal states whih mark wordsthat form pre�xes to other words in the ditionary.A TRIE (Q;�; Æ; q0; F ) an be onstruted inrementally. This is doneby proessing eah word separately and adding states and transitions tothe struture as needed. Eah harater of the word is proessed until thelongest pre�x of the word urrently stored in the TRIE is found. States areadded to the TRIE whih represent the remaining suÆx.We de�ne this proess formally as follows:1. Construt the initial and �nal state sets as Q = fq0g, and F = fg2. Construt the alphabet set � to inlude the appropriate symbols.3. Repeat until all words have been inserted(a) w  next word to be inserted,(b) �  longest pre�x of w already in the TRIE. That is whereÆ(q0; �) 6= ;,() �  remaining suÆx of w where w = ��,(d) if � 6= �add the states representing the suÆx � to the state Æ(q0; �),(e) add last state in the inserted word to the �nal state set so thatF = F [ Æ(q0; w).In step 3(d) of the algorithm above we add the suÆx � = �0 : : : �m�1 tothe state Æ(q0; �) as follows:� Add m states, fq�0 ; : : : ; q�m�1g;to Q where m = j�j ( that is, the number of haraters in �), and� add the following m transitions to Æ with q0 = Æ(q0; �):Æ(q0; �0) = q�0 ;Æ(q�i�1; �i) = q�i ; for i = 1; : : : ;m� 1:4For further information on TRIEs or suÆx trees see [13℄.
36



Example 4.9 (TRIE)As an example we onstrut the TRIE (Q; f0; 1; 2; 3g; Æ; q0 ; F ) from theset of words: 0; 001; 020; 101; 112; 212; 301; 312:We reate the TRIE as follows (also shown in �gure 4.1):1. Start by reating the state q0 and adding the word 0 to state q0.2. Next word: 001. As 0 is a pre�x of 001, the suÆx 01 is added to thestate Æ(q0; 0).3. Next word: 020. The longest ommon pre�x is 0, and hene the suÆx20 is added to the state Æ(q0; 0).4. Next word: 101. 101 shares no ommon pre�x with the TRIE, so that101 is added to the state q0.5. Next word: 112. The longest ommon pre�x is 1, and hene the suÆx12 is added to the state Æ(q0; 1).6. Similarly for the remaining words.The algorithm for the onstrution of a TRIE does not attempt to on-strut a minimal TRIE. As suh the resultant TRIE or DFA ontains re-duible states. One suh ase of these reduible states is the �nal stateswhih represent the end of words with no further transitions from them.These states are all equivalent to eah other as their suessors onsist onlyof the word �. These states may all be ombined into one state reduing thenumber of states in the ditionary. Every state onstruted during the TRIEonstrution is used in a word aepted by the FA. As suh, no initial-uselessor �nal-useless states are generated, thus only equivalent states remain.The �rst algorithm minimizes the ditionary after the full TRIE hasbeen onstruted as above, this algorithm falls under the state omparisonminimization ategory. This �rst algorithm, whih we disuss in the nextsetion, is used as a basis for the two language onstrution minimizationtehniques.TRIE MinimizationAs mentioned above the �rst algorithm minimizes a onstruted TRIE. ATRIE is minimized by merging the equivalent states. Remember that astate is equivalent to another state if their suessors are equal. In a TRIEa state's suessor is equal to the suÆxes from the state. This means thatany states whih share all of their suÆxes are equivalent.For example, in �gure 4.1 of example 4.9 we note that the words 2[12℄and 1[12℄ have the same set of suÆxes, namely 12. Combining the states37
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0 12 01 0 11 2 q00
0 12 01 0 11 22 1 23 0 11 2Figure 4.1: Example 4.9. Top Left: Step 2. Top Right: Step 4. BottomLeft: Step 5. Bottom Right: Step 6.with predeessors 11 and 21 as well as 112 and 212 we obtain the DFA asshown in �gure 4.2.The algorithm �nds these states with equal suÆxes by moving throughthe TRIE layer by layer from the leaves to the root. A layer onsists of stateswhere the lengths of longest suÆxes are equal. The �rst layer onsists ofonly leaves, or states with no transitions from them. As these states haveonly one suÆx eah, namely �, they are equivalent and an be merged into asingle state. After these states are ombined the next layer, states where thelength of longest suÆx is one greater than the previous layer, is proessed.Note that the length of the longest suÆx from a hild of a state is alwayssmaller than that of the parent state. This implies that the hildren of thestates of a layer being proessed have all been proessed.Two states qi; qj are ombined in a level if either both states are �nal ornot, qi; qj 2 F or qi; qj =2 F , and they share all of their transition, Æ(qi; �) =Æ(qj ; �) for every � 2 �. Where this is the ase we have that if x 2 s(qi)with x 2 �� and x = �x0:Æ(qi; x) = Æ(Æ(qi; �); x0)= Æ(Æ(qj ; �); x0)= Æ(qj ; x) :38



q00
0 12 01 0 11 22 13 0 11 2Figure 4.2: Combined states of ditionary from example 4.9.Similarly, if x 2 s(qj) we have that Æ(qj ; x) = Æ(qi; x) so that s(qi) =s(qj). As the states are equivalent they an be ombined and the TRIEredued. This omparison and merging of states is repeated for every layer.The TRIE resulting from this algorithm is minimal as shown in [4℄.Before ontinuing disussing TRIE minimization we provide an example ofthe �rst algorithm.Example 4.10 (TRIE Minimization)The TRIE from example 4.9 an be minimized using the �rst algorithm asdisussed above.The algorithm funtions on the TRIE as follows (also shown in �gure4.3):1. Combine all the leaves.2. Proess the �rst level, that is where the length of the state's longestsuÆx is of length 1. The �rst layer onsists of the states with pre�xes00, 02, 10, 11, 21, 30 and 31. The states with the pre�xes 00, 10and 30 all have a single suÆx, namely 1, whih are equal and an beombined. Similarly, the states with the pre�xes 11 and 31 all have asingle suÆx, namely 2, whih are equal and an be ombined.3. Proess the seond level, that is where the length of the state's longestsuÆx is of length 2. The seond layer onsists of the states with pre�xes0, 1, 2 and 3. The states with the pre�xes 1, and 3 share their hildren,the states represented by the pre�xes 11 or 31 and 10 or 30. As shownabove this means that the states 1 and 3 share all suÆxes, 01 and 12,and an be ombined. 39
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q0 0 02 01; 3 0 112 1 2Figure 4.3: Example 4.10. Left: Step 1. Right: Step 2. Bottom: Step 44. Proess the third level, that is where the length of the state's longestsuÆx is of length 3. This layer onsists only of the root, that is thestate with the pre�x �.The resultant TRIE as shown in �gure 4.3 is minimal.The TRIE minimization algorithm an be run with worst ase ompu-tational omplexity O(n2) where n is the number of states in the TRIE.This worst ase omputational omplexity is a result of proessing only astate's hildren and ategorizing the states as the hildren are proessed. Byategorizing the states, they need not be expliitly ompared to eah otherwithin a layer but instead an be automatially ombined.Although the algorithm an be run eÆiently, the original TRIE must begenerated and stored before use. It also implies that all the words must beinserted into the TRIE before minimization. If words were to be added afterthe minimized TRIE is generated, a new TRIE would need to be onstrutedand the minimization algorithm applied to the new TRIE. Two extensions tothis algorithm presented by Daiuk, Watson and Watson [4℄ o�er solutionsto these drawbaks.The �rst extension onstruts the minimal TRIE from a sorted list ofwords. The TRIE is onstruted by inserting eah word separately andminimizing the states not shared between the new and previous word. The40



onstrution, given the TRIE immediately after proessing the word y andgiven the next word in alphabetial order x, is as follows:Insert the word x into the TRIE as done for TRIE onstrution. Dur-ing this insertion only the states representing the suÆx of x orre-sponding to the longest ommon pre�x of x and y need to be addedto the TRIE. As the words are sorted alphabetially we know thatno word will be inserted with a longer ommon pre�x with y than x.This implies that the states representing the remaining suÆx of y willnever be modi�ed again and an be minimized using the original TRIEminimization algorithm.If they ould be modi�ed then there exists a word z after y in the listwhere z shares a larger pre�x with x than y whih as the list is sortedis a ontradition.The TRIE representing the list of words up to and inluding the pre-viously inserted word is thus minimized after inserting a new word. Thisminimization an be run in linear time as only a single suÆx, that of the pre-viously inserted word, needs be proessed from the leaves bak up the TRIE.This solution solves the spae omplexity of the original TRIE minimizationalgorithm and runs eÆiently. However, sorting the words before inser-tion is not always pratial. Examples inlude ases where large amountsof unsorted data are being streamed from an input devie (suh as DNAsequening). It also does not allow words to be inserted at a later stagewithout reonstruting the entire TRIE from a new list.The seond extension makes provision for unsorted data. This allowsunsorted lists to be used to generate the TRIE as well as allowing for in-serting new words into the TRIE at a later stage. However, this results ina higher worst ase omputational omplexity.In the ase of sorted data only the states representing the suÆx of thepreviously inserted word needed to be proessed for equivalene. However,this is not the ase with unsorted data. Instead on the insertion of a newword, the longest pre�x of the word in the TRIE is determined. The statesrepresenting the suÆxes of this state are dupliated in the TRIE so that anew suÆx an be added to the TRIE without a�eting other words withthe same suÆxes but di�erent pre�xes. After the new suÆx has been addedthe split states are heked for equivalene resulting in the minimal TRIErepresenting the inserted words.This onludes our disussion of the minimization of the speialized formof DFAs known as ditionaries. The algorithms we disussed for ditionaryminimization provided both eÆient spae and worst ase omputationalomplexity. However, as the ditionary is a simpli�ed form of the DFA theproess of detetion and removal of reduible states was simpli�ed to only41



looking for equivalent state. This ould be done eÆiently by searhingbakwards from the generated ommon �nal state or leaf.It is important to note that a DFA is a simpli�ed form of a DFA dueto the property that they ontain no in�nite length words. It follows thatditionary minimization algorithms whih make use of this property will notbe able to be used for the minimization of NFAs. Similarly, the DFA min-imization algorithms we will disuss make use of properties of DFAs whihare not shared by NFAs. With this in mind we begin our disussion of gen-eral DFA minimization algorithms. The �rst DFA minimization algorithmwe disuss is by Hoproft [7℄ whih makes use of a simpli�ed equivalenetest.4.2.2 Hoproft's AlgorithmIn this setion we disuss two DFA minimization algorithms both proposedby Hoproft [7℄. The �rst algorithm divided the given DFA into disjointsets used for deteting equivalent states. The worst ase omputationalomplexity of this algorithm is O(n2) where n is the number of states inthe original DFA. The seond algorithm involves a modi�ation on howthese sets are ompared and generated. This modi�ation results in animprovement of the worst ase omputational omplexity to O(n log(n)).We note from the equivalene test in orollary 4.3 (page 31) that theworst ase omputational omplexity of omparing the suessors of statesan be as omplex as omputing the language of the DFA. Suh brute foretehniques would be impratial in pratie.Hoproft's algorithm divides the states of the DFA into equivalene sets.Eah of these sets represents states whih are possibly equivalent. Statesare tested for equivalene to only the other states in the set and removedif inequivalene is deteted. Instead of diretly omparing the suessors ofstates, whih would be omputationally expensive, a simpli�ed equivalenetest is used whih makes use of only the states' hildren.This simpli�ed test is based on the following lemma5:Lemma 4.11 (Equivalene Test)In a DFA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ), qi � qj where qi; qj 2 Q if and only ifÆ(qi; �) � Æ(qj ; �)for all � 2 �.Therefore, a state in a DFA is equivalent to another state if and only ifthe hildren of the states are equivalent.We highlight the equivalene test with the following example:5See [3℄ for a proof of lemma 4.11. 42



q0 q1 q2 q3q4 q501 00 0 0 0 q0 q1 q2 q30; 1 0 0 0
Figure 4.4: Example 4.12. Left: M . Right: M 0Example 4.12 (Equivalene Test)Given the DFA M = (fq0; q1; q2; q3; q4; q5g; f0; 1g; Æ; fq0g; fq3g) with Æ givenby (also given in �gure 4.4): Æ 0 1q0 q1 q4q1 q2 ;q2 q3 ;q3 q3 ;q4 q5 ;q5 q3 ; :We observe thatÆ(q2; 0) = q3 = Æ(q5; 0); and Æ(q2; 1) = ; = Æ(q5; 1):As q3 � q3 from lemma 4.11 we have that q2 � q5.SimilarlyÆ(q1; 0) = q2 � q5 = Æ(q4; 0); and Æ(q1; 1) = ; = Æ(q4; 1)so that q1 � q4.Merging the equivalent states q2, q5 and q1, q4 we onstrut the minimizedDFA M 0 = (fq0; q1; q2; q3g; f0; 1g; Æ0 ; fq0g; fq3g) with Æ0 given by (also givenin �gure 4.4): Æ0 0 1q0 q1 q4q1 q2 ;q2 q3 ;q3 q3 ; :With lemma 4.11 in mind we an disuss the original DFA minimizationalgorithm by Hoproft. Note that the original proof for the algorithms arede�ned for output DFAs and are not rereated in this artile6.6The published minimization algorithm by Hoproft was de�ned for output DFAs,whih are an extension of FAs. The de�nition and onversion of output FAs to standardFAs are given in A.9 and A.10, page 170. 43



Hoproft's AlgorithmThe algorithm funtion by �rst dividing the DFA into an initial pair ofdisjoint7 equivalene sets. After this initial division of states the algorithmsubdivides the equivalene sets until eah set onsists only of equivalentstates. After the sets an no longer be subdivided the minimized DFA isonstruted by ombining the states within the equivalene sets.Given a DFA M with M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) the initial pair of disjointequivalene sets are the setsA1 = F; A2 = Q� F:An equivalene set Ai is divided if the following ondition is met:� For any alphabet symbol � 2 �, and any two states qj; qk 2 Ai, thedestination states on the transitions of the alphabet symbol do notbelong to the same equivalene set. So that an equivalene set isdivided if for any two states in the equivalene set qj; qk 2 Ai we havethat Æ(qj ; �) 2 Ax and Æ(qk; �) 2 Ay with x 6= y.When the above ondition is met the equivalene set Ai is divided intotwo equivalene sets Ai0 and A\i. Ai0 onsists of all the states q 2 Aiwhere Æ(q; �) 2 Ax. Similarly A\i onsists of all the states q 2 Ai whereÆ(q; �) =2 Ax.One no more divisions an be made in any equivalene set we an on-strut the minimal DFA is onstruted. In [7℄ lemma 4.11 is used to showthat the remaining states in the equivalene sets are equivalent with eahother. It follows that the minimal DFA an then be onstruted by mergingeah equivalene set into a single state.Note that in the algorithm i represents a ounter, Ai represents the i'thequivalene set and m represents the number of equivalene lasses.Algorithm 4.13 (Hoproft's Algorithm)Given a DFA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) the algorithm outputs all the equiva-lene sets Ai of M .(1) Initialization. A1  F , A2  Q� F , m 2, i 0.(2) while (i < m) do(a) i i+ 1.(b) Assign q to any state in Ai.() if (9 a state q0 2 Ai so that Æ(q; �) 2 Ak and Æ(q0; �) =2 Ak) thenAm+1  fq j q 2 Ai; Æ(qi; �) =2 Akg,7Disjoint sets share no elements. 44



Ai  Ai �Am+1,m m+ 1, i 0.(3) Return A1; : : : ; Am.Note 4 In step 2b of algorithm 4.13 any state from Ai is seleted. The stateis then ompared to every other state in the equivalene set. The results ofthe logial test in step 2 will be idential irrespetive of the state hosen instep 2b. So that, either all the states' hildren share equivalene sets or atleast one state does not. The states whose hildren do not share equivalenesets will be deteted through the test in step 3. Thus only one state needsto be seleted for eah equivalene set per iteration of step 2.The algorithm has a worst ase omputational omplexity of O(n2) asshown in [7℄. This follows from the ase where no states in the DFA areequivalent. In this ase there will be jQj = n equivalene sets, so that step3 may be repeated at most Pni=2 i = n(n+1)2 � 1 times.Before disussing the modi�ed algorithm we provide the following exam-ple of Hoproft's algorithm.Example 4.14 (Original Hoproft Algorithm)Let M be the DFA M = (fq0; q1; q2; q3g; f0; 1g; Æ; q0 ; fq1g) with Æ de-sribed by (also shown in �gure 4.5)Æ 0 1q0 q0 q1q1 q2 q1q2 q3 q2q3 q3 q1 :We start by dividing Q into two disjoint equivalene sets based on the�nal states: fq0; q2; q3g; fq1g:It follows that q1 is not equivalent to any other state as it is the onlyelement in an equivalent state set. However, the states q0; q2 and q3 mayall be equivalent to eah other.Examining the equivalene set fq0; q2; q3g on input symbol 1 we �nd thatÆ(q2; 1) 2 fq0; q2; q3g, while Æ(q0; 1) = Æ(q3; 1) 2 fq1g. From the algorithmwe must therefore divide the set fq0; q2; q3g to obtain the following sets:fq0; q3g; fq2g; fq1g:At this point no further divisions an be made.45
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Figure 4.5: Example 4.14: Left M , Right M 0The resultant minimal DFA is M 0 = (fq00; q01; q02g;�; Æ0; q00; fq01g) where Æ0an be desribed as (also shown in �gure 4.5)Æ0 0 1q00 q00 q01q01 q02 q01q02 q00 q02 :The state q00 in M 0 represents the equivalene set fq0; q3g from the al-gorithm.This onludes our disussion of Hoproft's original minimization algo-rithm. We now disuss the modi�ed algorithm.Hoproft's Modi�ed AlgorithmAs disussed in the previous setion, the original Hoproft algorithm has aworst ase omputational omplexity of O(n2) for an n-state DFA. In fat asshown in [19℄ most DFA minimization algorithms based on the detetion andremoval of equivalent states have a worst ase omputational omplexity ofO(n2). By modifying the way in whih the algorithm divides the equivalenesets a time omplexity of O(n log n) an be obtained [7℄ .In the original algorithm eah state in the equivalene set has it hildrenompared with every other state's hildren in the equivalene set. The mod-i�ed algorithm ompares the parents of the states in the equivalene setsrather then their hildren. An equivalene set, Ai, is divided if the set ofparents of an equivalene set Aj whih are elements of Ai form a true subsetof Ai.For example when examining an equivalene set Ai, Given the parentsof the states of the equivalene set Aj as the set of states A0. Ai is dividedif A0SAi � Ai and A0 6= ;. 46



To simplify the proess of �nding the parent of a state on a given alphabetsymbol the algorithm �rst generates the parent state table. The parent statetable maps states, and alphabet symbols to the parent of the state on thealphabet symbol. When examining an equivalene set the parent state tablean be referened rather than searhing for the parents of the states. Notethat a state may have multiple parents on a given alphabet symbol in aDFA.To highlight these hanges we provide the following example before dis-ussing the modi�ed algorithm.Example 4.15 (Hoproft's Modi�ed Algorithm)Let M be the DFA from example 4.14 (page 45).The parent state table an be onstruted as follows:0 1q0 q0 ;q1 ; fq0; q1; q3gq2 q1 q2q3 fq2; q3g ; :The algorithm starts by dividing Q into the two disjoint equivalene sets:fq0; q2; q3g; fq1g:On input symbol 1 the equivalene set fq1g has as parents the state setpa(q1) = fq0; q1; q3g. As fq0; q1; q3g \ fq0; q2; q3g = fq0; q3g � fq0; q2; q3g,the equivalene set fq0; q2; q3g is divided to obtain the following equivaleneset: fq0; q3g; fq2g; fq1g:No further divisions an be made. The minimal DFA an then be onstrutedby merging states within equivalene lasses as done for example 4.14.Note that the detetion of the divisions is not unique. In the example thedivision an be obtained by examining the equivalene set fq0; q2; q3g oninput 0.In the original algorithm we ontinually divide the set we were exam-ining. However, in the modi�ed algorithm we divide only equivalene setsontaining subsets of the parents to the examined equivalene set on thegiven alphabet symbol. It follows that one an equivalene set has beenexamined on a spei� input symbol it never needs to be examined on thatinput symbol again, unless the equivalene set is divided.Examining an equivalene set requires the examination of all equivalenesets ontaining parents of the equivalene set, so that at most n iterationsare needed.Furthermore, sine the partitioning of an equivalene set is proportionalto the number of transitions to the states of the equivalene set we an47



always selet the parent subset with fewer transitions. The total resultantworst ase omputational omplexity of the algorithm is therefore O(n log n)as shown in [7℄.Hoproft's modi�ed algorithm uses the following strutures for the om-putation of the equivalene lasses:� Ai represents the i'th equivalene set, and Z is the set of integers,� k � 1 is the number of equivalene sets,�  Æ is known as the inverse transition funtion and is de�ned for thestates qi; q 2 Q and � 2 � as:qi 2  Æ (q; �) , q 2 Æ(qi; �);� s(�; i) is a funtion s : �;Z ! 2Q whih maps the set of states in theequivalene set Ai with parents on the alphabet symbol �, and� L(�) is a funtion L : �! Z whih maps the alphabet symbols to theindex of the equivalene set with the fewest number of parents on thealphabet symbol �.Note that in the algorithm when an equivalene set is divided, the stru-tures s and L have to be updated. It is important to note that as only oneequivalene set needs to be added to L the one with fewer parent states,determined by s an be hosen. However, in the ase where the dividedequivalene set was in L, both sets are added to L.With these strutures we an formally de�ne the method as follows:Algorithm 4.16 (Hoproft's Modi�ed Algorithm)Given a DFA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ), the algorithm outputs all the equiv-alene sets, Ai, of M as follows:(1) Initialization. A1  F , A2  Q� F , k  3.(2) Construt  Æ .(3) Construt s(�; i) for i 1 : : : 2 and every � 2 �.(4) Construt L(�) for all � 2 �.(5) While (9� 2 � so that L(�) 6= 0)(a) Selet any i 2 L(�).(b) L(�) L(�)=fig.() For j  1 : : : k � 1 doIf (9q 2 Aj where Æ(q; �) 2 s(�; i)) then48



- Ak  fq j Æ(q; �) =2 s(�; i)g,- Aj  Aj=Ak,- s(�; j) fq0jq0 2 Aj; where  Æ (q0; �) 6= ;g,- s(�; k) fq0jq0 2 Ak; where  Æ (q0; �) 6= ;g,- 8� 2 �if j =2 L(�) and 0 < js(�; j)j � js(�; k)j thenL(�) L(�) [ fjgelseL(�) L(�) [ fkg.- k  k + 1.(6) Return A1; : : : ; Ak�1.Although the algorithm appears to di�er greatly from its original, onlythe detetion of equivalene sets whih need to be divided is di�erent. Asshown in [19℄, Hoproft's modi�ed algorithm ahieves the fastest minimiza-tion worst ase omputational omplexity for all DFA minimization algo-rithms and represents the most advaned of suh algorithms. For moreinformation into similar algorithms the reader may refer to Watson [19℄.This onludes our disussion of Hoproft's DFA minimization algo-rithms. Although the algorithm is the most eÆient among DFA mini-mization algorithm [19℄ it uses a simpli�ed equivalene test whih is notuseable for NFAs. The �nal DFA minimization algorithm we disuss byBrzozowski [2℄ makes use of transformation onstrution. Although not di-retly useable as an NFA minimization algorithm, Brzozowski's algorithmfollows a unique approah to minimization whih is used in an NFA mini-mization algorithm we disuss later.4.2.3 Brzozowski's AlgorithmThe previous DFA minimization algorithms both deteted and removed re-duible states either during onstrution or given a DFA. Brzozowski's algo-rithm [2℄ is unique in the sense that it does not detet these reduible states,but instead removes them from the DFA by applying various transforma-tions to the DFA. It does this by making use of on-the-y subset onstrutionfrom algorithm 2.11 (page 13).As we disussed at the beginning of this hapter, DFAs do not haveredundant states onsisting only of initial-useless, �nal-useless and equiva-lent states. Thus transforming a FA into an equivalent DFA through sub-set onstrution removes all redundant states, without identifying them.On-the-y subset onstrution goes one step further by not generating anyinitial-useless states, leaving only �nal-useless and equivalent states.49



Brzozowski's algorithm makes use of one other transformation, namelythe dual FA [11℄, whih reognizes the inverse language8 of a FA.The dual of a FA is de�ned as follows:De�nition 4.17 (Dual) The dual of a FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) is a FA M= (Q;�; Æ ; F;Q0) whereqi 2 Æ (qj; �), qj 2 Æ(qi; �)with qi; qj 2 Q and � 2 �.That is, in the dual of a FA all transitions are reversed, so that a tran-sition to a state beomes a transition from the state. Similarly the initialstate set is exhanged with the �nal state set.Before disussing properties of the dual FA we note that the dual of aDFA with more than one �nal state has multiple initial states. Thus a dualof a DFA may be an NFA.The proof for the following lemma whih deals with the predeessors andsuessors of a dual is given in [11℄.Lemma 4.18 (Dual Languages)Given a FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) with dual  M= (Q;�; Æ ; F;Q0), it holdsthat prM(q) =  s M (q)sM (q) =  pr M (q)with q 2 Q.As shown in [11℄ it follows from the lemma and de�nition 2.5 (page 9)that by ombining the suessors of the �nal states in the dual of a FA,L(M) =  L( M ), and that   M �M or the dual of the dual of a FA is a FA.It follows from the lemma and the de�nitions of reduible states in de�ni-tion 4.4 (page 31), that the problem of removing equivalent and �nal-uselessstates from a FA M is equivalent to removing redundant and initial-uselessstates in  M . We note that DFAs onstruted using on-the-y subset on-strution remove redundant and initial-useless states. This implies that theDFA resulting from on-the-y subset onstrution of the dual of the DFAis minimal. Similarly the DFA resulting from on-the-y subset onstrutionof the dual of the minimal dual DFA.It is important to note that Brzozowski's algorithm funtions on all FAs,not just DFAs.With this in mind we examine Brzozowski's algorithm:8See de�nition A.11, page 171. 50



Algorithm 4.19 (Brzozowski)Given a FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ), the algorithm returns the equivalentminimal DFA M 0 = (Q0;�; Æ0; q00; F 0) as follows:1. Construt NFA A  M as per de�nition 4.17 (page 50).2. Construt DFA A0  DFA(A).3. Construt NFA B   A0.4. Construt DFA M 0  DFA(B).5. Return M 0.The algorithm funtions by �rst generating the DFA of the dual of theFA. The �rst two steps remove the equivalent and �nal-useless states fromM . Similarly, steps 3 and 4 remove any redundant and initial-useless states.But is the resultant DFA minimal?We show this by stepping through the algorithm, examining the languagesof eah FA in turn:Firstly we note that L(A0) = L(A) =  L(M);sine, as A is the dual ofM it aepts the dual language ofM . Furthermore,A0 is equivalent to A and so aepts the same language.Then, L(M 0) = L(B) =  L(A0);and as B is the dual of A it aepts the dual language of M . Furthermore,M 0 is equivalent to B and so aepts the same language.Combining these properties we have thatL(M 0) =   L(M) = L(M):So that, M and M 0 are equivalent. Through on-the-y subset onstru-tion we have that M 0 has no reduible states so that the resultant DFA isthe minimal DFA equivalent to M .Although elegant, Brzozowski's algorithm makes use of subset onstru-tion whih has a worst ase spae and worst ase omputational omplexityof O(n2) where n is the number of states in the DFA. As the dual an beomputed in linear time depending on how the DFA is stored, Brzozowski'salgorithm has a worst ase time and worst ase omputational omplexityof O(n2).However, Brzozowski's algorithm is still of interest to us due to its use ofthe dual and the fat that DFAs do not have redundant states. Kameda and51



Weiner's algorithm [11℄ for NFA minimization9 makes use of Brzozowski'salgorithm, paying speial attention to the dual.This onludes our disussion of Brzozowski's algorithms. Before dis-ussing NFA minimization algorithms we disuss various properties of theminimal DFAs.Before ontinuing onto NFA minimization we disuss some properties ofminimal DFAs whih are of interest to us.4.2.4 Minimal DFAsIn the previous setion we disussed three methods of onstruting minimalDFAs. These methods form a basis of our disussion of NFA minimizationalgorithms and for �-FA minimization. The algorithms we disussed were� Ditionary minimization, based on language reonstrution;� Hoproft's algorithm, based on state omparison; and� Brzozowski's algorithm, based on transformation onstrution.Before ontinuing onto the minimization of NFAs, it will be of interest toexamine ertain properties of minimal DFAs.The �rst property we disuss is that a minimal DFA is unique. This willbe of use to us in determining the limits of the size of the minimal NFA.Theorem 4.20 (DFA Uniqueness)A minimal DFA is unique up to isomorphism10.Proof See [11℄.Theorem 4.20 implies that we an detet whether a DFA is minimal byomparing it isomorphially to the resultant DFA of one of the above DFAminimization algorithms. Furthermore, eah language will have a uniqueminimal DFA whih aepts it. By omparing the minimal DFAs equivalentto given FAs we an determine whether the original FAs are equivalentwithout diretly omparing their languages.We use the above theorem to determine the size of a minimal NFA whihaepts a given language.Theorem 4.21 (NFA Range Bound)Given the minimal DFA M 0 with n states aepting the language L(M 0), aminimal NFA, M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ), aepting the same language haslog2(n) � jQj � nstates.9As disussed in setion 4.3.1 (page 56).10See de�nition A.12, page 171. 52



Proof Proof by ontradition.Let M 0 = (P;�; Æ0; p0; F 0) to be a minimal DFA with jP j = n.Assume M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) is a minimal NFA whih aepts the samelanguage as M 0. If jQj > n then we have that jQj > jP j. But as M 0 is aDFA, it is also an NFA so that an equivalent NFA exists with a smaller setof states, and hene M is not minimal. Thus by ontradition jQj � n.Next assume that jQj < log2(n). Then, by using the subset onstrutionalgorithm on M , we obtain M 00 = (P 00;�; Æ00; p000 ; F 00). As P 00 � 2Q we havethat jP 00j � 2jQj < 2log2(n) = n:But if jP 00j < n, then M 00 is a DFA with a smaller set of states than M 0, sothat M 0 is not minimal. Thus by ontradition jQj � log2(n).Theorem 4.21 de�nes the bounds of the size of a minimal NFA given theequivalent minimal DFA. It follows that given a minimal DFA with n states,an equivalent NFA with dlog2(n)e is minimal.It is of interest whih minimal NFAs are exatly of size n and log2(n)respetive to the equivalent minimal DFA.In example 2.8 on page 11 we have a minimal DFA equivalent to aminimal NFA of the same size. We will also provide some later exampleswhere the minimal NFA has a state size of log2(n) where n is the state sizeof the minimal DFA.This onludes our disussion on the minimization of DFAs. In the nextsetion we disuss NFA minimization and redution algorithms.4.3 NFA MinimizationIn this hapter we have disussed general onepts of redution and threeDFA minimization algorithms. As disussed, DFA minimization algorithmsmay be elegant, as in the ase of Brzozowski's minimization algorithm (Se-tion 4.2.3), or run in polynomial time, as for Hoproft's algorithm (Setion4.2.2). However, as indiated in these algorithms similar elegane and worstase omputational omplexity results are not possible for NFAs. This isdue to the added omplexity of the non-deterministi transition funtion.As shown by Jiang and Ravikumar [10℄ the problem of NFA minimizationis NP hard.A solution to this problem is the use of NFA redution algorithms. Thesealgorithms do not guarantee a minimal NFA but an be omputationallyinexpensive as shown in [9℄. These redution algorithms are also of use forDFAs as it redues the number of states in the NFA for use with subsetonstrution.We disussed three DFA minimization algorithms, representing languagereonstrution, state omparison or transformation reonstrution methods.53



NFA minimization algorithms also exist for eah of these methods, suh asthe NFA language reonstrution algorithm by Hagenah and Musholl [6℄.As we have overed the basis of FA minimization and are more interestedin NFA minimization algorithms whih an be used as a basis for �-FAminimization we do not represent minimization algorithms for all three at-egories. Instead we disuss two algorithms. The �rst algorithm we disussis a minimization algorithm by Kameda and Weiner [11℄ based on transfor-mation reonstrution.After disussing Kameda and Weiner's minimization algorithm we ex-amine the reduible states of NFAs.We the ontinue by disussing a set of redution algorithms by Ilie andYu [8℄, Champarnaurd and Coulon [3℄, and Ilie, Navarro and Yu [9℄. Eahredution algorithm is in turn based on the previous redution algorithm.These algorithms make use of simpli�ed reduible state tests and an be runwith a linear worst ase omputational omplexity.NFA minimization algorithms deal with the ombination and removal ofreduible states in a similar method for DFAs in de�nitions 4.1, and 4.4(pages 29, 31). Where in DFAs a state may only be reduible in terms ofanother state, in the ase of NFAs the ative state set may onsist of mul-tiple �nal states and so states may be reduible in terms of set of states.The de�nitions of reduible states are extended for use with NFAs as follows:De�nition 4.22 (Reduible States)In an NFA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) with a state q 2 Q:� q is equivalent to a set of states Q0 � Q with q =2 Q0 ifs(q) = s(Q0) = [q02Q0 s(q0);� q is redundant with respet to a set of states Q0 � Q with q =2 Q0 ifpr(q) = [q02Q0 pr(q0);� q is ontained by a set of states Q0 � Q with q =2 Q0 ifpr(q) � [q02Q0 pr(q0) and s(q) � s(Q0):An NFA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) with reduible states as de�ned in de�ni-tion 4.22 an be redued as follows:� If a state q 2 Q is equivalent to a set of states Q0 � Q then the NFAan be redued by removing the state q from the state set, initial state54



set and �nal state set of the NFA. Furthermore, any transitions to theremoved state q are replaed with transitions to the states of the setQ0.Formally, if a state q 2 Q is equivalent to a set of states Q0 � Qthen L(M) � L(M 0) with the NFA M 0 = (Q=fqg;�; Æ0; Q00; F 0) where:{ Æ0(qi; �) = ( Æ(qi; �)=fqg [Q0 if q 2 Æ(qi; �);Æ(qi; �) if q =2 Æ(qi; �);{ Q00 = Q0=fqg [Q0 if q 2 Q0 otherwise Q00 = Q0, and{ F 0 = F=fqg.� If a state q 2 Q is redundant with respet to a set of states Q0 � Q thenthe NFA an be redued by removing the state q from the state setand replaing the ourrene of q in the initial state set or �nal stateset with the set Q0. Furthermore, the transitions from the removedstate q are added to the transitions from all the states qi 2 Q0.Formally, if a state q 2 Q is redundant with respet to a set of statesQ0 � Q then L(M) � L(M 0) with the NFAM 0 = (Q=fqg;�; Æ0; Q00; F 0)where:{ Æ0(qi; �) = ( Æ00(qi; �) [ Æ00(q; �) if qi 2 Q0;Æ00(qi; �) otherwise:where Æ00(qi; �) = Æ(qi; �)=fqg,{ Q00 = Q0=fqg, and{ F 0 = F=fqg [Q0 if q 2 F otherwise F 0 = F .� If a state q 2 Q is ontained by a set of states Q0 � Q then the NFAan be redued by removing the state q from the state set, initial stateset and �nal state set of the NFA. Furthermore, all transitions fromand to the removed state q are removed from the transition funtion.If a state q 2 Q is ontained by a set of states Q0 � Q thenL(M) � L(M 0) with the NFA M 0 = (Q=fqg;�; Æ0; Q00; F 0) where:{ Æ0(qi; �) = Æ(qi; �)=fqg,{ Q00 = Q0=fqg, and{ F 0 = F=fqg.Where for DFAs in the worst ase eah state needed to be omparedto every other state, for NFAs states may need to be ompared to sets ofstates. This inrease in the number of omparisons inreases the worst aseomputational omplexity of NFA minimization algorithms. NFA redution55



algorithms tend to ignore reduible states with regards to sets of states,resulting in a smaller worst ase omputational omplexity.It is important to note that the minimal NFA is not neessarily unique.This means that the order in whih reduible states are removed may inu-ene the resultant minimal NFA.With these onepts in mind we start our disussion with the NFA min-imization algorithm by Kameda and Weiner, before disussing the NFAredution algorithms by Ilie, Navarro, Yu, Champarnaurd and Coulon.4.3.1 Kameda and Weiner's algorithmThis algorithm was �rst presented in 1970 and as mentioned before is basedupon the subset onstrution algorithm. Kameda and Weiner attempted toreonstrut a minimal NFA from the equivalent minimal DFA through theuse of an inverse transformation to the subset onstrution algorithm.In their paper [11℄ Kameda and Weiner provide a generalized algorithmto onstrut an equivalent NFA from a given DFA. From this point theyprovided an algorithm to �nd at least one mapping of states to onstrut aminimal NFA.The algorithm attempts to onstrut a minimal NFA from the equivalentminimal DFA and as suh a DFA minimization algorithm is needed. Kamedaand Weiner opted for Brzozowski's minimization algorithm as they foundthe DFAs onstruted during the minimization proess are of use in theminimization algorithm.We divide our disussion of Kameda and Weiner's minimization algo-rithm into two separate setions. We start by disussing the inverse subsetonstrution de�ned as the intersetion rule. After this we disuss thealgorithm to �nd a mapping to generate a minimal NFA.Intersetion RuleIn this setion we disuss the intersetion rule11 whih an be desribed asthe inverse operation to subset onstrution, that is, it reates an NFA froma given DFA.We start by examining subset onstrution (Algorithm 2.11) given onpage 13.Given an NFA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) we have that DFA(M) = M 0 =(P;�; Æ0; p0; F 0) with p 2 P i� p � Q. From this we have that every statein the DFA maps to a subset of states in the original NFA. The �rst stepto reonstruting an NFA from a given DFA is to reate a mapping of thestates of the DFA to the states of the NFA states.This mapping of states is de�ned as a subset assignment as follows:11We desribe this setion in detail as we shall be using a modi�ation of this algorithmfor the minimization of symmetri di�erene �nite automata in hapter 5.56



De�nition 4.23 (Subset Assignment)A subset assignment with M 0 = (P;�; Æ0; p0; F 0) is de�ned as the pair< Q; f > where Q is a set of states and f : P ! 2Q is the subset assign-ment funtion.Note 5 As with the NFA bounds de�ned in 4.21, in a subset assignmentthe number of states in the NFA is range bound tolog2 jP j � jQj � jP j;as eah state in the DFA must map to a unique subset of Q.For testing purposes of the intersetion rule it is useful to use the originalmappings of states from the NFA to the DFA. We de�ne suh a subsetassignment funtion as the natural subset assignment funtion.Therefore withM = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) andM 0 = DFA(M) = (P;�; Æ0; p0; F 0)with p 2 P we have the natural subset assignment funtion as:f(p) = fqjq 2 pg:Note that the natural subset assignment funtion an be de�ned on aDFA M 0 only if both the original NFA, M , and the relationship between thestates in M and M 0 are known.Next we use the subset assignment to determine the transition funtionof the onstruted NFA. From the subset onstrution de�nition we knowthat with p 2 P and � 2 � we have that:Æ0(p; �) = [q2p Æ(q; �);so that for a q 2 Q, q 2 p means thatÆ(q; �) � Æ0(p; �):Furthermore for every p 2 P where q 2 p we have thatÆ(q; �) \q2p Æ0(p; �) = Æ(q; �);so that Æ(q; �) � \q2p Æ0(p; �):By replaing the � with an = above we have thatÆ(q; �) = \q2p Æ0(p; �):57



whih an be used to generate an algorithm to onstrut the transitionfuntion of the NFA. Note that this modi�ation no longer ensures the on-struted NFA is equivalent to the DFA.This means that when onstruting an NFA from a given DFA and sub-set assignment, the transition funtion of the NFA on any state an beonstruted from the intersetion of the transition funtion of the DFA onstates whih ontain the states of the NFA.Lastly we need a way to determine the initial and �nal states of theonstruted NFA. In the subset assignment de�nition we have thatp 2 F 0 i� 9q 2 p where q 2 F;so that q 2 F i� 8p with q 2 p; p 2 F 0:Using the onepts desribed above the intersetion rule is de�ned as:De�nition 4.24 (Intersetion Rule)Let M 0 = (P;�; Æ0; p0; F 0) be a DFA, and let < Q; f > be a subset as-signment on M 0. I(Q; f;B) results in the NFA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) whereI is the Intersetion Rule and� Q0 = f(p0),� q 2 F , 8q 2 f(p); p 2 F 0, and� q0 2 Æ(q; �) , 8q 2 f(p); q0 2 f(Æ0(p; �)) where � 2 �.Corollary 4.25Let M 0 = (P;�; Æ0; p0; F 0) be a DFA with < Q; f > a subset assignmenton M 0. I(Q; f;B) results in the NFA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) whereÆ(q; �) = \pjq2f(p) f(Æ0(p; �)); 8q 2 Q; 8� 2 �:The following example uses the intersetion rule to onstrut an NFAfrom a DFA.Example 4.26From example 2.2 (page 7) we have an NFAM = (fq0; q1; q2g; f0; 1g; Æ; fq1g; fq3g)with Æ given by Æ 0 1q0 fq0g fq2gq1 fq0; q1g fq2gq2 fq1g fq2g ;from whih we onstrutM 0 = DFA(M) = (fp0; p1; p2; p3g; f0; 1g; Æ0 ; p0; fp1g)58



and Æ0 given by Æ0 � Q 0 1p0 fq0g p0 p1p1 fq2g p2 p1p2 fq1g p3 p1p3 fq0; q1g p3 p1 :Let < Q0; f > be the subset assignment with Q0 = fq00; q01; q02g where f isonstruted based on the subset assignments and an be desribed asp f(p)p0 q00p1 q01p2 q02p3 q00; q02 ;so that M 00 = (Q0; f0; 1g; Æ00 ; Q00; F 0) = I(Q0; f;M 0).From de�nition 4.24 we haveÆ00(q00; 0) = f(Æ(p0; 0))T f(Æ(p3; 0))= fq00gTfq00; q02g= q00 ;Æ00(q00; 1) = f(Æ(p0; 1))T f(Æ(p3; 1))= fq01gTfq01g= q01 ;Æ00(q01; 0) = f(Æ(p1; 0))= q02 ;Æ00(q01; 1) = f(Æ(p1; 1))= q01 ;Æ00(q02; 0) = f(Æ(p2; 0))T f(Æ(p3; 0))= fq00; q02gTfq00; q02g= q00; q02 ; andÆ00(q02; 1) = f(Æ(p2; 1))T f(Æ(p3; 1))= fq01gTfq01g= q01 :Furthermore Q00 = fq00g and F 0 = fq01g.From �gure 4.6 it an be seen that M 00 is isomorphi to M , so thatM �M 00.In example 4.26 above the NFA resulting from the intersetion rule onthe subset assignment is isomorphi to the original NFA. This is not alwaysthe ase, for example in the ase where Q ontains redundant states, that isif two states qi; qj 2 Q exist so thatqi 2 p, qj 2 p:59
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1Figure 4.6: Example 4.26. Left: M, Right: M".The intersetion rule will not be able to di�erentiate between the twostates. The algorithm will generate both states with the same set of inomingand outgoing transitions. Note that one of the redundant states an beremoved by removing it from the state map.As mentioned above the NFA onstruted from the intersetion rule isnot always equivalent to the given DFA. For example onstruting the NFAM 00 = I(Q0; f;M 0), whereM 0 is the DFA from example 4.26, with the subsetassignment < Q0; f > where f is given byp f(p)p0 q00p1 q00; q01p2 q01; q02p3 q00; q02 :We have that p1 is the only �nal state in M 0. A state q0 in M 00 is a �nalstate if and only if for every state p inM 0, q0 2 f(p) if and only if p is a �nalstate in M 0. Using the example we have that the only �nal state in M 0 isp2. As f(p2) = fq00; q01g but q00 2 f(p0) and q01 2 f(p2) so that neither q00 orq01 are �nal states. It follows that M 00 has no �nal states so that L(M 00) = ;.From this short example we see that the intersetion rule does not alwaysresult in an equivalent NFA. So how do we onstrut a subset assignment toguarantee the onstrution of an equivalent NFA? To answer this questionwe need the onepts whih we will desribe in the next setion. Beforedisussing these onepts we �rst disuss why a brute fore searh wouldnot be eÆient in this situation.Kameda and Weiner's algorithm makes use of the minimal DFA to re-onstrut a minimal NFA. Remember that where the minimal DFA is of sizen, the minimal NFA has a state size of between log2(n) and n. The subsetassignment < Q; f > used in the algorithm has the property that Q is thesmallest possible set of state whih results in an equivalent NFA.60



We an determine the number of possible subset assignments using theonstraints on the size of a minimal NFA as follows: When onstrutingan NFA with m states from a DFA with n states there are 2mPn12 possiblesubset assignments. This means that there arenXi=dlog2(n)e 2iPnpossible subset assignments. A brute fore searh through these subsetassignments would be extremely ineÆient.Kameda and Weiner's solution to this problem and was a proedure to�nd at least one subset assignment whih would result in an equivalent NFA.The proedure is based on onepts disussed in the next setion.MappingAs shown above a brute fore searh through all the possible subset as-signments for the minimal DFA would be extremely ineÆient. Kamedaand Weiner solved this problem in their paper [11℄ by making use of theproperties of DFAs and duals as used in Brzozowski's DFA minimizationalgorithm.The algorithm makes use of a struture known as a states map. Thisstruture makes use of the onept of nonempty states. We provide bothde�nitions and then disuss an example afterwards.De�nition 4.27 (Nonempty State)Let M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) be a FA with DFA(M) = (P;�; Æ0; p0; F 0).From de�nition 2.11 (see page 13) we have that p � Q with p 2 P . Withp0 2 P , p0 is de�ned as empty if there is no state q 2 p0, otherwise p0 isde�ned as non-empty.De�nition 4.28 (States Map)Let M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) be a FA, B = DFA(M) = (Q0;�; Æ0; Q00; F 0) andC = DFA( M ) = (Q00;�; Æ00; Q000 ; F 00) the dual of M .The states map (SM) of M is a matrix whih ontains a row for eahnonempty state of B and a olumn for every nonempty state of C. Every(i; j) entry in the matrix ontains q0i \ q00j , and if q0i \ q00j = ; the entry is leftblank.The elementary automaton matrix (EAM) of M replaes every nonblankentry in the SM by a 1 and every blank entry by a 0.The SM and EAM highlights for us whih states in B and C are non-disjoint subsets of the states of M .12mPn = m!(m�n)! . 61



Example 4.29 (States Map)From example 4.26 (see page 58) we haveM = (fq0; q1; q2g; f0; 1g; Æ; fq1g; fq3g)where Æ an be desribed asÆ 0 1q0 fq0g fq2gq1 fq0; q1g fq2gq2 fq1g fq2g :Then B = DFA(M) = (fq00; q01; q02; q03g; f0; 1g; Æ0 ; q00; fq01g);where Æ0 an be desribed asÆ0 0 1q00 q00 q01q01 q02 q01q02 q03 q01q03 q03 q01 ; and q00 = fq0gq01 = fq2gq02 = fq1gq03 = fq0; q1g :Also, C = DFA( M ) = (fq00; ; q000 ; q001g; f0; 1g; Æ00 ; q000 ; fq001g)where Æ00 an be desribed asÆ00 0 1q000 q00; q001q001 q001 q001 ; and q00; = ;q000 = fq2gq001 = fq0; q1; q2g :Therefore, the SM and EAM of M are given as:q000 q001q00 q0q01 q2 q2q02 q1q03 q0; q1 ; q000 q001q00 0 1q01 1 1q02 0 1q03 0 1 :C is the DFA obtained through the subset onstrution of the dual of M . Itfollows that C has no redundant states and represents M with no equivalentstates. Similarly B represents M with no redundant states. From these twoDFAs Kameda and Weiner attempted to determine whih states ould beredued from the original FA.The following theorem from [11℄ de�nes how the EAM an be used todetermine the equivalene of states.Theorem 4.30Let E be the EAM of a FA M as in de�nition 4.28 we have thats(q0i) = [jjeij=1f x jx 2 pr(qj 00)g:62



q̂00 q̂010 10 1
Figure 4.7: B̂ in example 4.32.It follows that if two rows in an EAM E of a FAM have idential patternsof 0s and 1s they are equivalent. If the row representing q0i overs13 the rowrepresenting q0j then s(q0j) �s(q0i). Furthermore, if the row representing q0iis equal to the union of a set of rows then q0i is equivalent to the set of statesrepresented by the union.By working with  M , a similar theorem an be used to detet equivalentstates in C.Combining the equivalent states in B and C produes redued DFAs.Construting matries similar to the SM and EAM for the redued DFA weobtain redued states map and redued automaton matries, de�ned below:De�nition 4.31 (Redued States Map)Using the FAs from de�nition 4.28, the DFAs B̂ = (Q̂0;�; Æ̂0; Q̂00; F̂ 0) andĈ = (Q̂00;�; Æ̂00; Q̂000 ; F̂ 00) an be onstruted from B and C by ombining theequivalent states obtained by omparing rows in the EAM.The redued states map (RSM) of M is a matrix whih ontains a rowfor eah nonempty state of B̂ and a olumn for every nonempty state of Ĉ.Every (i; j)-th entry in the matrix ontains q̂0i \ q̂00j , if q̂0i \ q̂00j = ; the entryis left blank.The redued automaton matrix (RAM) of M replaes every nonblankentry in the RSM by a 1 and every blank entry by a 0.Note 6 When representing the SM and EAM we desribed eah row andolumn by the state in the DFA. Similarly the RSM and RAM are desribedusing the subsets of states from B and C. It follows that if q 2 Q̂0 is theresult of ombining qi; qj 2 Q0 then q is desribed as fqi; qjg in the table. Itmay also be desribed as one of the ombined states in square brakets, thatis q = [qi℄.Example 4.32 (RAM)13See de�nition A.13, page 171.
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Continuing from example 4.29 we have the EAM of M asq000 q001q00 0 1q01 1 1q02 0 1q03 0 1 :As the rows representing states q00; q01; q03 are idential their states areequivalent. As no olumns are idential no states in C are equivalent so thatwe obtain: B̂ = (fq̂00; q̂01g; f0; 1g; Æ̂0 ; q̂00; fq̂01g)where Æ̂0 an be desribed as (also given in �gure 4.7)Æ̂0 0 1q̂00 q̂00 q̂01q̂01 q̂00 q̂01 ; where q̂00 = fq00; q02; q03g = fq0; q1gq̂01 = fq01g = fq2gand Ĉ = (fq̂000 ; q̂001 ; q̂002g; f0; 1g; Æ̂00 ; q̂000 ; fq̂001g)where Æ̂00 an be desribed asÆ̂00 0 1q̂000 q̂00; q̂001q̂001 q̂001 q̂001 ; where q̂00; = ; = ;q̂000 = fq000g = fq2gq̂001 = fq001g = fq0; q1; q2g:The RSM and RAM for M are given by:q̂000 q̂001q̂00 q0; q1q̂01 q2 q2 q̂000 q̂001q̂00 0 1q̂01 1 1 :RAMs an also be used to test for equivalene as follows from [11℄ asfollowsTheorem 4.33 Equivalent automata have a unique RAM, up to a permu-tation of rows and olumns.The RAM of a FA M an be used to reate a subset assignment to aminimal NFA. This is done by onstruting a over on the RAM.A over is de�ned on the onept of a grid de�ned as follows:De�nition 4.34 (Grid)Given a RAM (or EAM), if all the entries at the intersetions of a setof rows fq0i1 ; : : : ; q0iag and a set of olumns fq00j1 ; : : : ; q00jag are 1's then this setof 1's is said to form a grid. 64



A grid is represented by g = (q0i1 ; : : : ; q0ia ; q00j1 ; : : : ; q00jb).The grid g is said to ontain the pair (q0i; q00j ) if i 2 fi1; : : : ; iag andj 2 fj1; : : : ; jbg.If a grid g1 � g2, that is if g1 ontains (q0i; q00j ) and g2 ontains (q0i; q00j ),then g2 is said to ontain g1. That is, all the pairs ontained in g1 areontained in g2.De�nition 4.35 (Cover)A over is de�ned as a set of grids whih ontains every pair (q00i ; q00j )where the entry (i; j) in the RAM is a 1.The over is de�ned as a minimum over if it onsists of the minimalnumber of grids.By naming eah grid in a given over, a over map (CM) is obtained byreplaing the entries in the matries ontaining 1's with the names of thegrid.Note that the RSM is a CM of the RAM.Lastly we need to be able to assoiate the CM with a subset assignmentto be able to apply the intersetion rule on the minimal DFA B̂. The subsetassignment assoiated with the CM is onstruted by mapping eah state q̂0to a state with the label of eah grid with an element in q̂0s row in the CM.That is:De�nition 4.36 (Subset Assignment)Given a RAM assoiated with a FA M , the DFA B̂ = (Q̂0;�; Æ̂0; Q̂00; F̂ 0),Ĉ = (Q̂00;�; Æ̂00; Q̂000; F̂ 00) and a CM assoiated with the RAM G we onstrutthe subset assignment < Q̂0; f > as follows:g 2 f(q̂0) if g 2 G; and 9q̂00 2 Q̂00; so that g ontains (q̂0; q̂00):Example 4.37 (Cover Map)Using the FAs de�ned for example 4.32 we have the RAMq̂000 q̂001q̂00 0 1q̂01 1 1 :From the RAM we an onstrut three minimal CMs of the two grids�; � as follows:q̂000 q̂001q̂00 �q̂01 � �; � ; q̂000 q̂001q̂00 �q̂01 � � and q̂000 q̂001q̂00 �q̂01 � � :These three minimal CMs orrespond to the following three subset as-signments:f0(q̂00) = � ; f1(q̂00) = � and f2(q̂00) = �;f0(q̂00) = f�; �g ; f1(q̂00) = � and f2(q̂00) = f�; �g:65
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Figure 4.8: Example 4.36. Left: M0, Right: M1.Note that f0 = f2 so we an disard f2 further on.Using the intersetion rule on the remaining two subsets we obtain twoFA Mi = (f�; �g; f0; 1g; Æi ; f�g; f�g) with i = 0; 1 where Æi an be desribedas(also shown in �gure 4.8):Æ0 0 1� � f�; �g� � f�; �g Æ1 0 1� � �� � �It follows that M1 is a DFA with M0 an NFA. Both FA have exatly twostates and aept the same language (0j1)�1 so thatM0 �M1 �M:It is also easy to verify that M0 and M1 are minimal.In the example the reonstrution was trivial as we dealt only with twostates. Determining the reonstrution will not always be as simple a taskfor general NFAs.Using the above onstrutions and onepts Kameda and Weiner provedthe following theorem [11℄:Theorem 4.38 (Minimal NFA onstrution)A FA M0 = I(Q̂0; f; B̂) is a minimal FA aepting L(B̂) if f is assoiatedwith a minimal CM of the RAM assoiated with B̂.Using this theorem we an attempt to onstrut minimal NFAs equiva-lent to a given NFA by onstruting the RAM and minimal DFA equivalentto the given NFA. This is done by generating CMs starting with the minimalovers and using the intersetion rule attempt to reonstrut an equivalentNFA. If no suh NFA is found the CMs an be onstruted with inreasingnumber of grids. The number of CMs possible is limited, and the CMs anonsist of at most min(jQ̂0j; jQ̂00j) number of grids.From the theorem we have that the algorithm guarantees results. How-ever, as the subset onstrution algorithm is used in the minimization al-gorithm, and multiple FAs need to be stored at one, the spae and worstase omputational omplexity exeeds O(2n) where n = jQj. This means66



that the algorithm as with all NFA minimization algorithms would be in-eÆient to run. NFA redution algorithms irumvent this problem by notdetermining every possible reduible. Instead they use simpli�ed tests todetermine reduible states.4.3.2 NFA redutionAlthough Kameda and Weiner's algorithm will generate the minimalNFA, its worst ase omputational omplexity makes it an ineÆient solutionto the problem of state minimization of NFAs. In fat as shown in [10℄ theproblem of NFA state minimization problem is NP hard. This means thatany NFA minimization algorithm would be ineÆient. On the other hand,NFA redution algorithms based on �nding and reduing only spei� typesof reduible states an run in polynomial time.Reently Ilie and Yu [8℄, Champarnaurd and Coulon [3℄ and then Ilie,Navarro and Yu [9℄ released NFA redution algorithms based on equivalenesand preorders whih we will disuss later in this setion. Ilie, Navarro andYu [9℄ presented algorithms whih have worst ase omputational omplexityof O(m logn) based on equivalene relations and O(mn) based on preorderswhere m is the number of transitions and n is the number of states.In this setion we desribe two redution algorithms, the �rst by Ilieand Yu [8℄ based on equivalenes and the seond by Champarnaurd andCoulon [3℄ based on preorders. We do not provide the algorithms themselvesas we are more interested in the appliations of these algorithms for use with�-FA than with the algorithms themselves. Instead we desribe the testsused to determine whih states may be redued by using equivalenes andpreorders.Equivalene RedutionThe �rst NFA redution algorithm redues the NFA by reduing only equiv-alent states as de�ned in de�nition 4.4 (page 31). The algorithm by Cham-parnaud and Coulon [3℄ ran in polynomial time whih was improved by Ilie,Navarro and Yu [9℄ through the use of a searh algorithm. We present thede�nitions and equivalene tests needed for the redution algorithm but donot disuss the searh algorithm used14.In orollary 4.3 (page 31), we have shown that omputing and omparingtwo or more states predeessors with eah other is NP hard. For this reasona simpli�ed equivalene test is used similar to Hoproft's DFA minimizationalgorithm [7℄. The equivalene test used is based on a sequene of de�nitionsof equivalene as follows:14The searh algorithm was left open by Champarnaud and Coulon so that the readermay make use of the searh algorithm they feel most omfortable with.67



We denote two equivalent states qi; qj in a FAM = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) whereqi; qj 2 Q as qi � qj:Another equivalene relation �0 is then onstruted so that �0 is on-tained by �, that is qi �0 qj ) qi � qj:Therefore, if qi �0 qj then qi � qj and the states qi; qj an be mergedas. We start by de�ning �0 as the oarsest equivalene relation on Q, suhthatDe�nition 4.39 (Coarse Equivalene)In a FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) with qi; qj 2 Q, qi �0 qj if� qi 2 F , qj 2 F , and� for every � 2 � and for every q0i 2 Æ(qi; �) there exists q0j 2 Æ(qj ; �) sothat q0i �0 q0j :In this way an NFA an be divided into equivalene lasses similar toHoproft's DFA minimization algorithm disussed in setion 4.2.2. Theseequivalene lasses are then ombined to form a redued NFA.Note 7 It is important to note that de�nitions 4.11 (see page 42) and 4.39above di�er in their tests. In the ase of the DFA exatly one transition isheked for every alphabet symbol. However, for the NFA an equivalent stateis ompared for eah transition on every alphabet symbol.This means that although an algorithm for omputing suh equivalenerelations will be quite similar to Hoproft's algorithm, the worst ase om-putational omplexity is inreased due to the number of transitions heked.It follows that an algorithm based on de�nition 4.39 will only redueequivalent states. We also know that in the dual of an NFA the predeessorsbeome the suessors of the states. By using the dual we an omputeredundany in the same way as equivalene above.That isCorollary 4.40 (Coarse Redundany)In a FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) with dual  M = (Q;�; Æ ; F;Q0), as de�nedin de�nition 4.17, with qi; qj 2 Q, qi and qj are redundant if� qi 2 Q0 , qj 2 Q0, and� for every � 2 � and for every q0i 2  Æ (qi; �) there exists q0j 2  Æ (qj ; �)so that q0i and q0j are redundant:68



By making use the orollary and de�nition 4.39 we an generate algo-rithms to detet and remove equivalent and redundant states from an NFA.However, �nal-useless, initial-useless, and ontained states are not redued.In fat not all equivalent or redundant states are redued as �0)� so that�6)�0.Preorder RedutionWe have disussed the idea of reduing an NFA through the use of theapproximation of equivalene through oarse equivalene. Champarnaudand Coulon [3℄ extended the idea of equivalene relations to preorders whihare simpler to determine.In this setion we have mentioned preorders without formally de�ningthem. Preorders are a measure of omparison between predeessors andsuessors of states. This is similar to subsets for sets.De�nition 4.41 (Preorders) In a FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) with qi; qj 2Q, we de�ne the following two preorders  � and !� so thatqi �qj if and only if pr(qi) � pr(qj), andqi!�qj if and only if s(qi) � s(qj).Using the de�nition of preorders we have that the following reduiblestates an be de�ned as follows:Corollary 4.42 In a FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) with qi; qj 2 Q, we have that� qi and qj are redundant ifqi �qj; and qj �qi;� qi and qj are equivalent ifqi!�qj; and qj!�qi; and� qi is ontained by qj if qi!�qj; and qi �qj :That is, states are redundant with eah other if both of their predeessorsform subsets of eah other. Similarly states are equivalent if their suessorsform subsets of eah other. Finally a state is ontained if both its predeessorand suessor form subset of another states predeessor and suessor.69



As with equivalene redution where an approximation to the equiva-lene relation, namely oarse equivalene, was onstruted to simplify theredution proess. Champarnaud and Coulon [3℄ reated approximations topreorders namely  �0 and !�0 where �0 )  � and !�0 ) !�:However, these initial preorders were not used by Champarnaud andCoulon. Instead they made use of another approximation alled the �rstorder approximation of inequalities.That isDe�nition 4.43 (First Order)In a FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) with qi; qj 2 Q, qi!�1qj if� qi 2 F , qj 2 F , and� for every � 2 � and for every q0i 2 Æ(qi; �) there exists q0j 2 Æ(qj ; �) sothat q0i!�1q0j:Similarly for  �1.That is a �rst order approximation of inequalities is where a state qi!�1qjif either both are �nal or non �nal and every hild state of qi is a preorderof a hild in qj.By using this de�nition to test for the preorders we an determine stateswhih are redundant, equivalent and ontained, without referening thedual of the NFA. Although not desribed here the algorithm onstrutedby Champarnaud and Coulon makes use of matries whih represent tran-sitions to alulate preorders.A non optimized implementation of an algorithm based on preordersruns with worst ase omputational omplexity of about O(mn3). The op-timized algorithm by Champarnaud and Coulon improved the eÆieny ofthe algorithm in [3℄ to O(mn). It is of interest to note that in spei� ir-umstanes inluding the use of parallelization tehniques for matries thenon-optimized algorithm may run faster than the optimized version.Champarnaud and Coulon went on to examine more omplex approxima-tions to preorders for better results. However, the worst ase omputationalomplexity resulting from inreasing the approximation grows exponentially.This an be expeted sine the alulation of omplete preorders would beNP-hard due to the nature of NFA minimization. The results from the �rstorder approximations to the preorders results in a dramati redution ofstates and transitions. This is a satisfatory result for appliations whereit is not the minimal NFA whih is neessary to ompute but the minimal70



DFA. Suh redution algorithms an also be used as preursors to the moreomplex NFA minimization algorithms suh as Kameda and Weiner whihwould derease their omputational time.4.4 BideterminismIn the previous two setions we have disussed minimization and redutionalgorithms for both DFAs and NFAs. From theorem 4.21 we know that theunique minimal DFA gives a range bound for the minimal NFAs. It is inter-esting to note exatly when a minimal NFA has the same number of statesas the minimal DFA. Tamm and Ukkonen [16℄ investigated a speializedform of DFAs, namely the bideterministi �nite automata.We start by de�ning these automata, after whih we disuss the proper-ties of suh automata.De�nition 4.44 BideterminismA bideterministi �nite automaton, M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) is a DFAwhose dual,  M is also a DFA, that is:� There is only one start and �nal state,jQ0j = jF j = 1; and� both the transition funtion and its dual have at most one transitionfor eah state on eah alphabet symbol, that is for � 2 � and q 2 Q:jÆ(q; �)j � 1 ; j Æ (q; �)j � 1:This means that eah state has at most one transition to and from it foreah alphabet symbol.We an further de�ne a omplete bideterministi �nite automaton ashaving exatly one transition to and from eah state for eah alphabet sym-bol.From [16℄ we have that:Theorem 4.45 (Minimality)A omplete bideterministi �nite automaton with no initial or �nal-useless states is both the minimal DFA and a minimal NFA.This means that any bideterministi �nite automaton only needs to beheked for initial and �nal-useless states to ensure that it is minimal.Furthermore, Tamm and Ukkonen [16℄ provided the following insightinto bideterminism, that is: 71



Theorem 4.46 (Uniqueness)A minimal bideterministi �nite automaton, M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ), isunique among NFAs. That is any NFAs, M 0 = (Q0;�; Æ0; Q00; F 0) whereM �M 0 and whih are not isomorphi15 to M have the property thatjQj < jQ0j:Bideterministi �nite automata are of interest to us beause theorems4.45 and 4.46 hold not only for NFAs but also for all the �-FA [16℄.In this hapter we have disussed various FA minimization algorithms.The purpose of this hapter was to gain some bakground knowledge intourrent minimization algorithms and insight into the worst ase omputa-tional omplexity involved in suh minimization algorithms. We disussedthree main branhes of minimization algorithms, namely the language on-strution, state omparison and transformation reonstrution. We alsonoted that in state omparison the problem of minimization an be simpli-�ed to redution to inrease the speed of suh algorithms.The algorithms were based on de�ned reduible states whih allow us totarget spei� areas of the FA where minimization an take plae. In thenext setion we disuss the minimization of �-FA. We begin by disussingreduible states and then move onto simpli�ed and general minimizationalgorithms.

15As desribed in A.12. 72



Chapter 5Minimization of �-FAFAs have existed in the literature sine the early 1930s [15℄ and as suhmany appliations have been developed using these traditional FAs. Toompensate for the large FAs being used by many of these appliations,minimization and redution algorithms have been onstruted to attemptto redue the number of states eÆiently.More reently, appliations have been developed for �-FAs suh as hash-ing [14℄ and random number generation [18℄. As with traditional NFAs, iflarge �-FAs are to be used in appliations they would need to be handledeÆiently. This inludes having eÆient methods to store and run �-FAs, aswell as being able to eÆiently redue the number of states. In this hapter,we attempt to onstrut �-FA minimization and redution algorithms tohandle future onerns of suh large �-FA appliations.As little researh has been done into the minimization of �-FAs, weare faed with a blank slate to develop suh algorithms. As suh, the �-FA minimization algorithms we onstrut are based on both properties ofthe �-FAs and traditional FA minimization algorithms. By examining theminimization algorithms from hapter 4 we an gain a better understandingof the funtioning and minimization of �-FAs.The traditional FA minimization algorithms are based on the reduiblestates of these FAs. However, as the �-operator does not reat with tran-sitions in the same way as the union operator does, the reduible states asde�ned for traditional FAs are not always appliable to �-FAs. Similarlythe alulation of these reduible states is made more omplex due to theinteration of these states.In this hapter we distinguish the minimization of two forms of �-FAs.We begin with unary �-FAs, that is, �-FAs with exatly one alphabet sym-bol. We develop a minimization algorithm for unary �-FAs based on theirrelationship with LFSRs [14℄. In setion 5.2 we then disuss the minimiza-tion of the general �-FAs. We begin by examining the reduible states ofthe traditional NFAs in relation to �-FAs. Using these reduible states we73



examine how these reduible states an be used to onstrut minimizationalgorithms of the types: Language reonstrution (setion 3.2.2); transfor-mation onstrution (setion 3.2.3); and state omparison (setion 3.2.3),with varying suess. In eah ase we desribe the idea behind the mini-mization algorithm as well as provide examples and problems enountered.5.1 Unary �-FAsWe begin our disussion of the minimization of �-FAs with a simpli�edform, namely the unary �-FA. A unary �-FA is simply a �-FA with exatlyone alphabet symbol. During our disussion, we assume without loss ofgenerality that the alphabet of a unary �-FA is the set fag.The minimization algorithm we present here an take as input any unary�-FA with multiple �nal states and produes as output a unary �-FA withexatly one �nal state. It is important to note that the produed unary�-FAis minimal amongst unary�-FAs with one �nal state, but it is not neessarilyminimal among unary �-FAs with multiple �nal states. We show later thatthe algorithm an be adjusted to produe a unary �-FA with multiple �nalstates, however, with a proportional inrease in omputational omplexity.Furthermore, in the following hapter, we shall disuss how the produedunary �-FA with one �nal state an be used to reate an eÆient format tostore unary �-FAs.We shall use the following running example to illustrate our minimizationalgorithm:Example 5.1 (Original Unary �-FA)Let M be a �-FA de�ned byM = (fq1; q2; q3; q4; q5g; fag; Æ; fq1g; fq5g;�)with Æ given by (see also �gure 5.1)Æ aq1 fq2; q4gq2 fq5gq3 fq1; q2; q4gq4 fq2gq5 fq3; q4g :5.1.1 PreliminariesIn this setion we desribe ertain onepts, suh as the �nal state sequeneand the harateristi polynomial, whih we use for the minimization ofunary �-FAs. We also disuss how these sequenes and polynomials an begenerated. 74
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Figure 5.1: Example 5.1Before disussing these onepts we begin with disussing the yli na-ture of unary �-FAs. This yli nature is demonstrated in the so-alledstate sequene of the unary �-FA.A state sequene is simply the sequene of ative state sets produed,given a sequene of alphabet symbols as input. However, as a unary �-FAhas exatly one alphabet symbol, the input sequene an onsist only ofthat alphabet symbol. As suh a unary �-FA an only ever have one statesequene for an input sequene of a ertain length.As a �-FA onsists of a �nite number of states, n, the number of possiblestate sets is also �nite, 2n, by the subset onstrution. Also, given an ativestate set, the following ative state set will always be predetermined on agiven alphabet symbol. This means that if a state set ours twie in thestate sequene of a unary �-FA, the state sets between the two ourrenesof the repeated state sets will be ontinuously repeated in the state sequene.These repeated state sets are the so alled yle in the sequene.The state sequene an be generated by reording the initial state setand then repeatedly alulating the following ative state set on input auntil a state set is repeated. However, this an be seen as on-the-y subsetonstrution, as the resultant state sequene is simply the states whih o-ur in the equivalent DFA. This implies that the omputation of the statesequene has a worst ase omputational omplexity of O(2n).With this in mind we formally de�ne the state sequene of a unary �-FAas follows:De�nition 5.2 (State Sequene)The state sequene S = S0; S1; : : : of a unary �-FAM = (Q; fag; Æ;Q0 ; F;�) is de�ned asSi = Æ(Q0; ai):75



Note 8 Note that we when we write a state sequene we write only thesubsequene S0; S1; : : : ; Si where Si is the �rst repeated state set. That isSi = Sj; for some j < i:The sequene S is denoted asS0; S1; : : : ; Sj; : : : ; Si:Furthermore we refer to the state sequene Sj; Sj+1; : : : ; Si�1 as the yleof the state sequene.In the running example we have:Example 5.3 (State Sequene)The state sequene generated by M in example 5.1 (page 74) isfq1g; fq2; q4g; fq2; q5g; fq3; q4; q5g; fq1; q3g; fq1g.As the ative state set fq1g ours twie we know that the state sequenefq1g; fq2; q4g; fq2; q5g; fq3; q4; q5g; fq1; q3g;is the yle as it would be repeated ontinuously.It is shown in [18℄ that all unary �-FAs will have suh repeating statesequenes.To onstrut a redued unary �-FA we attempt to generate a unary�-FA with fewer states whose state sequene emulates the original statesequene. By emulating a state sequene we mean a state sequene withstate sets ontaining a �nal state, only where the state set from the originalsequene also ontains a �nal state. We begin by disussing the nature ofthe state sequene.A state sequene is desribed by the ative state sets up to and inludingthe �rst repeated state set. The sequene is further desribed aording tothe length of the yle and the preamble. The preamble of a sequene isthe subsequene onsisting of the state sets in the sequene but not in theyle. That is, in a sequene, S, with the �rst repeated state set Si = Sjwith j < i, the preamble onsists of the states S0; S1; : : : ; Sj�1.As mentioned briey in the introdution, unary �-FA are related tolinear feedbak shift registers (LFSRs) [5℄. This relationship is manifestedthrough the state sequene. A LFSRs state sequene an be desribed bythe so-alled harateristi matrix and a set of initial states.In the ase of �-FAs, the harateristi matrix is simply a representationof the transition funtion of the �-FA. As suh the transition funtion isenoded into a binary matrix as follows:76



De�nition 5.4 (Charateristi Matrix)Given a unary �-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;�) the harateristi matrix isa binary jQj � jQj matrix A where the entries of the matrix aij are given byaij = ( 1 if qi 2 Æ(qj ; a);0 otherwise:Eah row in the transition table is translated into a olumn of the har-ateristi matrix, with entries of 1 in those rows whih ontain transitionsand 0's otherwise. As suh entries of 1 represent the transitions.The harateristi matrix allows us to examine unary �-FAs using ma-trix alulations in the Galois �eld1 GF (2) as shown in [17℄. By enodingthe initial state set as a binary vetor, the following ative state set an bealulated through the GF (2) multipliation of the vetor by the harater-isti matrix. Further multipliations by the matrix result in the ative statesets generated in the same way as the state sequene.The harateristi polynomial is alulated from the harateristi ma-trix as follows [17℄:De�nition 5.5 (Charateristi Polynomial)Given a harateristi matrix A as in de�nition 5.4, the harateristipolynomial (X) is de�ned as 2(X) = det(A� IX):Here (X) = Xn + n�1Xn�1 + : : : + 0X0 where i = 0 or 1 and (X)is said to have degree n.It follows diretly from de�nition 5.5 that as every entry on the maindiagonal3 of the matrix A� IX is either X or X � 1, a unary �-FA with nstates will have a harateristi polynomial of degree n+ 1.Thus the problem of �nding the minimal �-FA is equivalent to �nding aharateristi polynomial of smallest degree whih generates the given unary�-FA's state sequene.1See A.14, page 171. The reader may refer to [5℄ for an exposition on linear �eld theoryand in partiular GF (2).2The determinant or det(A) of a matrix, A, is de�ned in [5℄.3The main diagonal of the n � n matrix A onsists of all the entries aij where i = j,with 0 � i; j < n.
77



In the running example we have:Example 5.6 (Charateristi Matrix and Polynomial)Using the unary �-FA,M , from example 5.1 (page 74), the harateristimatrix A of M is given byA = 2666664 0 0 1 0 01 0 1 1 00 0 0 0 11 0 1 0 10 1 0 0 0
3777775 ;with the harateristi polynomial (X) =det(A � IX) = X5 + 1 of degree5. If we enode the initial state set as the row vetor y = [1 0 0 0 0℄, we getA1yT = [0 1 0 1 0℄;A2yT = [0 1 0 0 1℄;A3yT = [0 0 1 1 1℄;A4yT = [1 0 1 0 0℄; andA5yT = [1 0 0 0 0℄:It is easy to verify that the resultant row vetors orrespond to the statesequene generated in example 5.3 (page 76). For example we see that[0 1 0 1 0℄ orresponds to the state set fq2; q4g and that [0 1 0 0 1℄ or-responds to the state set S2 = fq2; q5g.To this end we ombine the state sequene with the �nal states to formthe �nal state sequene as follows:De�nition 5.7 (Final State Sequene)Let M be a unary �-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;�) with state sequeneS = S0; S1; : : :. The �nal state sequene f = f0; f1; : : : of M is de�ned asfi = ( 1 if Si \ F 6= ;;0 otherwise:That is, given a state sequene S = S0; S1; : : : ; Si the �nal state sequenef = f0; f1; : : : ; fi�1 is onstruted so that if the state set Sj ontains a �nalstate then fj = 1, otherwise fj = 0. The �nal state sequene ontains ayle of 0 and 1s of the same length as the state sequene. However, wherewe write the state sequene up to and inluding the �rst repeated state set,we write the �nal state sequene up to but not inluding the �rst repeatedstate sequene.The resultant binary �nal state sequene represents the language thatthe �-FA aepts. A word of length m is aepted by a �-FA with �nal78



state sequene f if and only if fm = 1. Thus any equivalent �-FA must havethe same �nal state sequene. In fat given only the �nal state sequene,the algorithm we present will generate a minimal unary �-FA with one �nalstate whih aepts the language of the �nal state sequene.Example 5.8 (Final State Sequene)The �nal state sequene f of the unary �-FA M in example 5.1 (page74), with referene to examples 5.3 and 5.6 (pages 76 and 78), is:f = 0; 0; 1; 1; 0;with a yle of length 5.Note 9 It is important to note here that although we refer to the hara-teristi polynomial as a de�ning harateristi of a unary �-FA, it is notsuÆient to desribe the language ompletely. That is, di�erent languagesmay be aepted by unary �-FAs whih have the same harateristi poly-nomial.For example, by hanging the initial state set in example 5.1 (page 74)to fq2g we have the following state sequenefq2g; fq5g; fq3; q4g; fq1; q4g; fq4g; fq2g;this has the �nal state sequene,0; 1; 0; 0; 0;with a yle of length 5.Although the harateristi polynomial remains the same the languageaepted di�ers. For this reason it is important to take note of the �nalstate sequene when minimizing.We have disussed how to desribe a unary �-FA by the use of statesequenes and �nal state sequenes and how to determine the �nal statesequenes of a given unary �-FA. This onludes the �rst step of the min-imization algorithm. In the seond step we will show how the �nal statesequene an be used to alulate the harateristi polynomial of smallestdegree. The third and �nal step uses both the minimal harateristi poly-nomial and �nal state sequene to onstrut a minimal unary �-FA withexatly one �nal state.5.1.2 Berlekamp-Massey AlgorithmThe Berlekamp-Massey algorithm [12℄ is a well known algorithm in the �eldof ryptology, used to break and generate stream iphers [1℄. The algo-rithm generates the minimal harateristi polynomial for a LFSR gener-ating the given binary sequene of �nite length. We use a modi�ation of79



this algorithm to �nd the harateristi polynomial of smallest degree whihgenerates a given �nal state sequene.The Berlekamp-Massey (BM) algorithm works by onsidering eah bitsk of an inputted binary sequene s in sequene order. It onstruts thepolynomial (X) whih will generate the sequene s0s1s2 : : : sk based onthe minimal polynomial whih generates the sequene s0s1s2 : : : sk�1. Thealgorithm does this by �rst heking whether the polynomial whih generatesthe previous sequene also generates the new sequene. This is done by usingthe result of Berlekamp that the polynomial (X) generates the sequenes0s1s2 : : : sk if and only ifPk�1i=0 isk�i = 0. As suh the algorithm ompareseah next bit of the sequene to the urrent polynomial and if it is annotbe generated by (X), (X) is realulated. The algorithm ontinues untilall the bits in the sequene have been proessed.For use in our algorithm we have modi�ed the original Berlekamp-Masseyalgorithm. This was done to allow for the inorporation of yles. That is,if run on a sequene s = s0s1 : : : sn with a yle of length l � n + 1 itwill produe the polynomial whih will generate the sequene with yle.This is done by running the algorithm on the repeated sequene until theharateristi polynomial is not modi�ed for the length of the yle.4Before presenting the algorithm we mention some variables used by thealgorithm:� t reords the urrent time step of the algorithm,� T (X) and B(X) are temporary polynomials used for alulation pur-poses,� L is the degree of (X), and� m shows where L was last modi�ed.Algorithm 5.9 (Modi�ed Berlekamp-Massey)Given an input sequene s = s0; s1; : : : ; sn�1 of length5 n with ylelength l, the algorithm outputs the minimal polynomial (X) whih generatesthe sequene.(1) Initialization: (X)  1; T (X)  0, L  0; m  �1; B(X)  1;t 0; k  0.(2) While (k < n) do(a) d (st +PLi=1 st�ii)(mod 2)4It is also important to note that we use reverse harateristi polynomials to what isused in [12℄. That is, where (X) = nXn+ n�1Xn�1+ : : :+ 1X+1 is generated in [12℄,we generate (X) = Xn + 1Xn�1 + : : :+ n�1X + n.5Although we say the sequene has length n, it atually has in�nite length due to theyle. If the algorithm referenes the bit si with i � n then si = si�l.80



(b) if d = 1 then doT (X) (X)If 2L � t then(X) (X) �Xt+1�2L +B(X)L t+ 1� L, m t, B(X) T (X)k  �1else(X) (X) +B(X) �X2L�t�1() k  k + 1, t t+ 1(3) Return (X)In the running example we have:Example 5.10Taking the �nal state sequene f = 00110 with a full yle length of 5from example 5.8 , the modi�ed Berlekamp-Massey algorithm 5.9 yields thefollowing results:s d T (X) (X) L m B(X) N� � 0 1 0 �1 1 00 0 0 1 0 �1 1 10 0 0 1 0 �1 1 21 1 1 1 +X3 3 2 1 31 1 1 +X3 1 +X2 +X3 3 2 1 40 1 1 +X2 +X3 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 3 2 1 50 0 1 +X2 +X3 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 3 2 1 60 1 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 +X4 4 6 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 71 0 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 +X4 4 6 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 81 0 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 +X4 4 6 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 90 0 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 +X4 4 6 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 100 0 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 +X4 4 6 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 110 0 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 +X4 4 6 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 12Thus, the harateristi polynomial returned from the algorithm is0(X) = 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 +X4.In this setion we disussed the modi�ed Berlekamp-Massey algorithmwhih onstruts the minimal harateristi polynomial for a spei� �nalstate sequene. In the next setion we disuss an algorithm to onstrut aunary �-FA with one �nal state from the generated harateristi polyno-mial and �nal state sequene.5.1.3 Constrution of the �-FAIn the previous setion we disussed how to onstrut the minimal har-ateristi polynomial from the generated �nal state sequene in the �rst81



step of the algorithm. In this setion we disuss how to ombine these twoproperties to onstrut a unary �-FA with the desired properties.We wish to onstrut a unary �-FA M 0 = (Q0;�; Æ0; Q00; F 0;�) from a�nal state sequene f and a harateristi polynomial 0(X). We an startby setting the alphabet to fag without loss of generality. The next step isto onstrut the state set Q0 on whih the other properties are dependant.We disussed earlier that the number of states of the LFSR [18℄ is equal tothe degree of the harateristi polynomial of the LFSR [5℄. Thus with 0(X)of degree n0, the state set of M 0 an be de�ned as Q0 = fq00; q01; : : : ; q0n0�1g.In order to onstrutM 0 we still need to onstrut the transition funtionÆ0, the initial state set Q00 and the �nal state set F 0. Using the state set Q0and the harateristi polynomial it is in priniple possible to onstrutdi�erent harateristi matries A whih represent the transition funtion.Although multiple suh A's exist, it would be preferable to have a simplealgorithm to onstrut a generi A. One suh generi form is known as thenormal form6 of harateristi matries [5℄, and it is this normal form whihwe will use to onstrut the unary �-FA.The normal form is given in [17℄ as:De�nition 5.11 (Charateristi Matrix Normal Form)Given the state set Q0 = fq00; q01; : : : ; q0n0�1g and harateristi polynomial(X) = n0Xn0+n0�1Xn0�1+ : : :+1X1+0, the normal form of A is givenby 2666666664 0 0 : : : 0 01 0 : : : 0 10 1 : : : 0 2... ... : : : ... ...0 0 : : : 0 n0�20 0 : : : 1 n0�1
3777777775 :By using the algorithm for the onstrution of a harateristi matrixfrom a transition funtion in de�nition 5.4 (page 77) we an onstrut theorresponding transition funtion Æ0 with Q0 and 0(X) as follows:Æ0(q0i; a) = fq0i+1g; for 0 � i < n0 � 1Æ0(q0n0�1; a) = fq0j j j = 1; for 0 � j � n0 � 1g:Next we assign the �nal state. We do this by looking at LFSRs. Withoutgoing into detail, the output state in the LFSR feeds signals bak to thenon output states similar to the transitions from q0n0�1 to the other states.Emulating the LFSR we assign q0n0�1 as the only �nal state, that is, F 0 =fq0n0�1g.6Any matrix A in GF(2) has a normal form, namely PAP�1, where P is a matrixsimilar to A. A square matrix P is de�ned as similar to square matrix A if there exists asquare nonsingular matrix X so that P = X�1AX.82



We now only need to assign the initial state set. We base our alulationof the initial state set on the �nal state sequene. This is done to ensurethat the initial state set generates the �nal state sequene f = f0f1 : : : fmand not any other sequene. With this in mind we examine the normal formharateristi matrix A of M 0.As we disussed in setion 5.1.1, if the ative state set is enoded asthe row vetor y then AyT will be the row vetor representation of thenext ative state set. We now onstrut a row vetor representation ofy(0) = [y0(0); y1(0); : : : ; yn0�1(0)℄ and de�ne the row vetors representingthe ative state sets as y(t) = [y0(t); y1(t); : : : ; yn0�1(t)℄ = AyT (t � 1) =A2yT (t� 2) = : : : = AtyT (0).As the �nal state sequene is generated by the ative state sets ontaining�nal states, it follows that fi = 1 if and only if yn0�1(i) = 1, so thatfi = yn0�1(i): (5.1)From this we have that yn0�1(0) = f0:This means that the state qn0�1 is an initial state if and only if the �rstbit in the �nal state sequene is a 1. Furthermore, as y(t) = AyT (t � 1),we havehy0(t); y1(t); : : : ; yn0�1(t)i 2666666664 0 0 : : : 0 01 0 : : : 0 10 1 : : : 0 2... ... : : : ... ...0 0 : : : 0 n0�20 0 : : : 1 n0�1
3777777775
2666666664 y0(t� 1)y1(t� 1)y2(t� 1)...yn0�2(t� 1)yn0�1(t� 1)

3777777775 ;and heney0(t) = 0yn0�1(t� 1); andyi(t) = yi�1(t� 1) + iyn0�1(t� 1); for 1 � i < n0: (5.2)It follows that the state q0 is ative at time stamp t if and only if 0 = 1and the state qn0�1 was ative at time stamp t� 1. Similarly the state qi isative at time stamp t if either i = 1 and the state qn0�1 was ative at timestamp t� 1 or the state qi�1 was ative at time stamp t� 1, but not bothat the same time.Using these equations we obtain the following for the seond outputsymbol: f1 = yn0�1(1) from equation 5:1= yn0�2(0) + n0�1yn0�1(0) from equation 5:2= yn0�2(0) + n0�1f0 from equation 5:1;83



so that yn0�2(0) = f1 + n0�1f0:Continuing with this train of thought for the output symbols we have:f2 = yn0�1(2)= yn0�2(1) + n0�1yn0�1(1)= yn0�2(1) + n0�1f1= yn0�3(0) + n0�2yn0�1(0) + n0�1f1= yn0�3(0) + n0�2f0 + n0�1f1;... ...fn0�1 = yn0�1(n0 � 1);= y0(0) + : : :+ n0�2fn0�3 + n0�1fn0�2;so that yn0�3(0) = f2 + n0�2f0 + n0�1f1;... ...y0(0) = fn0�1 + : : :+ n0�2fn0�3 + n0�1fn0�2:The initial state set an be alulated using the vetor y(0) as y(0)represents the initial ative state set and thus the initial state set. Thus thestate q0i 2 Q0 is an initial state if and only if yi(0) = 1 as alulated above.Examining the running example we have:Example 5.12 (Reonstrution)Continuing from example 5.10 (page 81) we have the �nal state sequenef = 00110 with yle length 5 and harateristi polynomial 0(X) = 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 +X4. Using f and 0(X) we an onstrut the unary �-FAM 0 = (Q0; fag; Æ0; Q00; F 0;�) as follows:- The state set Q0 is simply Q0 = fq00; q01; q02; q03g.- The harateristi matrix A0 of M 0 is:26664 0 0 0 11 0 0 10 1 0 10 0 1 1 37775so that the transition funtion Æ0 is given by (see also �gure 5.2)Æ0 aq00 fq01gq01 fq02gq02 fq03gq03 fq00; q01; q02; q03g :84
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Figure 5.2: Example 5.12- The �nal state set F 0 is hosen as F 0 = fq03g.- Lastly we alulate the initial state set as follows:y0(3) = f0 = 0y0(2) = f1 + 3f0 = 0 + 0 = 0y0(1) = f2 + 2f0 + 3f1 = 1 + 0 + 0 = 1y0(0) = f3 + 1f0 + 2f1 + 3f2 = 1 + 1 + 0 + 0 = 0;so that Q00 = fq01g.Examining the resultant unary �-FA we have that the state sequeneis given by fq01g; fq02g; fq03g; fq00; q01; q02; q03g; fq00g; fq01g;whih results in the �nal state sequene of 00110 with yle length 5whih is idential to the original �nal state sequene f .This ompletes the unary �-FA minimization algorithm. We an nowuse these three parts of the minimization algorithm to formally de�ne theminimization algorithm as follows:Algorithm 5.13 (Unary �-FA Minimization Algorithm)Given a unary �-FA M , the algorithm outputs the minimal �-FA M 0with one �nal state.1. Find the �nal state sequene f assoiated with M .2. Apply the modi�ed Berlekamp-Massey algorithm in algorithm 5.9 (page80), given f to produe a polynomial (X) with the least degree suhthat (X) is the harateristi polynomial of a LFSR produing f .3. Use (X) to onstrut a minimal �-FA M 0 with one �nal state asdesribed in setion 5.1.3, suh that L(M) = L(M 0).85



Theorem 5.14 Let M be a n-state unary �-FA whih aepts the languageL. If we apply algorithm 5.13 to M , the resultant output is a minimal m-state unary �-FA M 0 with one �nal state and m � n whih reognizes thelanguage L.Proof Let M be a n-state unary �-FA whih aepts the language L.Step 1 The �rst step of the algorithm onsists of the onstrution of the�nal state sequene ofM ; that is, it is a binary enoding of the (unary)words aepted by M . The validity of the onstrution follows fromthe subset onstrution [15, 18℄.Step 2 In the seond step, the LFSR equivalent to M is onstruted. Thevalidity of this step follows from the equivalene between unary �-FAsand LFSRs shown in [18℄. The Berlekamp-Massey algorithm is guar-anteed to result in a minimal LFSR with the same �nal state sequeneas the original LFSR [1℄. It follows that the LFSR resulting from theappliation of the algorithm represents a smallest LFSR whih pro-dues the same �nal state sequene, and hene that the orresponding�-FA is a minimal �-FA with the required sequene of �nal states.Step 3 It is shown in [18℄ that for any j-state LFSR, there is a j-stateunary �-FA with the same yle struture. In partiular, from [5℄ thenormal form given as the matrix A, has the required yle struture.Therefore, the transition funtion as given for M 0 is valid.It remains to show that the onstruted �-FA aepts the same lan-guage as the original �-FA. This follows trivially from the fat that inStep 2 above, the two LFSRs produe the same �nal state sequene.Hene, with the hoie of initial states as derived from the �nal statesequene, and the fat that the �nal state sequenes are idential, theassumption holds.We alulate the omputational omplexity of the algorithm on the al-ulations involved in the three steps. In the �rst step the �nal state se-quene has to be onstruted. To this end on-the-y subset onstrution isused whih has worst ase omputational omplexity of O(2n) for a FA ofn states. As eah state set is to be reorded to identify the yle, the spaeomplexity of this step is also O(2n).The seond step onsists of the modi�ed Berlekamp-Massey algorithm.The original algorithm has omputational omplexity of O(m2) [12℄ wherem is the length of the input sequene so that m � 2n. Our modi�ationrequires the yle of the sequene to be repeated until the harateristipolynomial is unmodi�ed for the length of the sequene. The degree of the86



harateristi polynomial is limited by the length of the sequene 7. Asalgorithm 5.9 (page 80) inreases the degree of the sequene aording to asub step of Step 2(b), the number of possible iterations of the algorithm islimited by the formula L = t + 1 � L and the length of the sequene. Themodi�ed algorithm an thus repeat the original algorithm at most m timesso that the modi�ed algorithm has omputational omplexity of O(m3).The �nal step onsists of the reonstrution of the unary �-FA fromthe �nal state sequene and harateristi polynomial. Using the normalform of the harateristi matrix the alulation and reation of the stateset and transition funtion is linear. As the state set has at most m statesthe omplexity of this step is O(m).The reation of the �nal state set and the alphabet has omputationalomplexity of O(1).Lastly the reation of the initial state set requires i operations per stateq0i 2 Q0. As there are at mostm states this step takes at most 0+1+: : :+m�1operations and so has worst ase omputational omplexity of O(m2).The algorithm therefore is apped at the �rst step with a omputationalomplexity of O(2n) where n is the number of states of the original �-FA. However, if the �nal state sequene is given without omputation thealgorithm has omplexityO(m3) wherem is the length of the input sequene.5.1.4 ExtensionsWe have presented an algorithm whih produes a minimal unary �-FA withone �nal state. We now present some more examples of this minimizationproedure as well as disussing the problems in extending the algorithm tohandle more than one �nal state as well as generalizing the algorithm tonon-unary languages.We begin by providing an example where the �nal state sequene has apreamble, that is, where the yle length is smaller than the sequene length.After that, we provide an example where the sequene ontains a yle of0s so that words of length greater than a ertain length are not aepted.Suh sequenes represent �nite unary languages.Example 5.15 (Unary �-FA with Preamble)Let M = (fq0; q1; q2; q3g; fag; Æ; fq0g; fq3g;�) with Æ given by (see also7It is easy to verify that a �nal state sequene of length n an be generated by aunary �-FA with n states. This implies that the degree of the harateristi polynomialgenerated by the modi�ed Berlekamp-Massey algorithm must be smaller or equal to thelength of the �nal state sequene.
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�gure 5.3, left) Æ aq0 fq1; q2gq1 fq2; q3gq2 fq1; q2gq3 fq0; q1g :The state sequene is then given by:fq0g; fq1; q2g; fq1; q3g; fq0; q1; q2; q3g; fq0; q1; q2; q3g; : : :so that the �nal state sequene is given byf = 0011;with a yle of length 1. The preamble is thus 001.Note that this sequene an atually be written as 001 with preamble 00and yle of length 1, although inputting either sequene into the modi�edBerlekamp-Massey algorithm will output the same result.The modi�ed Berlekamp-Massey algorithm runs as follows:s d T (X) (X) L m B(X) N� � 0 1 0 �1 1 00 0 0 1 0 �1 1 10 0 0 1 0 �1 1 21 1 1 1 +X3 3 2 1 31 1 1 +X3 1 +X2 +X3 3 2 1 41 0 1 +X3 1 +X2 +X3 3 2 1 51 1 1 +X2 +X3 0 +X2 +X3 3 2 1 61 1 1 +X2 +X3 0 +X2 +X3 3 2 1 7so that the harateristi polynomial is (X) = X2 +X3.We an begin onstruting the minimal unary �-FA M 0 with one �nalstate as follows:(X) has degree 3 so that M 0 = (fq00; q01; q02g; fag; Æ0; Q00; fq02g;�) .From (X) we onstrut the normal form for the harateristi matrixA = 264 0 0 01 0 00 1 1 375 ;from whih Æ0 an be onstruted as follows (see also �gure 5.3, right):Æ0 aq00 fq01gq01 fq02gq02 fq02g :88
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Figure 5.3: Example 5.15: Left M ; Right M 0From (X) and f we determine the set of initial states as follows:y0(2) = f0 = 0;y0(1) = f1 + 2f0 = 0 + 0 = 0; andy0(0) = f2 + 1f0 + 2f0 = 1 + 0 + 0 = 1 ;so that Q00 = fq00g.The resultant unary �-FA produes the state sequenefq00g; fq01g; fq02g; fq02g;whih produes the �nal state sequene 001 with yle length of 1 whihis equivalent to the original �nal state sequene.It is of interest to note that the resultant unary �-FA is in fat the minimalDFA.Final state sequenes with preambles usually result in some states beingformed whih are only ative during the preamble of the sequene. Suhstates have the property that there are no transitions from the �nal stateto it or any states whih our before it. In example 5.15 q01 is suh a stateas the only state ourring previous to it is q00 and there are no transitionsfrom q02 to q00 or q01.Example 5.16 (Unary �-FA with Zero Cyle)Let M = (fq0; q1; q2; q3g; fag; Æ; fq0g; fq3g;�) with Æ given by (see also�gure 5.4, left) Æ aq0 fq0; q3gq1 fq0; q2gq2 fq0; q1gq3 fq0; q2g :The state sequene is then given by:fq0g; fq0; q3g; fq2; q3g; fq1; q2g; fq1; q2g;89



so that the �nal state sequene is given byf = 0110;with a yle of length 1. The preamble is thus 011.The modi�ed Berlekamp-Massey algorithm runs as follows:s d T (X) (X) L m B(X) N� � 0 1 0 �1 1 00 0 0 1 0 �1 1 11 1 1 1 +X2 2 1 1 21 1 1 +X2 1 +X1 +X2 2 1 1 30 0 1 +X2 1 +X1 +X2 2 1 1 40 1 1 +X1 +X2 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 3 4 1 +X1 +X2 50 1 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 0 +X3 3 4 1 +X1 +X2 60 0 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 0 +X3 3 4 1 +X1 +X2 7 ;so that the harateristi polynomial is (X) = X3.We an begin onstruting the minimal unary �-FA, M 0 with one �nalstate as follows:(X) has degree 3 so that M 0 = (fq00; q01; q02g; fag; Æ0; Q00; fq02g;�) .From (X) we onstrut the normal form for the harateristi matrixA = 264 0 0 01 0 00 1 0 375 ;from whih Æ0 an be onstruted as follows (see also �gure 5.4, right):Æ0 aq00 fq01gq01 fq02gq02 ; :From (X) and f we determine the set of initial states as follows:y0(2) = f0 = 0;y0(1) = f1 + 2f0 = 1 + 0 = 1; andy0(0) = f2 + 1f0 + 2f0 = 1 + 0:1 + 0 = 1 ;so that Q00 = fq00; q01g.The resultant unary �-FA produes the following state sequenefq00; q01g; fq01; q02g; fq02g; ;; ;;whih produes the �nal state sequene 0110 with yle length of 1 whihis equivalent to the original �nal state sequene.We have taken a look at three possible sequene types whih are possiblein the �nal state sequene, that being90
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Figure 5.4: Example 5.16: Left M ; Right M 0� full yle,� inomplete yle or preamble, and� yle onsisting only of 0s8.These three ases provide di�erent types of unary �-FAs with one �nalstate. Sequenes with a full yle result in unary �-FAs where the initialstate set will be reahed after a ertain amount of harater inputs. Se-quenes with the inomplete yle either reates states for the purpose ofthe preamble, where these states are never in the ative state set after thepreamble, or the initial state set of the unary �-FA generates a yle inwhih the initial state set does not feature again. Sequenes whose ylesonsist only of zeros reates a unary �-FA in whih the null state will begenerated after a ertain number of iterations. In this ase there are eitherno transitions from the �nal state, or the transitions from the �nal stateinterat with other transitions resulting in an empty ative state set.We stated previously that the unary �-FA generated from this algorithmis not always minimal with respet to unary �-FAs with more than one �nalstate. In the next example we examine a situation where this is the ase,after whih we disuss the possibility of extending the algorithm to morethan one �nal state.Example 5.17 (Minimal with Multiple Final States)This example is divided into two parts. In the �rst part we attempt tominimize a unary �-FA to a unary �-FA with one �nal state. Althoughthe resultant unary �-FA will be minimal among unary �-FA with one �nalstate it will be easy to verify that it is in fat not minimal among all unary�-FA. In the seond part of the example we show how a minimal unary�-FA with more than one �nal state an be onstruted.8Representing languages of �nite length.91



Let M = (fq0; q1; q2; q3g; fag; Æ; fq0g; fq1; q3g;�) with Æ given by (see also�gure 5.5, page 94) Æ aq0 fq1gq1 fq3gq2 fq1gq3 fq2; q3g :The state sequene is then given by:fq0g; fq1g; fq3g; fq2; q3g; fq1; q2; q3g; fq1; q2g; fq1; q3g; fq2g; fq1g; : : :so that the �nal state sequene is given byf = 01111110;with a yle of length 7. The preamble is thus 0.Note that this sequene an atually be written as 0111111 with no pream-ble and yle of length 7, although inputting either sequene into the modi�edBerlekamp-Massey algorithm will output the same result.The modi�ed Berlekamp-Massey algorithm runs as follows:s d T (X) (X) L m B(X) N� � 0 1 0 �1 1 00 0 0 1 0 �1 1 11 1 1 1 +X2 2 1 1 21 1 1 +X2 1 +X1 +X2 2 1 1 31 1 1 +X1 +X2 0 +X1 +X2 2 1 1 41 0 1 +X1 +X2 0 +X1 +X2 2 1 1 51 0 1 +X1 +X2 0 +X1 +X2 2 1 1 61 0 1 +X1 +X2 0 +X1 +X2 2 1 1 70 1 0 +X1 +X2 1 +X5 +X6 6 7 0 +X1 +X2 81 0 0 +X1 +X2 1 +X5 +X6 6 7 0 +X1 +X2 91 1 1 +X5 +X6 1 +X3 +X4 +X5 +X6 6 7 0 +X1 +X2 101 0 1 +X5 +X6 1 +X3 +X4 +X5 +X6 6 7 0 +X1 +X2 111 1 1 +X3 +X4 +X5 +X6 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 +X4 +X5 +X6 6 7 0 +X1 +X2 121 0 1 +X3 +X4 +X5 +X6 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 +X4 +X5 +X6 6 7 0 +X1 +X2 131 0 1 +X3 +X4 +X5 +X6 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 +X4 +X5 +X6 6 7 0 +X1 +X2 140 0 1 +X3 +X4 +X5 +X6 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 +X4 +X5 +X6 6 7 0 +X1 +X2 151 0 1 +X3 +X4 +X5 +X6 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 +X4 +X5 +X6 6 7 0 +X1 +X2 161 0 1 +X3 +X4 +X5 +X6 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 +X4 +X5 +X6 6 7 0 +X1 +X2 171 0 1 +X3 +X4 +X5 +X6 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 +X4 +X5 +X6 6 7 0 +X1 +X2 18so that the harateristi polynomial is (X) = 1+X1+X2+X3+X4+X5 +X6.We an begin onstruting the minimal unary �-FA, M 0 with one �nalstate as follows:(X) has degree 6 so thatM 0 = (fq00; q01; q02; q03; q04; q05g; fag; Æ0; Q00; fq05g;�).92



From (X) we onstrut the normal form for the harateristi matrixA = 266666664 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 10 1 0 0 0 10 0 1 0 0 10 0 0 1 0 10 0 0 0 1 1
377777775 ;from whih Æ0 an be onstruted as follows (see also �gure 5.5, right):Æ0 aq00 fq01gq01 fq02gq02 fq03gq03 fq04gq04 fq05gq05 fq00; q01; q02; q03; q04; q05g :From (X) and f we determine the set of initial states as follows:y0(5) = f0 = 0;y0(4) = f1 + 5f0 = 1 + 0 = 1;y0(3) = f2 + 4f0 + 5f1 = 1 + 1:1 + 0 = 0;y0(2) = f3 + 3f0 + 4f1 + 5f2 = 1 + 1:1 + 1:1 + 0 = 1;y0(1) = f4 + 2f0 + 3f1 + 4f2 + 5f3 = 1 + 1:1 + 1:1 + 1:1 + 0 = 0; andy0(0) = f5 + 1f0 + 2f1 + 3f2 + 4f3 + 5f4 = 1 + 1:1 + 1:1 + 1:1 + 1:1 + 0 = 1;so that Q00 = fq00; q02; q04g.The resultant unary �-FA produes the state sequenefq00; q02; q04g; fq01; q03; q05g; fq00; q01; q03; q05g; fq00; q03; q05g; fq00; q02; q03; q05g;fq00; q02; q05g; fq00; q02; q04; q05g; fq00; q02; q04g; : : : ;whih produes the �nal state sequene 0111111 with yle length of 7whih is equivalent to the original �nal state sequene.It is easy to verify that although M 0 is the minimal unary �-FA with one�nal state, it is not a minimal unary �-FA, as the original �-FA has fourstates while M 0 has six states.To onstrut a minimal unary �-FA with more than one �nal state weneed to �rst hoose the number of �nal states, and assign new �nal statesequenes to eah �nal state.In our ase we will deal with a unary �-FA with exatly two �nal states.We need to determine two �nal state sequenes whose union equals the orig-inal �nal state sequene. Through trial and error we obtain the two �nalstate sequenes, f 0 and f 00, as:f 0 = 0100111; and f 00 = 0011101;93
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Figure 5.5: Example 5.17: Left M ; Right M 0both with yles of length 7.We then apply the modi�ed Berlekamp-Massey algorithm on both f1 andf2 resulting in two harateristi polynomials 1(X) and 2(X) respetively.Running the algorithm we have that 1(X) = 1 +X2 +X3 = 2(X). Asboth sequenes have idential harateristi polynomials we an attempt toonstrut a merged unary �-FAM 00 = (fq000 ; q001 ; q002g; fag; Æ00; Q000 ; F 00;�) usingthe two sequenes. This is done by �rst onstruting Æ00 from the normal formharateristi matrix A = 264 0 0 11 0 00 1 1 375 ;so that Æ00 an onstruted be as follows (see also �gure 5.6):Æ00 aq000 fq001gq001 fq002gq002 fq000 ; q002g :Next we need to assign two states to be �nal states. We hoose the �rstas the last state as in the previous examples, that is q002 2 F 00. The seondwe hoose arbitrarily as q000 2 F 00, so that F 00 = fq000 ; q002g. We need to assigneah �nal state to a �nal state sequene, and in this ase we assign q000 to f 00and q002 to f 0.To alulate the initial state set we need to examine both �nal states withtheir respetive �nal state sequenes. This is done as follows:f 0i = y2(i) f 00i = y0(i)f 00 = y2(0) f 000 = y0(0)so that 0 = y2(0) 0 = y0(0)Next f 01 = y2(1) f 001 = y0(1)f 01 = y2(0) + y1(0) f 001 = y2(0) from equation 5:2so that 1 = 0 + y1(0) 0 = y2(0)and 1 = y1(0) 0 = y2(0) ;94
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Figure 5.6: Example 5.17: M 00so that Q000 = fq001g.The resultant unary �-FA produes the following state sequenefq001g; fq002g; fq000 ; q002g; fq000 ; q001 ; q002g; fq000 ; q001g; fq001 ; q002g; fq000g; fq001g; � � �whih produes the �nal state sequene 0111111 with yle length of 7whih is equivalent to the original �nal state sequene.From the seond part of the example we see that it is possible to ombinetwo or more unary �-FA with one �nal state to reate a unary �-FA withmultiple �nal states. However, the omputational omplexity of generalizingthis beomes impratial. This is beause eah 1 in the �nal state sequeneneeds to be assigned to whihever �nal states are ative at the time. Forexample, for two �nal states, eah 1 in the �nal state sequene must beassigned to the �rst, the seond or to both �nal states. This means that form �nal states and k 1's there are (2m� 1)k possible �nal state assignments.These assignments inlude all assignments to less than m �nal states.So that, although it is possible to extend this algorithm to inlude multi-ple �nal states, the omputational omplexity ost is too high for a pratialalgorithm.In the non-unary ase, the problem with extending this algorithm isthat non unary �-FAs is not related to LFSRs. Some other issues faingthe generalization of this algorithm inlude that the harateristi matrix isreplaed with a series of harateristi matries for eah alphabet symbol,and as suh a harateristi polynomial is not as easily obtainable from theseharateristi matries. Similarly one is not faed with a single state or �nalstate sequene but instead with j�jn possible sequenes of length n. Thismeans that any algorithm would need to handle eah possible sequene andthe problem beomes NP-Hard.For these reasons we examine other ways to minimize or redue thenumber of states in �-FA. We begin by disussing a modi�ation of Kamedaand Weiner's algorithm to minimize NFAs.95



5.2 General �-FAsIn the previous setion we disussed the minimization of a simpli�ed aseof the �-FAs, that of the unary �-FA. We developed an algorithm whihworks to produe the unary minimal�-FA with one �nal state and disussedhow this algorithm ould be extended to the general ase. However, thisextension inreased the algorithms omputational omplexity and ausedthe algorithm to beome impratial.In this setion we look at redution and minimization algorithms used foronventional FAs and attempt to adapt them to the general ase of �-FAs.The minimization and redution algorithms for FAs in hapter 4 werebased on the detetion and removal of reduible states. We identi�ed �vetypes of reduible states for NFAs from de�nitions 4.4 and 4.22 (page 31),namely initial-useless, �nal-useless, redundant, equivalent and ontained.However, not all of these reduible states are appliable to �-FAs.We begin by disussing reduible states of �-FAs, followed by the threeategories of FA minimization and their relationship to �-FAs. These arelanguage onstrution, transformation onstrution based on Kameda andWeiner's NFA minimization algorithm [11℄ and state omparison whih bor-rows from the state redution algorithms by Ilie and Yu [9℄.5.2.1 Reduible StatesIn order to onstrut minimization and redution algorithms we need to beable to distinguish whih, if any, states in a �-FA an be redued. We beginby examining the reduible states as de�ned for FAs in de�nitions 4.4 and4.22 (pages 31 and 54). These de�nitions are based on the predeessors andsuessors9 of the states of the �-FA.We examine �ve types of the reduible states, these being initial-useless,�nal-useless, redundant, ontained and equivalent. In eah ase, we har-aterize the reduible state, provide an example of the reduible state, andthen formally prove whether these states are in fat reduible in a �-FA.Initial-Useless StatesAn initial-useless state is de�ned as a state in a FA whih has an emptypredeessor, that is, in a �-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F; �), a state q is initial-useless if pr(q) = ;:9See de�nition 4.2, page 30.
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Figure 5.7: Example 5.18: Left M ; Right M 0Example 5.18 (Initial-Useless States)Let M be a �-FA M = (fq0; q1; q2; q3g; f0; 1g; Æ; fq0g; fq2; q3g;�), whereÆ is given by (see also �gure 5.7)Æ 0 1q0 fq1; q2g fq0gq1 fq3g fq1gq2 fq3g fq2gq3 fq2g fq3g :We begin by examining the transition funtion of the DFA equivalent toM : 0 1[q0℄ [q1; q2℄ [q0℄[q1; q2℄ ; [q1; q2℄ :As an be seen in the DFA's transition funtion, the state q3 is unreah-able, so that pr(q3) = ;.By removing the state q3 and all transitions to and from the state, weobtain the �-FA M 0 = (fq0; q1; q2g; f0; 1g; Æ0 ; fq0g; fq2g;�) where Æ0 is givenby (see also �gure 5.7) Æ 0 1q0 fq1; q2g fq0gq1 ; fq1gq2 ; fq2g :We have that L(M 0) = L(M) = 1�01�.In example 5.18 above, state q3 was identi�ed as initial-useless and re-moved. However, the reader may note that if M were a traditional NFA, q3would not be initial-useless. This follows beause there exists a transitionfrom q0 to q1 on the symbol 0, and from q1 to q3 on symbol 0.97



In a traditional NFA a state is initial-useless if it is not an initial state andthere exists no transitions to it from any other non initial-useless state [11℄.This follows from the fat that no series of transitions exists from an initialstate to an initial-useless state. Thus, if the only transitions to a state arefrom initial-useless states, the state is initial-useless as all series of transitionswhih end on this state must pass through initial-useless states.In a �-FA however, a state is initial-useless if it is not an initial stateand there exists no transitions to it from any ative state set. Or, in otherwords, if that state does not our in any state in the DFA.Theorem 5.19 Initial-useless states are reduible in a �-FA.Proof In a �-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;�), if a state q 2 Q is initial-useless,then for every word y 2 �� q =2 Æ(Q0; y):To show that the initial-useless states are reduible we will onstruta �-FA where these states are removed and show that the two �-FAs areequivalent, that is they aept the same language.We generate the �-FA M 0 = (Q � fqg;�; Æ0; Q0; F � fqg;�) with Æ0desribed as Æ0(qi; �) = Æ(qi; �)� fqg;where qi 2 Q� fqg, � 2 � and q is initial-useless.We begin by showing that for every x 2 ��Æ(Q0; x) \ F = Æ0(Q0; x) \ F � fqg;after whih we show that Æ(Q0; x) = Æ0(Q0; x).As q is initial-useless we have that q =2 Æ(Q0; x) where x 2 ��. Thismeans that Æ(Q0; x)\F = Æ0(Q0; x)\F �fqg. This ompletes our �rst step,and next we show that Æ(Q0; x) = Æ0(Q0; x).For every x 2 �� with x = x0x1 : : : xm with xi 2 � we have thatÆ0(Q0; x0x1 : : : xm) = Æ0(: : : Æ0(Æ0(Q0; x0); x1) : : : ; xm)= Æ(: : : Æ(Æ(Q0; x0)� fqg; x1)� fqg; : : : ; xm)� fqg:As q is initial-useless in M , we have that q =2 Q0 and q =2 Æ(Q0; y) wherey 2 ��. This means that with i � n, q =2 Æ(Q0; x0x1 : : : xi) so thatÆ0(Q0; x0) = Æ(Q0; x0)� fqg= Æ(Q0; x0)Æ0(Q0; x0x1) = Æ(Æ(Q0; x0); x1)� fqg= Æ(Æ(Q0; x0); x1)... = ...Æ0(Q0; x) = Æ(: : : Æ(Æ(Q0; x0); x1) : : : ; xm)� fqg= Æ(Q0; x):98



We now have that Æ(Q00; x) = Æ(Q0; x) and Æ(Q0; x) = Æ(Q0; x) � fqg sothat Æ(Q00; x) = Æ(Q0; x)� fqg. Thus if x 2 L(M) thenÆ(Q0; x) \ F = Æ(Q0; x) \ F � fqg = Æ0(Q0; x) \ F � fqgso that x 2 L(M 0).Similarly if x 2 L(M 0) thenÆ0(Q0; x) \ F � fqg = Æ(Q0; x) \ F � fqg = Æ(Q0; x) \ Fso that x 2 L(M).Thus L(M) = L(M 0):The theorem not only shows that all initial-useless states are reduible,but also presents an algorithm to remove them. That is, initial-useless statesare redued by removing them from the state set, the �nal state set and byremoving all of their inoming and outgoing transitions.The next problem is how to determine all of the initial-useless states.All possible ative state sets have to be examined to be able to determine ifa state is initial-useless. This an be done by using the DFA generated bythe subset onstrution as follows:Algorithm 5.20 (Initial-Useless States)Let M be a �-FA with M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;�). The algorithm outputsthe set I of all initial-useless states.1. Construt10 M 0  DFA(M) = (P;�; Æ0; p0; F ).2. Construt I  Q.3. For every state p 2 P doFor every state q 2 p, I  I � fqg:4. Return I.Algorithm 5.20 works by �rst reating the DFA equivalent to the given�-FA using on the y subset onstrution so that the DFA ontains no initial-useless states. A set of all states of the �-FA is reated representing thepossible initial-useless states. Eah state in the DFA is then proessed andthe states it represents in the �-FA are removed from the initial-useless set.The remaining states in the set, after all DFA states have been proessed,annot be reahed from the initial state set and are thus initial-useless.10It is important to note here thatM 0 is onstruted using on-the-y subset onstrutionand so ontains no initial-useless states as desribed in onvention 2.12, page 14.99



Final-Useless StatesFinal-useless states are states whose suessors are empty, that is in a �-FAM = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F; �) a state q 2 Q is �nal-useless if for every x 2 ��Æ(q; x) \ F = ;:A state is �nal-useless in an NFA if there is no series of transitionsfrom that state to any �nal state. However, in a �-FA, a state may be�nal-useless although a series of transitions results in a �nal state. Thisis beause transitions on the same alphabet symbol may result in the �nalstate beoming inative.Example 5.21Let M be a �-FA M = (fq0; q1; q2; q3; q4g; f0; 1g; Æ; fq0g; fq4g;�) with Ægiven by (see also �gure 5.8):Æ 0 1q0 fq1; q2g fq2gq1 fq2g fq4gq2 fq1; q3g ;q3 ; fq4gq4 fq4g fq4g ;and L(M) = 01(0j1)�.We begin by examining the transition funtion of the DFA equivalent toM (see also �gure 5.8): 0 1p0 = [q0℄ [q1; q2℄ [q2℄p1 = [q1; q2℄ [q1; q2; q3℄ [q4℄p2 = [q2℄ [q1; q3℄ ;p3 = [q1; q2; q3℄ [q1; q2; q3℄ ;p4 = [q4℄ [q4℄ [q4℄p5 = [q1; q3℄ [q2℄ ; :By examining the DFA(M) (shown enter in �gure 5.8) we see that thereis no series of transitions from the state p2 = [q2℄ whih an lead to the only�nal state in the DFA p4 = [q4℄. That is no word x 2 �� exists so thatf(q2; x) \ F 6= ;. Thus the state q2 is �nal-useless. As the state q2 is�nal-useless we an redue M by removing state q2 from Q, Q0 and F , andremove all inoming and outgoing transitions aordingly.The �-FA M 0 = (fq0; q1; q3; q4g; f0; 1g; Æ0 ; fq0g; fq4g;�) is onstruted
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Figure 5.8: Example 5.21: Left M ; Center DFA(M); Right M 0from M where Æ0 is given by (see also �gure 5.8):Æ0 0 1q0 q1 ;q1 ; q4q3 ; q4q4 q4 q4 :It is easy to verify that L(M 0) = L(M) = 01(0j1)�. Furthermore, thestate q3 an then be seen as initial-useless and an be removed in M 0, re-sulting in a �-FA with three states.Before showing that �nal-useless states are reduible in �-FAs we disusssome impliations of the example. Firstly as shown at the end of example5.21 above, the removal of �nal-useless states an generate initial-uselessstates. Similarly the removal of initial-useless states an generate othertypes of reduible states. This result holds for all types of reduible statesthat we shall identify and remove.With the above in mind we an state the following theorem:Theorem 5.22 Final-useless states are reduible in a �-FA.Proof In a �-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;�), if a state q 2 Q is �nal-useless,then for every word x 2 �� Æ(q; x) \ F = ;:Therefore, for any x = yz with x; y; z 2 �� and x 2 L(M) it follows thatÆ(Q0; y) 6= q where q is �nal-useless.Now generate the �-FA M 0 = (Q0;�; Æ0; Q00; F;�) where Q0 = Q� fqg,Q00 = Q0 � fqg with Æ0 desribed asÆ0(q0; �) = Æ(q0; �)� fqg;101



where q0 2 Q0 and � 2 �.Note that we do not need to remove q from F as if q 2 F it annot be�nal-useless.For every x 2 �� with x = x0x1 : : : xm with q 2 Æ(Q0; x0x1 : : : xi�1)where xi 2 � we have thatÆ0(Q0; x0x1 : : : xm) = Æ0(: : : Æ0(Æ0(Q0; x0); x1) : : : ; xm)= Æ(: : : Æ(Æ(Q0; x0)� fqg; x1)� fqg : : : ; xm)� fqg ;but as q is �nal-useless, we have that Æ(q; xixi+1 : : : xm) \ F = ; so thatÆ0(Q0; x) \ F = Æ(: : : Æ(Æ(Q0; x0); x1) : : : ; xm) \ F = Æ(Q0; x) \ F:Thus as Æ0(Q0; x) \ F = Æ(Q0; x) \ F we have that L(M) = L(M 0).As with initial-useless states, to determine all of the �nal-useless statesin a �-FA an be done using the subset onstrution algorithm as follows:Algorithm 5.23 (Final-Useless States)Let M be a �-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;�). The algorithm outputs the setI of all �nal-useless states.1. Construt11 M 0  DFA(M) = (2Q;�; Æ0; p0; F 0) onstruted withoutremoving the initial-useless states.2. Construt I  Q� F .3. For every state p 2 2Q doIf p = fqg with q 2 I and p is not �nal-useless in M 0, thenI  I � fqg:4. Return I.Algorithm 5.23 works by �rst reating the DFA equivalent to the given�-FA not using on the y subset onstrution so that the DFA ontainsinitial-useless states. A set I of all states exluding �nal states of the �-FA isreated, whih represents the possible �nal-useless states. Eah state in theDFA whih orresponds to exatly one state in the �-FA is then proessed.If this state is not �nal-useless, that is a series of transitions from it to a�nal state in the DFA an be found, then this state is removed from thepossible �nal-useless set. After eah appliable state has been proessed inthe DFA, the remaining states in set I are �nal-useless.11It is important to note here that M 0 is not onstruted using on-the-y subset on-strution and so ontains initial-useless states as desribed in de�nition 2.11, page 13.102



Redundant StatesRedundant states are states whih have idential predeessors, that is in a�-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F; �) a state qi 2 Q is redundant with respet to astate qj 2 Q if for every word x 2 ��,qi 2 Æ(Q0; x) , qj 2 Æ(Q0; x):As with the �nal-useless states, detetion of redundant states in a �-FAan be ompliated by the interation of transitions due to the �-operator.Where in an NFA we ould simply ompare parent states, the ombinationsof parent states in a �-FA ompliate the matter due to the �-operator.We begin with an example of the redution of redundant states in a�-FA after whih we show that all redundant states are reduible and howthey an be deteted.Example 5.24Let M be a �-FA M = (fq0; q1; q2; q3; q4g; f0; 1g; Æ; fq0g; fq4g;�) with Ægiven by (see also �gure 5.9):Æ 0 1q0 fq1g fq2gq1 fq2; q3; q4g fq0gq2 fq2g fq0; q1gq3 fq4g ;q4 fq4g fq1g :Examining M , we now show that state q3 is redundant with respet to thestate q4. We note that the parents12 of q3 and q4 are given by pa(q3) = fq1gand pa(q4) = fq1; q3; q4g. Now, we examine the omplete set of transitionsfrom the transition funtion of the DFA equivalent to M :0 1[q0℄ [q1℄ [q2℄[q1℄ [q2; q3; q4℄ [q0℄[q2℄ [q2℄ [q0; q1℄[q2; q3; q4℄ [q2℄ [q0℄[q0; q1℄ [q1; q2; q3; q4℄ [q0; q2℄[q1; q2; q3; q4℄ [q3; q4℄ ;[q0; q2℄ [q1; q2℄ [q0; q1; q2℄[q3; q4℄ ; [q1℄[q1; q2℄ [q3; q4℄ [q1℄[q0; q1; q2℄ [q1; q3; q4℄ [q1; q2℄[q1; q3; q4℄ [q2; q3; q4℄ [q0; q1℄ :12See de�nition 2.3, page 8. 103



We note that, in the transition table of the DFA, the state q3 an onlybe ative when q4 is ative and vie versa. Hene q3 and q4 are redundantwith respet to eah other.To redue the �-FA we attempt to merge the redundant states into onestate whih represents both the original states. Thus transition sequeneswhih result in the two original states being set ative should result in thenew state to be set ative.We begin with the inoming transition of the new state. We annotsimply assign the union of the original two states inoming transitions tothe new state. This would result in the state never being set ative, due tothe nature of the symmetri di�erene operator. Instead, we assign only oneof the two states' inoming transitions to the new state. As both are alwaysset ative it is not important whih original state is hosen.For the outgoing transitions we need the new state's outgoing transitionsto result in the same ative state set as the original states. This is done byassigning the symmetri di�erene of the original outgoing transitions to thenew state.When hoosing the state to remove, it is important to note that if exatlyone of the states is �nal then we should remove the non-�nal state. This isdue to the fat that we wish to maintain the language of the �-FA. If weremove the �nal state then words whih would be aepted when reahing the�nal state now only reah the non-�nal state13 and so would not be aepted.This is not an issue when either both states are �nal or non-�nal as the wordswill be aepted or rejeted in either state.We merge the states q3 and q4 by removing the state q3, as q4 is a �nalstate. The state new outgoing transitions of the state q4, Æ0(q4; �), would beequal to the symmetri di�erene of the outgoing transitions of the originaltwo states. So that, Æ0(q4; �) = Æ(q3; �)� Æ(q4; �) whih for � 2 � is:Æ0(q4; 0) = Æ(q3; 0)� Æ(q4; 0)= fq4g � fq4g= ;Æ0(q4; 1) = Æ(q3; 1)� Æ(q4; 1)= ; � fq1g= fq1gThis results in the �-FA M 0 as follows:The �-FA M 0 = (fq0; q1; q2; q4g; f0; 1g; Æ0 ; fq0g; fq4g;�) is onstruted13Exluding the inuene of other �nal states.
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Figure 5.9: Example 5.24: Left M ; Right M 0from M where Æ0 is given by (see also �gure 5.9):Æ0 0 1q0 fq1g fq2gq1 fq2; q4g fq0gq2 fq2g fq0; q1gq4 ; fq1g :It is easy to verify that L(M 0) = L(M) by omparing the orrespondingDFAs.In example 5.24, the states q3 and q4 were redundant with respet to eahother although they did not share parents. This was beause the transitionsfrom q3 and q4 interated to not enable q4 to be set ative without q3 beingset ative. The states q3 and q4 were merged by removing the state q3and merging the transitions from q4 with the transitions of q3 using thesymmetri di�erene operator. As noted in the example the transitions toq3 are not merged with those to q4 as suh an ation would not allow thestate q4 to be set ative.Theorem 5.25 Redundant states are reduible in a �-FA.Proof In a �-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;�), if the states qi; qj 2 Q areredundant with respet to eah other, then for every word x 2 ��qi 2 Æ(Q0; x) , qj 2 Æ(Q0; x):We assume without loss of generality that either both qi; qj 2 F orqi =2 F 14.14We an assume this as either both states are �nal states, or at least one state is nota �nal state. In this seond ase we assign qi to be a non-�nal state. Thus we only assignqi to be a �nal state if both reduible states are �nal.105



Now generate the �-FA M 0 = (Q0;�; Æ0; Q00; F 0;�) where Q0 = Q�fqig,Q00 = Q0 � fqig, F 0 = F � fqig where Æ0 is desribed as follows:Æ0(q0; �) = ( Æ(q0; �)� fqig ; q0 6= qj;Æ(q0; �)� Æ(qi; �)� fqig ; q0 = qj:If qi 2 Q0, it follows that qj 2 Q0. So that, with � 2 � and qi 2 Q0 wehave that Æ0(Q00; �) = Æ(Q0 � fqi; qjg; �) � Æ0(qj; �)= Æ(Q0 � fqi; qjg; �) � Æ(qi; �)� Æ(qj ; �)= Æ(Q0; �):For every word x 2 �� with x = x0x1 : : : xk+1 where xk 2 � and qi 2Æ(Q0; x0x1 : : : xk) we have that qj 2 Æ(Q0; x0x1 : : : xk). So that,Æ0(Q00; x) = Æ0(Æ0(Q0; x1x1 : : : xk); xk+1)= Æ0(Æ0(Q0; x1x1 : : : xk)� fqjg; xk+1)� Æ0(qj ; xk+1)= Æ0(Æ0(Q0; x1x1 : : : xk)� fqjg; xk+1)� Æ(fqi; qjg; xk+1)= Æ0(Æ(Q0; x1x1 : : : xk)� fqi; qjg; xk+1)� Æ(fqi; qjg; xk+1)= Æ(Æ(Q0; x1x1 : : : xk); xk+1):Thus Æ(Q0; x) = Æ0(Q0; x) so that Æ(Q0; x) \ F 0 = Æ0(Q0; x) \ F 0. As weassumed that, without loss of generality, that if qi 2 F then qj 2 F thenwith F 0 = F � fqig we have that jÆ(Q0; x) \ F j > 0, jÆ(Q0; x) \ F 0j > 0.This means that L(M) = L(M 0).As with the initial-useless and �nal-useless states, redundant states anbe deteted through the use of the subset onstrution. The algorithm wepresent here takes as input a state q and returns the set of states whih areredundant with respet to the given state. This is done by proessing eahindividual state in the DFA equivalent to the �-FA. If the state ontainsq then we take the intersetion between the state and a set representingthe states whih are redundant with respet to q. After this initial step weproess eah state in the DFA equivalent to the �-FA again. If the statebeing proessed ontains a state in the set of possibly redundant states butdoes not ontain q then it is removed.Algorithm 5.26 (Redundant States)Let M be a �-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;�) and state qi 2 Q. The algo-rithm outputs the set I of all states redundant with respet to qi.1. Construt M 0  DFA(M) = (P;�; Æ0; p0;�) using on the y subsetonstrution.2. Construt I  Q� fqig. 106



3. For every p 2 P with qi 2 p doI  I \ p:4. For every q 2 I doIf 9 p 2 P so that q 2 p and qi =2 p thenI  I � fqg:5. Return I.Algorithm 5.26 �nds all the states redundant with respet to a givenstate by �rst �nding every state whih is set ative when the given stateis ative. Then these states are heked to see that whenever they are setative the given state is set ative. If this is true these states are redundantwith respet to eah other.Equivalent StatesEquivalent states are states whih have idential suessors. That is, in a�-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F; �) a state qi 2 Q is equivalent to a state qj 2 Q iffor every word x 2 ��Æ(qi; x) \ F 6= ; , Æ(qj ; x) \ F 6= ;:Note 10 It is important to note in the de�nition of equivalent states thatthe predeessors of the two states do not have to be aepted by the same�nal states. That is, with x 2 �� if Æ(qi; x) \ F = fqg then Æ(qj ; x) \ Fdoes not have to be equal to fqg. As long as Æ(qj ; x) \ F 6= ; it satis�es thede�nition of equivalene.We have already shown how initial-useless, �nal-useless and redundantstates an be redued in a �-FA. However, not all equivalent states in a �-FA are reduible. We �rst show an example of equivalent states whih arereduible, and then an example of equivalent states whih are irreduible.We then desribe a subset of equivalent states whih are reduible in a �-FA.Example 5.27 (Reduible Equivalene)Let M be a �-FA M = (fq0; q1; q2; q3; q4g; f0; 1g; Æ; fq0g; fq4g;�) with Ægiven by (see also �gure 5.10):Æ 0 1q0 fq1g fq2gq1 fq3; q4g fq0; q1gq2 fq3; q4g fq0; q1gq3 fq4g ;q4 ; ; :107
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Figure 5.10: Example 5.27: Left M ; Right M 0Examining M , we an see that the states q1 and q2 are equivalent, asthey have idential transitions and so have idential suessors. We attemptto redue the �-FA by ombining these two states so that we have only onestate with the shared predeessor.This is done by removing one of the states, in this ase q2, and ombiningthe inoming transitions of the equivalent states using the � operator. Weremove the outgoing transitions of q2 and leave the outgoing transitions ofq1 intat. This is done as follows:The �-FA M 0 = (fq0; q1; q3; q4g; f0; 1g; Æ0 ; fq0g; fq4g;�) is onstrutedfrom M where Æ0 is given by (see also �gure 5.10):Æ0 0 1q0 fq1g fq1gq1 fq3; q4g fq0; q1gq3 fq4g ;q4 ; ; :It is easy to verify that L(M 0) = L(M) by omparing their equivalentminimal DFAs.However, as shown in the following example, not all equivalent states arereduible in a �-FA.Example 5.28 (Irreduible Equivalene)Let M be a �-FA M = (fq0; q1; q2; q3g; f0; 1g; Æ; fq0g; fq2; q3g;�) with Ægiven by (see also �gure 5.11):Æ 0 1q0 fq0; q1g fq2gq1 fq0g fq3gq2 ; ;q3 ; ; :108
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Figure 5.11: Example 5.28: Left M ; Right M 0Examining M we note that the states q2 and q3 have no outgoing transi-tions. Also as these states are both �nal they aept the empty input �. Thusthey have idential suessors, namely f�g. We an attempt to redue M byombining the equivalent states q2 and q3 as in example 5.27. This resultsin the �-FA M 0 below.The �-FA M 0 = (fq0; q1; q2g; f0; 1g; Æ0 ; fq0g; fq2g;�) is onstruted fromM where Æ0 is given by (see also �gure 5.11):Æ0 0 1q0 fq0; q1g fq2gq1 fq0g fq2gq2 ; ; :It is easy to verify that in M the word 01 is aepted. However, it is notaepted in M 0. This implies that L(M) 6= L(M 0).In example 5.28 above the states q0 and q1 are also equivalent and anbe redued. The example shows us an interesting property that �nal statesmay be equivalent but irreduible. Similarly, other states may be equivalentbut irreduible depending on the interations of the transitions to and fromthe equivalent states. In the example the equivalent states q2 and q3 wereirreduible due to the interation of the parents q0 and q1. Combining thestates q2 and q3 aused the �nal state to beome inative from the ativestate set fq0; q1g where at least one �nal state should have been ative. Infat no modi�ation of the transitions on alphabet symbol 1 from the statesq0 and q1 will be able to allow for the redution of the equivalent states.By experimentation we have identi�ed three onditions of interations oftransitions to and from equivalent states whih ause the equivalent statesto be irreduible. In these onditions the equivalent states are irreduiblebarring other inuenes suh as if the states are redundant, and so on.In a �-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;�) with equivalent states qi; qj 2 Q, thestates an beome irreduible under any one of the following onditions:109



� The �rst ase is a generalization of example 5.28. Given two equivalentstates, qi and qj , where qi; qj 2 F . If there exists a word y 2 ��, sothat fqi; qjg � Æ(Q0; y) then qi and qj are irreduible. The reason forthis is that ombining the inoming transitions using the � operatorresults in the remaining state not being set ative on the word y.� Similarly, for every x 2 ��, Æ(qi; x) \ Æ(qj ; x) 6= ; and a word y 2 ��exists so that fqi; qjg � Æ(Q0; y). These states are irreduible as byremoving qi we have that qj =2 Æ0(Q0; y), possibly removing some wordsfrom the aepted language.� If the words x0; x1 2 �� exist so that x0 = y0z0 and x1 = y1z1 withy0 6= y1 so that qi 2 Æ(Q0; y0) and qj 2 Æ(Q0; y1) and Æ(qi; z0) \Æ(qj ; z1) 6= ;. These states are irreduible as by removing qi we havethat Æ(qi; z0) \ Æ(qj ; z1) � Æ0(Q0; x) where Æ(qi; z0) \ Æ(qj ; z1) 6�Æ(Q0; x).Note 11 We repeat here that, as briey mentioned above, the equivalentstates mentioned above may be reduible due to external fators. For examplethe states ould be reduible due to onditions unrelated to equivalene or dueto the interation of reahable ative state sets whih are diÆult to trak.It is for these reasons that we have been unable to formally de�ne ordetet all reduible equivalent states in a �-FA. However, we will disussforms of equivalent states whih are reduible during the algorithms wedevise later for the redution and minimization of �-FAs.ContainedContained states are states whose predeessor and suessor are ontainedwithin another state's predeessor and suessor respetively, that is in a�-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F; �) a state qi 2 Q is ontained in a state qj 2 Q iffor every word x 2 ��,x 2 pr(qi) , x 2 pr(qj); andx 2 s(qi) , x 2 s(qj):Contained states an be seen as states whih are both redundant andequivalent with respet to another state. However, this relationship doesnot need to be true both ways. As ontained states share properties withequivalent states, they also share the problems inherent with the equivalentstates in a �-FA as disussed in the previous setion. For this reason we donot disuss the redution of ontained states, but instead treat it as a speialase of equivalene where a state qi's suessor forms a subset of anotherstate qj's suessor, that is s(qi) � s(qj).110



5.2.2 Language ConstrutionLanguage onstrution algorithms deal with the onstrution of a FA fromthe language it aepts. The algorithm of ditionary minimization by Daiuk,Watson and Watson [4℄ is a speialized form of language reonstrution,whih involves inserting every possible word aepted by the ditionary intothe FA one word at a time. However, as most FAs have an in�nite number ofwords due to yli transitions, this algorithm beomes unwieldy for generalFAs.Most language reonstrution algorithms deal instead with the regularexpression15 of the language. Generally, using rules governing regular ex-pressions, the original regular expression is �rst split into smaller and simplerregular expressions. Individual FAs are then onstruted for eah of thesesimpler regular expressions. These FAs are then ombined, in aordaneto the method in whih the regular expression was split, to onstrut a FAwhih aepts the language represented by the original regular expression.In this setion we begin by desribing the fators involved in onstrut-ing the individual �-FAs representing the various simple forms of regularexpressions. We use these examples to illustrate the fat that the languagereonstrution methods used for the onventional NFAs may not be appli-able to �-FAs.Regular ExpressionsA typial language reonstrution algorithm is presented in [15℄, where a FAM = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) an be onstruted from a regular expression x withalphabet � as follows:� Where x = � with � 2 �, we onstrut the FA M whih aepts theregular expression x as M = (fq0; q1g;�; Æ; fq0g; fq1g) with Æ(q0; �) =fq1g .� For x = yjz with y and z regular expressions aepted by the FAMy = (Qy;�; Æy; Qy0; Fy) and Mz = (Qz;�; Æz; Qz0; Fz) respetively,we onstrut M = (fq0g [Qy [Qz;�; Æ; fq0g; Fy [Fz) with Æ given byÆ(q0; �) = Qy0 [Qz0;Æ(q; �) = Æy(q; �); for q 2 Qy and every � 2 �; andÆ(q; �) = Æz(q; �); for q 2 Qz and every � 2 �:� For x = yz with y and z regular expressions aepted by the FAMy = (Qy;�; Æy; Qy0; Fy) and Mz = (Qz;�; Æz; Qz0; Fz) respetively,15See onvention A.8, page 170. 111



we onstrut M = (Qy [Qz;�; Æ;Qy0; Fz) with Æ given byÆ(q; �) = Æy(q; �); for q 2 Qy; and every � 2 �;Æ(q; �) = Qz0; for q 2 Fy; andÆ(q; �) = Æz(q; �); for q 2 Qz and every � 2 �:� For x = y� with y a regular expression aepted by the FA My =(Qy;�; Æy; Qy0; Fy), we onstrut M = (Qy;�; Æ;Qy0; Fy) with Æ givenby Æ(q; �) = Æy(q; �); for q 2 Qy; and every � 2 �; andÆ(q; �) = Qy0; for q 2 Qy0:Note 12 The onstrution tehniques above based on regular expressionsmake use of transitions on the � symbol, as in the ase of x = yjz. Thesetransitions may in fat be removed from a FA and replaed with all thetransitions orresponding to the transitions of the ative state set of the �transition. That is in a FA M with state set Q where q 2 Q, Q0 � Q,Æ(q; �) = Q0, and for � 2 �, we have thatÆ(q; ��) = Æ(Q0; �):In this artile we prefer to use FA without � transitions and thus willremove any instanes of � transitions as desribed in this note.Note 13 It is important to note that this method of �-removal does not workfor the ase of �-FAs. The reason for this is the interation of states in the�-FAs.Our goal is to be able to onstrut a minimal �-FA from the given regularexpression of the language. Before we an do this we need to be able toonstrut a �-FA from a regular expression.The onstrution tehniques desribed above generate NFAs whih a-ept the language represented by a given regular expression, but the NFAsare not neessarily minimal. We use these tehniques rather than minimalonstrution tehniques as they are simpler to follow, implement and adaptfor our uses in �-FAs.We begin by adapting the language onstrution tehniques for NFAsto �-FA by ombining �-FAs whih aept languages represented by givenregular expressions. As in the ase of onventional NFAs, we need tehniquesto onstrut and ombine �-FAs with languages represented by the regularexpressions �, yjz, yz and y� where y and z are regular expressions and �is an alphabet symbol.It is easy to see that the �-FA whih aepts the language representedby the regular expression � is simply M = (fq0; q1g; f�g; Æ; fq0g; fq1g;�).112



Furthermore, with Æ(q0; �) = fq1g and Æ(q1; �) = ; we have that L(M) =f�g.The �rst regular expression we take a serious look at is yjz. The on-strution tehnique from [15℄ for NFAs for this ase keeps the two NFAsseparate from eah other and provides an initial state with an � transitionto the original initial states of the original NFAs. By adjusting this tehniquefor �-FAs we an produe the desired result. However, as we will show later,the other language onstrution tehniques do not provide simple onversionsolutions.Example 5.29 (Language Reonstrution: yjz)Let y = (00)� and z = (000)� be the regular expressions representingthe languages aepted by the �-FAs My = (fy0; y1g;�; Æy ; fy0g; fy1g;�)and Mz = (fz0; z1; z2g;�; Æz ; fz0g; fz2g;�) respetively, where Æy and Æz aregiven by (see also �gure 5.12)Æy 0y0 y1y1 y0 and Æz 0z0 z1z1 z2z2 z0 :Using the language onstrution tehnique from [15℄ with referene toNote 12, a �-FA M an be onstruted whih aepts the language yjz withM = (fq0; y0; y1; z0; z1; z2g;�; Æ; fq0g; fy1; z2g;�) with Æ given by (see also�gure 5.12): Æ 0q0 fy1; z1gy0 fy1gy1 fy0gz0 fz1gz1 fz2gz2 fz0g :As the states of the �-FA whih aept the sequenes y and z are keptdisjoint16 in the �-FA M their transitions annot interat. Instead the two�-FAs run simultaneously in M and so the language yjz is aepted.We have examined the ase of ombining two �-FAs whose ombinedlanguage whih orresponds to the regular expression yjz. In this ase wesimply followed the tehnique used to ombine onventional NFAs as givenin [15℄. Next we examine the ase yz. However, as we will show in thefollowing example, this situation is not solved in as simple a fashion as yjz.16No transition exists from the one set of states to the other set of states.113
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0 00Figure 5.12: Example 5.29: Left My and Mz; Right MExample 5.30 (Language Reonstrution: yz)Let y = 01� and z = 1�0 be the regular expressions representing thelanguages aepted by the �-FA My = (fy0; y1g; f0; 1g; Æy ; fy0g; fy1g;�) andMz = (fz0; z1g; f0; 1g; Æz ; fz0g; fz1g;�) where Æy and Æz are given by (seealso �gure 5.13) Æy 0 1y0 y1 ;y1 ; y1 and Æz 0 1z0 z1 z0z1 ; ; :It is important to note that we onstrut the transition funtion, Æ, usingthe following rule, where yi 2 Qy and � 2 �.If Æy(yi; �) \ F 6= ; then Æ(yi; �) = Æy(yi; �)�Qz0.This means that in this example Æ(y0; 0) = fy1g�fz0g. Similarly, Æ(y1; 1) =fy1g � fz0g.Construting the �-FA M for the language yz = 01�1�0 as for NFAs wehave that M = (fy0; y1; z0g; f0; 1g; Æ; fy0g; fz0g;�) with Æ given by (see also�gure 5.13) Æ 0 1y0 fy1; z0g ;y1 ; fy1; z0gz0 fz1g fz0gz1 ; ;Examining M we have thatÆ(y0; 0) = fy1; z0g;Æ(y0; 01) = Æ(y0; 0(11)�1) = fy1g;Æ(y0; 011) = Æ(y0; 0(11)�) = fy1; z0g;Æ(y0; 010) = Æ(y0; 0(11)�10) = ;; andÆ(y0; 0110) = Æ(y0; 0(11)�0) = fz1g:This results in L(M) = 0(11)�0 6= 01�(1�0) = yz.114
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Figure 5.13: Example 5.30: Left My and Mz; Right MAs an be seen in example 5.30, the language aepted by M is not theintended language. The reason for this is that all �nal states in My havetransitions to the states with initial states as parents inMz. Thus whenevera �nal state inMy is ative, it will a�et the ative states inMz. Due to thenature of the �-operator, these transitions from the �nal state of My willa�et the ative state sets in Mz. In the ase of NFAs, this is not an issueas the transitions annot set states inative.This situation may be reti�ed by generating a new set of states repre-senting Mz for eah instane of a �nal state in My being set ative. Thissituation may be improved by keeping trak of the ative state sets in Mzand keeping these disjoint from eah other.However, as there are 2n possible ative state sets in Mz where n = jQzjthis is not a pratial solution.It is important to note that although solutions may be found to retifythe error in single ases suh as example 5.30, we are looking for a generalase solution.The next regular expression we examine is that of y�.Example 5.31 (Language Reonstrution: y�)Let y = 11� be the regular expression representing the language aeptedby the �-FA My = (fy0; y1g; f1g; Æy ; fy0g; fy1g;�) with Æy given by (see also�gure 5.14) Æy 1y0 fy1gy1 fy1g :A �-FA M an be onstruted for the language y� = (11�)� as for NFAsin [15℄. We have that M = (fy0; y1g; f1g; Æ; fy0g; fy1g;�) with Æ given by(see also �gure 5.31) Æ 1y0 fy1gy1 fy0; y1g :115
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Figure 5.14: Example 5.31: Left My; Right MExamining M we have thatÆ(y0; 1) = fy0; y1gÆ(y0; 11) = ;Therefore, L(M) = 1 6= (11�)� = y�.As with example 5.30 the onstruted �-FA M in example 5.31 does notaept the intended language. As with example 5.30 the reason for this isthe interation between the �nal and initial states and the � operator.The solution to this problem would be to reate an instane ofMy for ev-ery possible repetition disarding redundanies, but as disussed for example5.30 the number of resultant states is impratial.The omplexity of transforming the yz and y� regular expressions to �-FAs as disussed in examples 5.30 and 5.31 does not bode well for the useof language reonstrution for �-FAs. However, in the ases above we wereattempting to onstrut the �-FA in onditions best suited for NFAs.As the languages of FAs are �rmly based upon regular expressions, whihdo not translate easily to the format of �-FAs, language reonstrution doesnot present a viable option for minimization with the urrent knowledge of�-FAs.5.2.3 Transformation ConstrutionTransformation onstrution algorithms use various transformations, suhas Kameda and Weiner's NFA minimization algorithm through the inter-setion rule [11℄, and Brzozowski's DFA minimization algorithm [2℄. As inBrzozowski's method whih uses only the subset and dual onstrutions,the transformations applied for minimization purposes do not always needto be able to detet the removable states. However, the detetion of remov-able states often leads to an inrease in omputational omplexity as withKameda and Weiner and the states maps17.17See setion 4.3.1, page 61. 116



Kameda and Weiner's intersetion rule allows for the onstrution of anNFA, given a DFA and a subset assignment. However, the resultant NFAis not always equivalent to the DFA unless a valid subset assignment isused. Fortunately, as shown by Kameda and Weiner, the subset assignmentonstruted using a over map is always valid. Kameda and Weiner's overmaps were onstruted by making use of the equivalene DFAs, onstrutedthrough subset onstrution, of both the original NFA and its dual.We begin by disussing how Kameda and Weiner's algorithm of NFAreonstrution an be modi�ed for use on �-FAs.18 After this we look atthe possibilities of onstruting a over map to guarantee the onstrutionof a minimal �-FA. To apply this approah, we need the onept of the dualof a �-FA, whih we shall disuss in detail.Subset ReonstrutionWe begin by generalizing Kameda and Weiner's intersetion rule whih wasonstruted for NFAs ([-FAs) to the general operator, that is �-FAs. Usingthis generalization we disuss how the onstruted algorithm would funtionfor �-FAs.To briey reap, the intersetion rule an be seen as an inverse to thesubset onstrution operation19 whih onstruts an equivalent DFA froman NFA. Given a DFA the intersetion rule onstruts an NFA using a subsetassignment whih maps states in the DFA to states in the NFA. The transi-tions in the NFA are onstruted using the transitions in the DFA and thesubset assignment. Thus the onstruted NFA is dependant entirely uponthe transitions of the DFA and the subset assignment. However, where thesubset onstrution method guarantees an equivalent DFA, the intersetionrule does not guarantee an equivalent NFA. A subset assignment whih pro-dues an equivalent NFA is de�ned as valid.Formally, the Intersetion Rule, I, is de�ned on a DFAM 0 and the subsetassignment < Q; f > where M 0 = (P;�; Æ0; p0; F 0) and Q is the set of NFAstates with f : P ! 2Q:Using this notation we de�ne the intersetion rule generalization, whihwe all Subset Reonstrution, as follows:De�nition 5.32 (Subset Reonstrution)Given a DFA M 0 = (P;�; Æ0; p0; F 0) and the subset assignment < Q; f >we an onstrut a �-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F; �) as follows:18At the end of this hapter we disuss how this and other methods an be modi�ed foruse on other �-FAs suh as \�FAs. See setion 5.3, page 137.19See setion 1.3, page 13. 117



� The initial state set of M is onstruted from the initial state of M 0as Q0 = f(p0):� The �nal state set F of M is onstruted from the �nal states of M 0as follows:q 2 F if q 2 Q and for all p 2 P with q 2 f(p); p 2 F 0;and for all p 2 F 0 at least one state q 2 f(p) must satisfy q 2 F .� The transition funtion is onstruted on a state by state basis. A stateq ontains a transition to another state in the �-FA if the transitionsof eah state in the DFA whih ontains q is satis�ed by the transition.Thus Æ is onstruted from Æ0 with q; r 2 Q and � 2 � as follows:r 2 Æ(q; �) if for all p 2 P where q 2 f(p) and p0 = Æ0(p; �) we havethat r 2 Æ(f(p0); �).Simply put, the transition funtion inM must ensure that its transitionssatisfy the transitions of M 0. This is done by omparing the transitions inM 0 to the mappings of the transitions in M and the operator that M uses.As the de�nition deals with the general ase, we annot simplify the aboverequirement. However, it an be simpli�ed during the onstrution of aspei�ed operator as in the ase of Kameda and Weiner for NFAs using theintersetion rule.It is also important to note that the subset reonstrution algorithm willnot produe an equivalent �-FA if any of the three onstrution rules inde�nition 5.32 are not followed. The initial state set is easily veri�ed. Inthe ase of the �nal state set, every �nal state in M 0 must have a �nal stateof M in its mapping and every state in M 0 whih has a �nal state of M inits mapping must be �nal.With the subset reonstrution algorithm of de�nition 5.32 in hand wean onstrut the subset reonstrution algorithm in terms of �-FAs.We an onstrut a �-FA from a given DFA as follows:De�nition 5.33 (Subset Reonstrution: �-FA)Let M 0 be a DFA M 0 = (P;�; Æ0; p0; F 0) and assume a subset assignment< Q; f >. We an onstrut a �-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;�) as follows:� Q0 = f(p0).� q 2 F if q 2 Q and for all p 2 P with q 2 f(p); p 2 F 0.� For q 2 Q and � 2 � 118



{ if 9p 2 P so that f(p) = fqg thenÆ(q; �) = f(Æ0(p; �));{ else if 9Pi � P so that �p2Pif(p) = fqg thenÆ(q; �) = �p2Pif(Æ0(p; �));{ else if 9p 2 P and qi 2 Q so that 8qi 2 Qi, Æ(qi; �) is knownand f(p)�Qi = fqg thenÆ(q; �) = f(Æ0(p; �))�Qi:Note 14 The �rst two points of de�nition 5.33 onstrut the initial stateset and the �nal state set of the �-FA. The third point desribes the on-strution of the transition funtion. This is done for eah state q in the�-FA individually in three possible methods.The �rst method ours when a state in the DFA p maps diretly into astate in the �-FA. That is, f(p) = fqg:In this ase the transition funtion of q in the �-FA is simply the mappingof the transition funtion of p in the DFA. ThusÆ(q; �) = f(Æ0(p; �)) �Qi:It is important to note that in the seond ase we refer to ases of twostates in the DFA. However, in the de�nition we refer to sets of states. Werefer in this note to the ase of two states at it is easier to follow.The seond method ours when two states, pi; pj, exist in the DFA ofwhih the symmetri di�erene of the mappings is the state q. That is,f(pi)� f(pj) = fqg:From here we onstrut the transition funtion of q in a similar way to the�rst method. The only di�erene is we that we apply the symmetri di�er-ene operator to the mappings of the transitions of the two states involved.That is, Æ(q; �) = f(Æ0(pi; �))� f(Æ0(pj ; �)):The third method ours when a state p in the DFA maps to a set ofstates f(p) = Q0 of the �-FA with q 2 Q0. If the transitions of every �-FAstate q0 2 (Q0 � fqg) is known, then the transitions of the state q an bealulated by taking the symmetri di�erene of the transitions of the set(Q0 � fqg) and the mappings of the transitions of the state p. That is,Æ(q; �) = Æ(Q0 � fqg; �) � f(Æ0(p; �)):119



It is also important to note that the various methods an be ombinedas neessary. For example in the ase where a pair of states exist in theDFA of whih the symmetri di�erene of their mappings onsist of knownstates and one unknown state, the transitions of the unknown state an bealulated by ombining the seond and third methods.Before presenting an example of de�nition 5.33 we show that the de�ni-tion an indeed produe a minimal equivalent �-FA from a given �-FA.Theorem 5.34 A minimal �-FA an always be onstruted through the useof �-FA subset reonstrution from de�nition 5.33.Proof We must show that for any minimal �-FA at least one ombinationof an equivalent DFA and a valid subset assignment exists for whih the �-FA subset reonstrution will result in the onstrution of a minimal �-FAWe show this by reonstruting a minimal �-FA from the equivalent DFAonstruted through on the y subset onstrution from the �-FA.Let M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;�) be a minimal �-FA. We onstrut M 0 =DFA(M) = (P;�; Æ0; p0; F 0) through on-the-y subset onstrution. Let< Q; f > be the natural subset assignment20 whih maps the states fromM 0 to M . We an onstrut a �-FA M 00 = (Q00;�; Æ00; Q000 ; F 00;�) through �subset reonstrution using the natural subset assignment.From the reonstrution algorithm we have that Q00 = Q and from thenatural subset assignment we an determine that Q000 = Q0. Furthermore,we an determine F 00 through the natural subset assignment to be F 00 � F .Thus F 00 ontains all the states of F and possibly more. In the ase wereF � F 00 there exists at least one state q 2 F 00 where q =2 F . It follows thatfor every p 2 P where q 2 f(p) that p 2 F 0. The state q is only ever ativewhen a �nal state is ative. It follows that the language aepted by M willnot be e�eted by adding the state q to F .This leaves only the transition funtion of M 00 to be determined. Wewish to show that for every state q 2 Q and for eah alphabet symbol � 2 �that Æ(q; �) = Æ00(q; �). This an be determined using brute fore. However,we present three methods for generating the Æ00(q; �). These methods do notover every irumstane and so brute fore methods may still be requiredto generate the transition funtion of M 00.Based no note 14 the transitions of a state q for an alphabet symbol� 2 � an be alulated in the following ways:� If there exists a state p 2 P where fqg = f(p) then we have thatÆ00(q; �) = f(Æ0(p; �)):As f(Æ(p; �)) = �(Æ(q; �)) it follows that Æ00(q; �) = Æ(q; �).20See page 57 for the de�nition of the natural subset.120



� If there exists a state p 2 P where q 2 f(p) and for every state q0 2 Qwith q0 2 f(p) and q 6= q0 we have that Æ(q0; �) is known, thenÆ00(q; �) = f(Æ0(p; �))�p0 Æ00(q0; �):As all Æ00(q0; �) are known, it follows that Æ00(q0; �) = Æ(q0; �). It anthus be shown thatÆ00(q; �) = f(Æ0(p; �))�q02f(p);q0 6=q Æ00(q0; �)= �qi2f(p)(Æ(qi; �)) �q02f(p);q0 6=q Æ00(q0; �)= �qi2f(p)(Æ(qi; �)) �q02f(p);q0 6=q Æ(q0; �)= Æ(q; �):� If there exists a set of states P 0 � P so that �p2P 0f(p) = q then wehave that Æ00(q; �) = f(�p2P 0Æ0(p; �)):Let p0 = f�p2P 0f(p)g then we have that p0 = fqg so that f(p0) = q.From above and the � operator we have thatÆ00(q; �) = Æ(q; �):If the transitions of a state annot be determined by any of the abovemethods, a brute fore searh through all the possible transitions ouldbe generated for the state. Although not eÆient, in time the transition setÆ00(q; �) = Æ(q; �) would be generated. Using this transition set and ontin-uing with the onstrution methods above in time the transition funtion ofM 00 would be onstruted so that for all q 2 Q and � 2 �,Æ00(q; �) = Æ(q; �):It follows that M 00 �M and jQj = jQ00j so that M 00 is minimal.Example 5.35Take a DFA M = (fp0; p1; : : : ; p11g; f0; 1g; Æ0 ; p0; fp4; p5; p7; p8; p10; p11g)with Æ0 given by (see also �gure 5.15)Æ0 0 1 Æ0 0 1p0 p1 p2 p6 p9 p5p1 p3 p4 p7 p10 p4p2 p5 p6 p8 p0 p6p3 p7 p8 p9 p11 p3p4 p4 p5 p10 p8 p2p5 p2 p8 p11 p6 p3 :121



To onstrut a �-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;�) from M 0 we need a subsetassignment whih we hoose as < Q; f > where Q = fq0; q1; q2; q3g and f isdesribed as: p f(p) p f(p)p0 fq0g p6 fq2gp1 fq0; q2g p7 fq0; q1; q3gp2 fq1g p8 fq2; q3gp3 fq1; q2g p9 fq0; q1gp4 fq1; q3g p10 fq0; q1; q2; q3gp5 fq3g p11 fq0; q2; q3g :Clearly, F = fq3g, and Q0 = fq0g. Also, Æ is onstruted as follows(The resultant transitions are shown in �gure 5.15):Æ(q0; 0) = f(Æ0(p0; 0)) = f(p1) = fq0; q2gÆ(q0; 1) = f(Æ0(p0; 1)) = f(p2) = fq1gÆ(q1; 0) = f(Æ0(p3; 0)) � f(Æ0(p6; 0)) = f(p7)� f(p9)= fq0; q1; q3g � fq0; q1g = fq3gÆ(q1; 1) = f(Æ0(p3; 1)) � f(Æ0(p6; 1)) = f(p8)� f(p5)= fq2; q3g � fq3g = fq2gÆ(q2; 0) = f(Æ0(p3; 0)) � Æ(q1; 0) = f(p7)� fq3g= fq0; q1; q3g � fq3g = fq0; q1gÆ(q2; 1) = f(Æ0(p3; 1)) � Æ(q1; 1) = f(p8)� fq2g= fq2; q3g � fq2g = fq3gÆ(q3; 0) = f(Æ0(p5; 0)) = f(p2) = fq1gÆ(q3; 1) = f(Æ0(p5; 1)) = f(p8) = fq2; q3gIn example 5.35 we an verify that L(M) = L(M 0) through the subsetonstrution of M , so that M � M 0. Furthermore M 0 is the minimal DFAand as jQj = dlog2(jP j), M 0 must be a minimal�-FA aepting the languageL(M 0).When onstruting Æ we used three di�erent algorithms to alulate thetransitions of the state q0; q1 and q2. Æ(q0; �) was alulated using the map-pings of the transitions Æ(p0; �) in M 0, Æ(q1; �) was alulated by taking thesymmetri di�erene of the mappings of the transitions Æ(p3; �) and Æ(p6; �).This ould be done as f(p3)�f(p6) = fq1; q2g�fq2g = fq1g. Lastly Æ(q2; �)was alulated by taking the symmetri di�erene of the mapping of thetransitions Æ(p3; �) and the already alulated transitions of q1, as with q1this ould be done as f(p3)� fq1g = fq1; q2g � fq1g = fq2g.By generating the minimal DFA whih aepts a language and using abrute fore searh through the possible subset assignments an equivalentminimal �-FA an be onstruted. Thus subset reonstrution guaranteesresults although the omputational omplexity of suh an algorithm is de-pendant on the number of possible subset assignments. As there are 2n122
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Figure 5.15: Example 5.35: Left M 0; Right Mpossible subsets of a set of size n, for a minimal DFA with n states, theomputational omplexity of a brute fore searh of all the subset assign-ments for size dlog2(n)e is O(nn) and thus an NP problem.For the ase of NFAs, Kameda and Weiner presented an algorithm to �nda subset assignment guaranteed to result in a minimal NFA, this algorithmwas based on properties of NFAs as well as their duals. A similar algorithmwould be ideal for �-FA whih we will examine in the next setion.DualsIn hapter 4 we disussed the dual in two separate ontexts. The �rst, inBrzozowski's DFA minimization algorithm, was used to identify equivalentstates, as equivalent states in a FA are the redundant states in the dual. Theseond ontext in Kameda and Weiner's NFA minimization algorithm wasused to onstrut a over map whih was used to reonstrut an equivalentNFA. The minimal DFAs equivalent to both the NFA and the dual of theDFA are used to onstrut the over map. Although subset reonstrutionas disussed in the previous setion allows us to onstrut a minimal �-FA from a minimal DFA using subset assignments, it does not present analgorithm to generate a valid subset assignment.In this setion we wish to examine if the dual of a �-FA an be on-struted to be able to generate a valid subset assignment, and also to beable to identify reduible states similarly to NFAs.From de�nition 4.17, page 50, we have that the dual  M of a FA M123



aepts the inverse language of the original FA M , that isL( M) =  L(M):A �rst attempt at onstruting a dual ould be through the use of lan-guage onstrution algorithms. However, the problems inherent with �language reonstrution algorithms as disussed in setion 5.2.2 make thissolution unrealisti. Instead we examine the onstrution of duals of NFAs.For NFAs and DFAs, a dual is onstruted by reversing the transitionfuntion and swapping the initial and �nal state sets, that is for M =(Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ), M = (Q;�; Æ ; F;Q0); where qi 2 Æ(qj ; �), qj 2  Æ (qi; �);with qi; qj 2 Q and � 2 �.Due to the nature of the � operator the  M as de�ned above will notgenerate the inverse language as a state will be set inative if it is set ativetwie. For this reason we look not at the atual struture of the dual, butthe idea behind it.The hildren of a state in the dual are the parents of the state in theoriginal NFA. That is it has a transition to every state that has a transitionto it in the original NFA. In turn it has it has an inoming transition fromevery state it used to have an outgoing transition to.We attempt to onstrut a dual for a �-FA with that idea in mind byreating transitions from every state to every possible subset of states whihan set it as ative, where eah state in the subset is a parent of the state.
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0Figure 5.16: Example 5.36: Left M 0; Right MExample 5.36Let M be a �-FA M = (fq0; q1; q2g;�; Æ; fq0g; fq1g;�) with Æ given by(see also �gure 5.16) Æ 0 1q0 fq1g fq0; q2gq1 fq0g fq1gq2 fq1g fq0; q1g :We wish to onstrut the dual of M ,  M = fP;�; Æ ; P0; Fp;�). We beginby onstruting the state set5.2.4 State ComparisonWe have examined possible�-FA minimization algorithms for both languageonstrution and transformation onstrution, but with limited suess. Thelast algorithm open to us is that of state omparison. However, as desribedwhen de�ning equivalent and ontained states the state redution proess issomewhat more omplex than that for NFAs. Fortunately the � operatorhas ertain properties whih an be used to simplify the detetion and re-moval proess of reduible states and transitions in a �-FA. We onstrut aproess designed on these properties allowing for the detetion and removalof these reduible states without having to use the predeessors or suessorsof the states in question.In this setion we design and disuss a state transformation proess alledsubset � transformation whih we will use to both detet and remove re-duible states in a �-FA, as well as showing how it an be used to minimizea �-FA with NP omputational omplexity or used to simply redue a �-FAin polynomial time.
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Subset � TransformationWhen we onstruted the transition funtion in the subset reonstrutionalgorithm for �-FA in setion 5.2.3 we made use of the following propertyof states in a �-FA:In a �-FAM = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;�) where Qi � Q with qi 2 Qi and � 2 �we have that Æ(qi; �) = Æ(Qi; �)� Æ(Qi � fqig; �):In subset reonstrution we used this property to alulate the transitionsof a state in the onstruted �-FA. In this setion we use this property in adi�erent way.The basi idea behind the subset � transformation is to reate an equiv-alent �-FA by replaing a state with a state representing a subset of statesof whih the original state belonged.This is done as follows:De�nition 5.37 (Subset � Transformation)Let M be a �-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;�) and Qi � Q with qi 2 Qiwhere if Qi \F 6= ;, qi 2 F , we generate a �-FA M 0 = (Q0;�; Æ0; Q00; F 0;�)as follows:� Q0 = (Q [ fsg)� fqig where the state s replae qi,� if qi 2 Q0 then Q00 = (Q0 �Qi)� fsg else Q00 = Q0,� if qi 2 F then F 0 = (F=fqig) [ fsg else F 0 = F , and� Æ0 is de�ned with � 2 � and q 2 Q0 as follows:Æ0(q; �) = 8>>><>>>: Æ(q; �) ; if q 6= s and qi =2 Æ(q; �)(Æ(q; �) �Qi)� fsg ; if q 6= s and qi 2 Æ(q; �)Æ(Qi; �) ; if q = s and qi =2 Æ(Qi; �)(Æ(Qi; �)�Qi)� fsg ; if q = s and qi 2 Æ(Qi; �):As at most all the transitions of the�-FA are involved in the onstrutionof the �-FA the omputational omplexity of the algorithm is O(m) wherem is the number of transitions in M .Before proving that the resultant �-FA is in fat equivalent to the origi-nal�-FA we show the workings of de�nition 5.37 with the following example:Example 5.38Let M be the �-FA M = (fq0; q1; q2; q3g; f0; 1g; Æ; fq0g; fq3g;�) fromexample 5.35with Æ given by (see also �gure 5.17)Æ 0 1q0 fq0; q2g fq1gq1 fq3g fq2gq2 fq0; q1g fq3gq3 fq1g fq2; q3g :126
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Figure 5.17: Example 5.38: Left M ; Right M 0We onstrut M 0 = (fq0; q1; q2; sg; f0; 1g; Æ0 ; fq0g; fsg;�) where qi = q3and Qi = fq2; q3g with Æ0 given by (see also �gure 5.17)Æ 0 1q0 fq0; q2g fq1gq1 fq2; sg fq2gq2 fq0; q1g fq2; sgs fq0g fq2g :Theorem 5.39 A subset � transformed �-FA M 0 of M as de�ned in de�-nition 5.37 is equivalent to M .Proof Let M be a �-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;�) and Qi � Q with qi 2 Qiwhere if Qi \ F 6= ;, qi 2 F , and the �-FA M 0 = (Q0;�; Æ0; Q00; F 0;�)generated as de�ned in de�nition 5.37 we need to prove that M 0 �M .We begin by assigning fsg = Qi and showing that Æ0, and Q00 are equalto Æ and Q0, and that F is ative if and only if F 0 is ative.For Æ we have for any � that if� q 6= s and qi =2 Æ(q; �) then Æ0(q; �) = Æ(q; �),� q 6= s and qi 2 Æ(q; �) thenÆ0(q; �) = Æ(q; �) �Qi � fsg = Æ(q; �) �Qi �Qi = Æ(q; �);� q = s and qi =2 Æ(Qi; �) then Æ0(s; �) = Æ(Qi; �),� q = s and qi 2 Æ(Qi; �) thenÆ0(s; �) = Æ(Qi; �)�Qi � fsg = Æ(Qi; �)�Qi �Qi = Æ(Qi; �);127



whih satis�es the equalities of fsg to Qi and the transition funtions.For the initial state set Q00, from de�nition 5.37 if qi =2 Q0 then Q00 = Q0so that Q00 is equivalent to Q0, else if Qi 2 Q0 thenÆ(Q00; �) = Æ(Q0 �Qi � fsg; �) = Æ(Q0 �Qi �Qi; �) = Æ(Q0; �);so that Æ0(Q00; �) = Æ(Q0; �).For the �nal state set F , if qi =2 F then F 0 = F so that F 0 is equal to F ,else if qi 2 F then F 0 = (F [ fsg)=fqig. We must show that a state in F 0 isative if and only if a state in F is ative. From Æ and Æ0 we have that if� q 2 F is ative with q =2 Qi then q 2 F 0 is ative in M 0,� q 2 F 0 is ative with q =2 Qi then q 2 F is ative in M ,� q 2 F is ative and qi 2 F is not ative with q 2 Qi then q 2 F 0 isative in M 0,� q 2 F 0 is ative and s 2 F 0 is not ative with q 2 Qi then q 2 F isative in M ,� qi 2 F is ative then s 2 F 0 is ative in M 0,� s 2 F 0 is ative then qi 2 F is ative in M .So that a state in F is ative only when a state in F 0 is ative.Thus as M and M 0 have idential transitions and initial state sets andthat F is ative if and only if F 0 is ative then M �M 0.The subset � transformation replaes a single state with a state repre-senting a set of states, but this seems to go against the idea of redution ofstates. In the following setion we will show the uses of this transformation,starting with transformation showing the non-uniqueness of the minimal �-FA followed by some onstrution whih simplify the proess of minimizationof �-FAs. After whih we will desribe how the transformation an be usedto redue a �-FA's number of states and transitions before desribing howthey an be used in various algorithms to redue or minimize the �-FAs.Struture TransformationsIn this setion we desribe some possible struture transformations for �-FA based on subset � transformations. These transformations may not bediretly useful in the minimization of �-FA, but may instead be useful inthe storage and onstrution of �-FA, suh as through the use of subsetreonstrution.The �rst appliation of the subset �-FA is to show that the minimal�-FA is not unique. We present only the theorem for this property as128



the �-FAs M and M 0, onstruted through a subset � transformation, inexample 5.38 are minimal21.Theorem 5.40 A minimal �-FA is not unique.Proof LetM be a minimal�-FAM = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;�) then we onstrutan equivalent �-FA M 0 = (Q0;�; Æ0; Q00; F 0;�) using the subset � transfor-mation on the subset Qi � Q and state qi 2 Q as desribed in de�nition5.37.We have that Q0 = Q� fqig � fsg so that jQ0j = jQj, and furthermorefrom theorem 5.39 Q � Q0. As jQ0j � jQj and M is minimal, the �-FA M 0must be minimal, thus the minimal �-FA is not unique.The subset � transformation not only proves that minimal�-FA are notunique but also generates equivalent minimal �-FAs.For the next appliation of the subset � transformation we de�ne thesingle initial state transformation as the subset � transformation on a �-FAM = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;�) where the subset hosen is the initial state set, thatis Qi = Q0, and the state replaed is an initial state of M . We �rst desribesuh an instane in an example before disussing it further.Example 5.41 (Initial State Set)Let M be a �-FA M = (fq0; q1; q2; q3g; f0; 1g; Æ; fq0 ; q1g; fq3g;�) with Ægiven by (see also �gure 5.18)Æ 0 1q0 fq1g fq2gq1 fq0; q1; q2g ;q2 fq3g fq1; q2gq3 fq0g fq3; q2g :We an onstrut an equivalent �-FA M 0 with exatly one initial stateset using the single initial state transformation, that is a subset � transfor-mation on Qi = Q0 = fq0; q1g and qi = q0:So that M 0 = (fs; q1; q2; q3g; f0; 1g; Æ0 ; Q00; fq3g;�) where from de�nition5.37 Q00 = Q0 �Qi � fsg = fsg;and Æ0 an be given by (see also �gure 5.18)Æ0 0 1s fs; q1; q2g fq2gq1 fs; q2g ;q2 fq3g fq1; q2gq3 fs; q1g fq3; q2g :21The �-FA M in example 5.38 originates from example 5.35, page 121 where it isonstruted from the minimal DFA. As the number of states in M is equal to minimalnumber of states in a reonstruted �-FA, M is minimal.129
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Figure 5.18: Example 5.41: Left M ; Right M 0Theorem 5.42 For every �-FA, an equivalent �-FA an be onstrutedwith the same number of states and exatly one initial state.Proof Let M be a �-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;�), we an onstrut M 0 =(Q0;�; Æ;Q00; F 0;�) using the subset� transformation on the subsetQi = Q0and state qi 2 Q0. Then Q0 = Q� fqig � fsg andQ00 = Q0 �Q0 � fsg = fsg:Thus jQ0j = jQj, jQ00j = 1 and M 0 �M so that for every �-FA an equiv-alent �-FA an be onstruted with the same number of states and exatlyone initial state.We use this result in two ways: the �rst is in the subset assignmentproess of subset reonstrution. If a �-FA with a ertain number of statesexists whih reognizes the language of a minimal DFA, then there existsan equivalent �-FA with the same number of states but exatly one ini-tial state. Thus when generating a subset assignment for a given minimalDFA for use in subset reonstrution we need only onsider those subsetassignments resulting in one initial state. Furthermore from the subset �transformation we an ombine sets of states into a single state and thusan ignore large groups of equivalent subset assignments reduing the om-putational omplexity of subset reonstrution.Another form in whih the single initial state transformation ould beused is that of storage of the �-FA. As we will disuss later we an auto-matially apply the single initial state transformation before storing a �-FAand store this information impliitly as the �rst state stored.The single initial state transformation and the format of �-FA seemsto imply that a similar transformation is available for the �nal state set.130



However, this is not the ase as the subset � transformation does not removeQi from it, but only the state replaed. If the state replaed was a �nal statethen so is the onstruted state, thus the number of �nal states remainsonstant.Besides these appliations of the subset � transformation, we an usethe transformation to redue the number of states and transitions in a �-FAas shown in the next two setions.Redution of StatesIn this setion we desribe how the subset � transformation an be usedto redue the number of states in a �-FA. We provide examples of theredution and desribe how these states may be deteted and redutionalgorithms based on the subset � transformation.It is important to note that as the subset � transformation generatesequivalent �-FA with the same number of states, it does not redue thenumber of states in a �-FA. However, what it an do is allow for reduiblestates to be more easily detetable. Firstly we have simple algorithms todetet and remove initial and �nal-useless states22, we plan to transform thereduible states into either of these types to be able to detet and removethem.The main two targets of suh transformations are the redundant andequivalent states. However, due to the nature of the � operator we havebeen unable to be able to easily distinguish reduible equivalent states tonon-reduible equivalent states.Before disussing how subset � transformations an be used in this re-gard we present two examples of �-FA redution through the use of subset� transformations.Example 5.43Let M be a �-FA M = (fq0; q1; q2; q3g; f0; 1g; Æ; fq0g; fq3g;�) with Ægiven by (see also �gure 5.19)Æ 0 1q0 fq1; q2g fq0gq1 fq1g fq0; q3gq2 fq2g fq1; q2gq3 fq3g fq1; q2g :We an onstrut �-FA M 0 with Qi = fq1; q3g and qi = q1: So thatM 0 = (fq0; s; q2; q3g; f0; 1g; Æ0 ; fq0g; fq2g;�) where from de�nition 5.37 and22See setion 5.2.1.
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Figure 5.19: Example 5.43: Left M ; Right M 0Æ0 an be given by (see also �gure 5.19)Æ0 0 1q0 fsg fq0gs fsg fq0; s; q3gq2 fq2g fsgq3 fq3g fsg :In M 0 the state q2 is initial-useless and an be removed. This meansthat whenever the state q2 is set ative in M , the state q1 is set ative aswell, furthermore if the state q1 in set ative in M while q2 is inative, thestates set in M 0 would ontain the subset fs; q2g, as q2 is initial-useless thisis impossible and thus q1 is ative only when q2 is ative in M and thus theq1 is redundant to q2 in M .Example 5.44Let M be a �-FA M = (fq0; q1; q2; q3g; f0; 1g; Æ; fq0g; fq3g;�) with Ægiven by (see also �gure 5.19)Æ 0 1q0 fq1g fq0; q3gq1 fq1g fq3gq2 fq1g fq3gq3 fq0; q3g fq1; q2g :We an onstrut �-FA M 0 with Qi = fq1; q3g and qi = q1: So thatM 0 = (fq0; s; q2; q3g; f0; 1g; Æ0 ; fq0g; fq2g;�) where from de�nition 5.37 and
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Figure 5.20: Example 5.44: Left M ; Right M 0Æ0 an be given by (see also �gure 5.20)Æ0 0 1q0 fs; q2g fq0gs ; ;q2 fs; q2g fq3gq3 fq0; q3g fsg :In M 0 the state s is �nal-useless and an be removed. It is of interest tonote that the states q1 and q2 share all their transitions and are suh equiv-alent. Although not all equivalent states in a �-FA are reduible, equivalentstates of this format are reduible as through subset � onstrution.Examples 5.43 and 5.44 redue �-FAs by transforming redundant andequivalent states into initial and �nal-useless states respetively.We now show that these states are always detetable through the use ofthe subset � transformation as well as give the limitation of the equivalentstates.Theorem 5.45 In a �-FA redundant states are detetable as initial-uselessstates through the subset � transformation.Proof Let M be a �-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;�) with the states qi; qj 2Q redundant, so that pr(qi) = pr(qj). By onstruting the �-FA M 0 =(Q0;�; Æ0; Q00; F 0;�) through the subset � transformation on the set fqi; qjgby replaing the state qi with a state s representing the set fqi; qjg. Wemust show that the state qj is initial-useless in M 0.If qj was not initial useless inM 0 then there exists a word x 2 �� so thatqj 2 Æ0(Q00; x). There are two ases where this an happen, namely wheres 2 Æ0(Q00; x) and s =2 Æ0(Q00; x). 133



If s 2 Æ0(Q00; x) then as s = fqi; qjg, qi 2 Æ(Q0; x) and qj =2 Æ(Q0; x) butas pr(qi) = pr(qj) this is impossible.If s =2 Æ0(Q00; x) then as s = fqi; qjg, qi =2 Æ(Q0; x) and qj 2 Æ(Q0; x) butas pr(qj) = pr(qi) this is impossible.So that redundant states in a �-FA are detetable as initial-uselessthrough the subset � transformation.Theorem 5.46 In a �-FAM = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;�) with the states qi; qj 2 Qso that for every word x 2 �� so that Æ(fqi; qjg; x) \ F = ;, are detetableas �nal-useless states through the subset � transformation.Proof Let M be a �-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;�) with the states qi; qj 2 Qso that for every word x 2 �� so that Æ(fqi; qjg; x)\F = ;. By onstrutingthe �-FA M 0 = (Q0;�; Æ0; Q00; F 0;�) through the subset � transformationon the set fqi; qjg by replaing the state qi with a state s representing theset fqi; qjg. We must show that the state s is �nal-useless in M 0.Note that as Æ(fqi; qjg; �) \ F = ; the states qi; qj =2 F so that F = F 0.If s was not �nal useless in M 0 then there exists a word x 2 �� so thatÆ0(s; x) \ F 0 6= ;, but this implies that Æ(qi; qj); x) \ F 6= ;. This forms aontradition to Æ(qi; qj); x) \ F = ; so that s is �nal-useless.Thus states where Æ(fqi; qjg; x) \ F = ; for all x are detetable as �nal-useless through the subset � transformation.As disussed in hapter 5, equivalent states are not always reduible ina �-FA. However, as the above theorem shows a subset of equivalent states,that is those state sets whih are �nal-useless in a �-FA, an be transformedinto a single �nal-useless state through the subset � transformation. Thesesubset of equivalent states inlude those with idential transitions as in ex-ample 5.44 but also those states whose transitions interat with eah otherin suh a way that �nal states are unreahable. This seond type of equiva-lent state is not as easily detetable through normal algorithm and as suhthe subset � transformation is useful in suh a irumstane.By using the subset � transformations as desribed above we an removeall redundant and equivalent states of the type desribed in theorem 5.46.Thus an algorithm for redution of a �-FA ould be to hek every pair ofstates through subset � transformation for generated initial-useless and/or�nal-useless. In a �-FAM with n states there would be n2�n suh subsets.As the subset � transformation has omputational omplexity of O(m) withm the number of states, and exluding the algorithm for initial-useless and�nal-useless states suh a redution algorithm would have at most ompu-tational omplexity of O(mn2) where m is the number of transitions and nthe number of states.It is important to note in suh an implementation that the subset �transformation does not detet all reduible states and as suh the resultant134



�-FA is not always minimal. Also only sets of size 2 are heked for redun-dany and equivalene. This does not mean that larger set of equivalent orreduible states will not be deteted and removed. As eah state in a redun-dant state set is redundant with every other state in the set, the entire setwill be deteted and removed a pair at a time. Equivalent state sets whihare �nal-useless onsisting of more than two states an be deteted by om-bining the states in the set until exatly two states remain. The redutionalgorithm an be modi�ed to inlude this ase by ontinuously heking theresultant �-FAs for reduible states until a ertain threshold is reahed.This onludes the redution of states through the use of the subset �transformation. The �nal appliation of the subset � transformation we willdisuss is the property of the redution of transitions.Redution of TransitionsAs with the NFA redution algorithms we fous mainly on the redutionof states for �-FAs, although the redution of transitions is also importantto onsider when the storage of the �-FA is to be onsidered. The subset� transformation presents not only an algorithm to detet and redue thenumber of states but also the number of transitions in the �-FA.The subset � transformation replaes any transitions to the removedstate to the onstruted state and the states in the set the onstruted staterepresents. Similarly the onstruted states have the ombined transitionsof all the transitions of the set it represents. Initially this may seem ounterprodutive as we wish to redue the number of transitions in the �-FA.However, as the transitions are ombined using the � operator, the resultantnumber of transition may derease.When replaing a state qi in the �-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;�) with astate s representing the set Qi where Qi � Q and qi 2 Q the number oftransitions will derease if the following onditions hold:The number of transitions added are less than the number of transi-tions removed through the � operator,By limiting the state set size to two states, that is Qi�fqi; qjg, we havethat the number of transitions are redued ifX�2� jÆ(qi; �)j � jÆ(Qi; �)j � Xq (jQij � jÆ(q; �) \Qij)! > 0;with q 2 Q so that qi 2 Æ(q; �).Where the formula represents the sum over all alphabet symbols of thetransitions removed from the state qi less the transitions added from thestate s less the di�erene of transitions resulting from the transitions to thestate s and the set Qi � fqig. 135



Although determining these onditions using a searh through the pos-sible ombinations may seem to be quite time onsuming, we an attemptthe subset � transformation without �nding these onditions on every setof states, similar to the redution proess of the previous setion, and keeponly the transformations whih redue the number of states.We show an example of the redution of states through the use of subset� transformation before desribing irumstanes in whih the redution oftransitions is probable to our.Example 5.47 (Transition Redution)Let M be a �-FA where M = (fq0; q1; q2; q3g; f0; 1g; Æ; fq0g; fq3g;�) withÆ given by (see also �gure 5.21)Æ 0 1q0 fq0; q1g fq1; q2gq1 fq0; q2; q3g fq2; q3gq2 fq0; q3g fq2gq3 fq1; q2g fq2; q3g :By replaing the state q1 with the state s representing the subset fq1; q2gresults in the �-FAM 0 = (fq0; s; q2; q3g; f0; 1g; Æ0 ; fq0g; fq3g;�) with Æ0 givenby (see also �gure 5.21) Æ 0 1q0 fq0; s; q2g fsgs fq2g fq3gq2 fq0; q3g fq2gq3 fsg fq2; q3g :The �-FA M has 16 transitions while M 0 ontains 12 transitions, re-sulting in a redution of 4 transitions.This onludes the minimization and redution of �-FA. We have dis-ussed an algorithm to generate a minimal unary �-FA with one �nal statebased on LFSRs whih given the �nal state sequene performs in reason-able time. While this algorithm ould be modi�ed to generate a minimalunary �-FA with more than one �nal state, the omputational omplexityinreases dramatially.We began our disussion of redution and minimization of non-unary�-FA by examining the reduible states for NFAs in the ontext of �-FAs.Although the initial-useless, �nal-useless and redundant states remained re-duible, not all of the equivalent and ontained states were reduible. Thisfator prohibits many of the NFA minimization ideas to funtion. The �rstalgorithm we disussed was that of subset reonstrution. This was a mod-i�ation of Kameda and Weiner's NFA minimization algorithm [11℄. Wethen presented the adapted subset reonstrution operation for �-FAs. This136
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Figure 5.21: Example 5.47: Left M ; Right M 0algorithm guaranteed a minimal �-FA. However, due to the problem of on-struting a dual for�-FAs we were unable to present an algorithm for �ndinga suitable subset assignment short of a brute fore searh.The subset symmetri di�erene transformation simpli�ed this proessas it presented an algorithm to onstrut an equivalent �-FA with the samenumber of states. This redues the possible subset assignments for the subsetreonstrution. Furthermore this transformation presented an algorithmto onstrut an equivalent �-FA with exatly one initial state, as well asreduing both states and transitions.Before ontinuing onto the next hapter we present a setion on the adap-tation of the generalized subset reonstrution operation from this hapteradapted for spei� use on \-FA. The reason for this is to show that the gen-eralized algorithm we presented an be adapted to other forms of �-FA, aswell as providing some insight into the redution algorithms of other formsof �-FA.5.3 Subset Reonstrution - \-FAIn setion 5.2.3 (page 117) we presented a generalized form of the intersetionrule23, namely the subset reonstrution operation24. We then adapted thisgeneralized subset reonstrution operation for use on the �-FA. In thissetion we disuss the spei� adaptation of this generalized rule for usewith \-FAs.The intersetion rule for the reonstrution of NFAs was onstrutedtaking advantage of the following property of DFAs onstruted throughsubset onstrution.23See de�nition 4.24, page 58.24See de�nition 5.32, page 117. 137



Let M be a NFA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) and letM 0 be the equivalent DFAthrough subset onstrution withM 0 =DFA(M) = (P;�; Æ0; p0; F 0). If q 2 pwhere q 2 Q and p 2 P then for every � 2 �,Æ0(p; �) = [q02p Æ(q0; �):so that Æ(q; �) � Æ0(p; �).This means that if Pq is the set of all state p 2 P so that q 2 p thenÆ(q; �) � \p2Pq Æ(p; �):Similarly ifM is a \-FA, withM = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;\) andM 0 the equiva-lent DFA through subset onstrution withM 0 =DFA(M) = (P;�; Æ0; p0; F 0),we have that if q 2 p where q 2 Q and p 2 P then for every � 2 �Æ0(p; �) = \q02p Æ(q0; �);so that Æ0(p; �) � Æ(q; �).This means that with the set Pq as desribed above,Æ(q; �) � [p2Pq Æ(p; �):Thus instead of using the intersetion of the transitions of the statesin the DFA ontaining a spei� state we take the union as shown in thefollowing example:Example 5.48 (\-FA Subset Reonstrution)Let M 0 be the minimal DFAM 0 = (fp0; p1; : : : ; p7g; f0; 1g; Æ0 ; p0; fp6; p7g)with Æ0 given by (see also �gure 5.22)Æ0 0 1p0 p1 p2p1 p0 ;p2 p3 p4p3 p2 p5p4 ; p6p5 p2 ;p6 p4 p7p7 p4 ; :To onstrut a \-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;\) from M 0 we �rst needa subset assignment whih we de�ne as follows: < Q; f > where Q =138
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Figure 5.22: Example 5.48: Left M 0; Right Mfq0; q1; q2; q3; q4g and f is desribed as follows:p f(p)p0 fq0gp1 fq0; q2gp2 fq1gp3 fq3gp4 fq2gp5 fq2; q3gp6 fq4gp7 fq0; q4g :Clearly F = fq4g, and Q0 = fq0g. Also, Æ is onstruted as follows (theresultant transitions are shown in �gure 5.22):Æ(q0; 0) = Æ(p0; 0) [ Æ(p1; 0) [ Æ(p7; 0) = p1 [ p0 [ p4 = fq0; q2gÆ(q0; 1) = Æ(p0; 1) [ Æ(p1; 1) [ Æ(p7; 1) = p2 [ ; [ ; = fq1gÆ(q1; 0) = Æ(p2; 0) = p3 = fq3gÆ(q1; 1) = Æ(p2; 1) = p4 = fq2gÆ(q2; 0) = Æ(p1; 0) [ Æ(p4; 0) [ Æ(p5; 0) = p0 [ ; [ p2 = fq0; q1gÆ(q2; 1) = Æ(p1; 1) [ Æ(p4; 1) [ Æ(p5; 1) = ; [ p6 [ ; = fq4gÆ(q3; 0) = Æ(p3; 0) [ Æ(p5; 0) = p2 [ p2 = fq1gÆ(q3; 1) = Æ(p3; 1) [ Æ(p5; 1) = p5 [ ; = fq2; q3gÆ(q4; 0) = Æ(p6; 0) [ Æ(p7; 0) = p4 [ p4 = fq2gÆ(q4; 1) = Æ(p6; 1) [ Æ(p7; 1) = p7 [ ; = fq0; q4g:It an be on�rmed that DFA(M) is isomorphi to M 0 so that L(M) =L(M 0) so that we have onstruted a \-FA from a given DFA through sub-set reonstrution. In the example when alulating Æ(q0; �) we do notneessarily have to alulate Æ0(p0; �) \ Æ0(p1; �) \ Æ0(p7; �) as we have thatf(p0) = fq0g so that Æ(q0; �) = Æ0(p0; �). This is true for all mappings froma state in the DFA to a single state in the �-FA, this an also be used to139



alulate disrepanies in the reonstruted �-FA by omparing the statesresultant transitions to its mappings transitions.We an now formally present the subset reonstrution for \-FA from agiven DFA as follows:De�nition 5.49 (Subset Reonstrution: \-FA)LetM be a DFAM 0 = (P;�; Æ0; p0; F 0) and a subset assignment < Q; f >we an onstrut a \-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;\) as follows:� Q0  f(p0).� q 2 F if 8p 2 P so that q 2 f(p), p 2 F 0, and� For q 2 Q and � 2 �Æ(q; �) = [q2f(p) f(Æ0(p; �));or if 9p 2 P so that f(p) = fqg thenÆ(q; �) = f(Æ0(p; �));This onludes our disussion on the adaptation of the generalized algo-rithms for �-FAs with regards to \-FA.In the next hapter we disuss the ompression of �-FAs, that is, thestorage of �-FAs both in terms of time and spae in the appliation of suh�-FAs.
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Chapter 6Compression
In the previous hapter we disussed the redution and minimizationof �-FA. However, if these redued �-FAs are to be used suessfully in apratial appliation, then we would require an eÆient method in whih toaess and run the �-FAs. So, although this thesis fouses on the redutionand minimization of �-FAs, in this hapter we step away from the redutionproesses and instead disuss storage formats for �-FAs.For pratial appliations we ould simply onstrut a storage formatwhih dumps the various harateristis of the �-FA into a binary �le. How-ever, we are interested in eÆient ompressed storage formats for eÆieny.That is, we wish to onstrut a storage format onsisting of as few bits aspossible.A ompressed storage format may seem an exessive step if we haveredution tehniques for �-FAs whih redue the amount of data whihneeds to be stored. However, even minimal �-FAs may onsist of millionsof states in whih ase the memory requirements of the �-FA beome aninhibitant fator for use of �-FAs.In this hapter we disuss two distint storage formats. The �rst storageformat is onstruted for use with unary �-FAs based on the ompressionalgorithm from setion 5.1. The seond storage format is for use with thegeneral �-FAs based on a storage algorithm for ditionaries from [4℄.When disussing the storage formats we will fous on two main attributesof these formats. Namely, the ompression and exeution of the formats.The ompression attribute deals with the size of the stored binary sequene.By exeution we mean the proess that is used to transform the stored datainto a useable format and exeute the stored �-FA.We wish to onstrut a storage format whih has both a good ompres-sion ratio and whose omputational omplexity for exeution is small. Withthis in mind we begin our disussion of a storage format for unary �-FAs.141



6.1 Unary �-FAAs stated above, we start our disussion with the simpli�ed ase ofunary �-FAs. The storage format is based on the unary �-FA minimizationalgorithm from setion 5.1.The basis of this format is from the third step of the minimization al-gorithm (see page 85) where the minimal unary �-FA with one �nal stateis onstruted. We disuss the storage format by �rst examining the min-imization algorithm. After that, we provide a formal format for the unary�-FA and show how this format an be used to run a unary �-FA eÆiently.In the onstrution proess, we need to be able to onstrut the �-FAfrom a sequene of stored bits. This means that the �ve elements of a �-FAneed to be represented as a sequene of bits. These elements are: the startstate set, Q; the alphabet, �; the initial state set, Q0; the �nal state set, F ;and the transition funtion, Æ.These elements an either be stored expliitly or impliitly. An expliitlystored element is read diretly from the binary sequene without need ofexessive omputation to alulate the element. An impliitly stored elementis stored in suh a way that it needs to be derived from the stored elements.It is important to note that we do not make use of standard ompressiontehniques, suh as pattern ompression, in these storage formats. We donot inlude suh tehniques as we wish to reate a general storage formatwhih an be used a basis for appliation spei� storage formats. Insteadthe storage formats are onstruted based only on the properties of the�-FAs.Reall that the algorithm from setion 5.1 is divided into three steps. The�rst step onstruts the �nal state sequene whih represents the languageaepted by the unary �-FA. The seond step onstruts the harateristipolynomial of minimal degree whih generated the �nal state sequene. Thethird and �nal step uses the �nal state sequene as well as the harateristipolynomial to onstrut the minimal unary �-FA with one �nal state.It is this third step that we are interested in, as it uses two elementsof the unary �-FA to reonstrut an equivalent unary �-FA with one �nalstate.6.1.1 PreliminariesThe third step of the minimization algorithm from setion 5.1 onstrutsa minimal unary �-FA with one �nal state from the minimal harateristipolynomial and �nal state sequene. Instead of expliitly storing the �veelements of the �-FA, namely the state set, alphabet, transition funtion,initial and �nal state sets, we ould instead store only these two elements andreonstrut the unary �-FA via step 3 of the algorithm. However, storing a142



unary �-FA in suh a format entails some omputation to generate the �veelements of the �-FA.In an attempt to remove this initial omputation from the storage format,we attempt to �nd an alternative ompressed storage format by examiningthe reonstrution step of the algorithm. Our goal is to determine the min-imum amount of information required to alulate the �ve elements of theunary �-FA from the minimization algorithm while keeping the reonstru-tion proess simple.We start by examining the language of a unary �-FA. As a unary �-FAhas exatly one alphabet symbol, we an assume the alphabet symbol to bea. As suh it need not be stored1.We are now left with four elements whih need to be determined. Atthis stage of the algorithm we are given the minimal harateristi polyno-mial and �nal state sequene of the unary �-FA. Initially we use only theharateristi polynomial (X) = 0+1X1+ : : :+n�1Xn�1 and determinewhih properties an be onstruted from it.As disussed in setion 5.1 (page 77), we know that the number of statesin the �-FA is one greater than the order of the harateristi polynomial.That is, jQj = n where n�1 is the order of the harateristi polynomial, sothat Q = fq0; q1; : : : ; qn�1g. Furthermore, from the algorithm, there is onlyone �nal state whih is assumed to be qn�1. Lastly, the transition funtionan be determined by (X) by using the normal form of the harateristimatrix A whih is de�ned as follows:A = 2666666664 0 0 : : : 0 01 0 : : : 0 10 1 : : : 0 2... ... : : : ... ...0 0 : : : 0 n�20 0 : : : 1 n�1
3777777775 :This orresponds to eah non-�nal state qi, where i 6= n � 1, havingexatly one outgoing transition, namely Æ(qi; a) = fqi+1g. The �nal stateqn�1 has a transition to any state qi, with i � n� 1 if and only if i = 1 inthe harateristi polynomial2.To summarize from the harateristi polynomial (X) we an determinethe state set, �nal state and transition funtion whih leaves only the set ofinitial states to be determined.Note 15 When onstruting the transition funtion we need not examinethe harateristi polynomial to onstrut the transitions from the non-�nal1In the situation where the alphabet harater should be de�ned it an be stored onein the initial byte of the storage format without a�eting the storage format as a whole.2These properties ome diretly from the algorithm from setion 5.1.143



states, as only the transitions of the �nal state are variable in the normalform of the harateristi matrix.In the minimization algorithm the set of initial states is alulated usingthe normal form of the transition funtion and the �rst n bits of the �nalstate sequene (page 84). It follows that, by storing the �rst n bits of the�nal state sequene in the storage format we an reonstrut the initialstate set. We note that we would require n bits to store the �nal statesequene. Alternatively, we an store a binary sequene of the same lengthwhih represents the initial state set. By storing the initial state set we donot have the omputation involved in alulating the initial state set as inthe algorithm. Eah bit of the initial state set sequene represents whethera state is an initial state or not. That is, for the states fq0; q1; : : : ; qn�1gand the binary sequene s0s1 : : : sn�1, a state qi 2 Q0 if and only if si = 1where i = 0; 1; : : : ; n� 1.We an now formally de�ne and propose a format to store the sequeneof initial states and harateristi polynomial.6.1.2 Storage FormatIn the previous setion we examined the unary �-FA minimization algo-rithm and found that we ould store the unary �-FA with one �nal state.In this setion we formally de�ne this format and disuss fators inueningthe storage format as well as providing examples of the format.We de�ne this format, followed by an example, as follows:Format 6.1Given a minimal unary �-FAM = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;�) with one �nal stateonstruted from the harateristi polynomial(X) = n�1Xn�1 + : : :+ 1X1 + 0and �nal state sequene f as in setion 5:1, M an be stored as follows3:h (Q0)2 ; ((X))2 i ;where (Q0)2 is a binary sequene representation of the initial state set,and ((X))2 is a binary sequene representation of the harateristi poly-nomial.These sequenes are de�ned as follows:� (Q0)2 is a bit sequene i0i1 : : : in�1, where ij = 1 if and only if qj 2 Q0,and3In this setion we use the following notations for storage formats. The symbols \ < "and \ > " denote a storage format. The notation \(x)2" represents a binary sequene andthe omma symbol separates logial sequenes from eah other.144



� ((X))2 is a bit sequene 01 : : : n�1, as de�ned for the harateristipolynomial.4Example 6.2 (Unary Storage)Let M 0 be the unary �-FA with one �nal state from example 5.17 (page91). We have that M 0 = (fq00; q01; q02; q03; q04; q05g; fag; Æ0 ; fq00; q02; q04g; fq05g;�)where Æ0 is given by (also shown in �gure 6.1 left)Æ0 aq00 fq01gq01 fq02gq02 fq03gq03 fq04gq04 fq05gq05 fq00; q01; q02; q03; q04; q05g :Furthermore M 0 has the harateristi funtion (X) = 1 +X1 +X2 +X3 +X4 +X5 and �nal state sequene f = 0111111 with a yle of length�ve.We store M 0 as the binary sequene h(Q0)2; (X)i, whih is enoded asfollows:� (Q0)2 = 101010 representing the initial state set fq00; q02; q04g, and� (X) = 111111 representing the harateristi polynomial 1 + X1 +X2 +X3 +X4 +X5 +X6.This results in the binary sequene 101010111111 onsisting of 12 bits.In the above example we generated a binary sequene in the storageformat for a unary �-FA with one �nal state. For use in appliations thereneeds to be a method to be able to reonstrut the original unary �-FA withone �nal state from the binary sequene. We now provide the desription ofthis reonstrution, after whih we provide an example.A unary �-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;�) with one �nal state an be on-struted from the stored binary sequene h(Q0)2; ((X))2i as follows:� As we are dealing with unary �-FA, we have that the alphabet � =fag.� To onstrut the state set we look at the length of the binary sequeneh(Q0)2; ((X))2i. As the subsequenes have equal length, n bits, andeah bit in the subsequene orresponds to one state we an onstrutthe state set Q = fq0; q1; : : : ; qn�1g.4Reall that i 2 f0; 1g for 0 � i � n� 1; beause (X) is a polynomial in GF(2).145



� Next we onstrut the �nal state set. From the minimization algorithmwe assume the single �nal state to be the last state, so that F = fqn�1g.� The initial state set Q0 an be onstruted from (Q0)2 as follows:qj 2 Q0 , ij = 1; with 0 � j � n� 1� The transition funtion Æ an be onstruted from of the harateristipolynomial (X) as follows:Æ(qi; a) = qi+1; 0 � i � n� 1Æ(qn�1; a) = fqij i = 1g:Example 6.3 (Unary Reonstrution)Given the binary sequene 101010111111 from example 6.2 (page 145),we wish to onstrut a minimal unary �-FA with one �nal state equivalentto M from example 6.2.From the format we have that h(Q0)2 ; ((X))2i = 101010111111 with(Q0)2 and ((X))2 of equal length so that:(Q0)2 = 101010;((X))2 = 111111:We will onstrut the unary �-FAM 0 = (Q0;�; Æ0; Q00; F 0;�) as desribedon page 145 as follows:� We have that � = fag.� As j(Q0)2j = 6 we that Q0 = fq00; q01; q02; q03; q04; q05g.� We have that F 0 = fq0n�1g = fq05g.� We have that (Q0)2 = 101010 so that Q00 = fq00; q02; q04g.� Lastly we reonstrut the transition funtion from the normal form ofthe transition matrix as follows:266666664 0 0 0 0 0 01 0 0 0 0 10 1 0 0 0 20 0 1 0 0 30 0 0 1 0 40 0 0 0 1 5
377777775 = 266666664 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 10 1 0 0 0 10 0 1 0 0 10 0 0 1 0 10 0 0 0 1 1

377777775The resultant unary �-FA with one �nal state is shown in �gure 6.1right. As shown in the image the reonstruted M 0 is idential to theoriginal M . 146
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q2 q3q4q5a a a aaaa a a aaFigure 6.1: Left: Example 6.2: M 0; Right: Example 6.3: MWe have disussed and provided an example of both the onstrution andreonstrution of unary �-FAs with the storage format. Before disussingthe use of the storage format in an appliation we disuss one issue regardingthe size of the storage format.The resultant size of a unary �-FA stored in this format is 2n bits.However, as we are dealing with the storage of the unary �-FA onto aomputer, the format needs to �t into bytes of data. That is the lengthof the format in bits must be divisible by 8. An initial attempt to do thiswould be to zero-pad the end of the stored data. The issue with this is howto know whether the zeros at the end of the format are part of the sequeneor the zero pad.Instead we pad both the initial state binary sequene and harateristipolynomial sequene with 0s as follows:hp; (Q0)2; p; ((X))2i ;where p = 0 : : : 0 and jpj = 8� n (mod 8).For example if n = 14 then jpj = 8 � 14 = 8 � 6 � 2 (mod 8) so thatp = 00.The padded 0's represented by p an be deteted and removed from thestored �-FA as shown below.Given a binary sequene h(Q00)2; (0(X))2i = hp; (Q0)2; p; ((X))2iwhere(Q00)2 = i�m+1 : : : i0i1 : : : in�1 and (0(X))2 = �m+1 : : : 01 : : : n�1with �m+1 = i�m+1 = �m+2 = i�m+2 = : : : = �1 = i�1 = 0we have that:� � = fag, 147



� Q = fq�m+1 : : : q0; q1; : : : qn�1g,� F = fqn�1g,� Q0 is onstruted from (Q00)2 as follows:qj 2 Q0 , ij = 1; and� Æ is onstruted from the harateristi polynomial as follows:2666666666666664
0 : : : 0 0 : : : 0 01 : : : 0 0 : : : 0 0... ... ... ... : : : ... ...0 : : : 1 0 : : : 0 00 : : : 0 1 : : : 0 0... ... ... ... : : : ... ...0 : : : 0 0 : : : 0 n�20 : : : 0 0 : : : 1 n�1

3777777777777775 :The onstruted unary �-FA onsists of more states than the originalunary �-FA. However, the states q�m+1; : : : ; q�1 an be identi�ed as initialuseless and redued as follows:� There exists no state qj so that q�m+1 2 Æ(qj ; a) and q�m+1 =2 Q0.This means that q�m+1 is unreahable or initial-useless and so an beremoved.� As q�m+1 is initial useless and no state qj with j 6= �m+ 1 exists sothat q�m+2 2 Æ(qj ; a) and q�m+2 =2 Q0, q�m+2 an be removed.� Similarly, the states q�m+3; : : : ; q�1 an be shown to be initial useless.Thus when onstruting the unary �-FA from the sequenehp ; (Q0)2 ; p ; ((X))2i ;we an detet and remove the initial-useless states in the storage formatby examining the two subsequenes p ; (Q0)2 and p ; ((X))2. As the�rst jpj bits of the two sequenes are 0s the states they would represent areinitial-useless, as desribed above, and an be redued when onstrutingthe unary �-FA.This proess an be simpli�ed by alulating the length of p by examiningthe bits of the two subsequenes until the �rst 1 is found. This is derivedfrom the property that for every pair of bits, ij and j , proessed there anbe four possiblities:1. If ij = j = 0 then the state is initial-useless as disussed above.148



2. If ij = 1 and j = 0 then the state is an element of the initial state setand is thus not initial-useless and annot be removed.3. If ij = 0 and j = 1 then there exists a transition from the �nal stateto this state and thus is not initial-useless.4. If ij = j = 1 then the state is an element of the initial state set andthere exists a transition from the �nal state to this state and thus isnot initial-useless.We now provide an example of the padded storage format after whih wedisuss how the storage format ould be used e�etively in an appliation.Example 6.4 (Unary Storage)Let M be the unary �-FA with one �nal state from example 6.2 (page145). From the example we have that the unpadded stored binary sequeneis 101010111111;of length 12 where j(Q0)2j = j((X))2j = 6.Applying the zero padding would require the addition of p = 00 to thestartning of both the sequenes (Q0)2 and ((X))2 so that the resultantpadded stored binary sequene would be0010101000111111:When reonstruting the unary �-FA from this binary sequene we notethat the �rst two states have no inoming transitions as ((X))2 = 00111111and are not initial states as (Q0)2 = 00101010 so that they an be removedas initial-useless. Thus the unary �-FA an be reonstruted as in example6.3 (page 146).This onludes our reation of the storage format. In the next setionwe disuss how a unary �-FA stored in the above format an be exeutedin an appliation without reonstrution.6.1.3 AppliationWe have onstruted a storage format with a good ompression ratio.However, we are not only interested in the ompression ratio of the storageformat, but also how the stored �-FA an be used in an appliation. Inthe previous setion we showed how the storage format ould be used toreonstrut the stored unary �-FA with one �nal state. In this setion weshow how a unary �-FA in this format an be used to emulate the �-FAwithout reonstruting it. 149



Given a unary �-FA in the format of the binary sequenehp ; (Q0)2 ; p ; ((X))2i ;we wish to1. be able to alulate the series of ative state sets, and2. be able to alulate whether or not the urrent ative state set ontainsthe �nal state.The initial ative state set is the initial state set whih is represented bythe binary sequene (Q0)2 in the storage format. Eah bit in (Q0)2 representsa state in the unary �-FA. A state is ative in the initial state set if andonly if the orresponding bit is 1. The other element of the storage formatis the sequene ((X))2 whih is a binary representation of the transitionsfrom the �nal state qn�1 to the other states.To emulate the unary �-FA with one �nal state we need only to storethese two binary sequenes and use three omputer operations on binarysequenes. These omputer operations are1. a right shift5 (SH),2. salar multipliation, and3. the symmetri di�erene of two sequenes.These operations will allow us to alulate the sequene of ative statesets S(0); S(1); : : : where S(i) = s(i)0s(i)2 : : : s(i)n�1. A state qj is ative inthe ative state set, S(i), if and only if s(i)j = 1. A state sequene after ialphabet inputs, S(i), an be alulated from S(i� 1) as follows:S(i) = SH(S(i� 1))� s(i� 1)n�1:((X))2:The right shift operation emulates the transitions from the non-�nalstates, qi, to the following state, qi+1. The salar multipliation operationemulates the transition from the �nal state to the states in the unary �-FA.The symmetri di�erene operation emulates the interation of the transi-tions.As only the qn�1 is a �nal state, the binary value s(i)n�1 for eah ativestate set S(i) indiates whether or not it ontains a �nal state.In the following example we examine how unary �-FA an be used in anappliation.5SH(x), where x = x0x1 : : : xk results in the sequene 0x0x1 : : : xk�1
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Example 6.5 (Unary Appliation)Using the unary �-FAM from example 6.4 we have that M an be storedas the binary sequene 0010101000111111;whih we divide into the two sequenes representing the ative state set,S0 = 00101010 and the harateristi polynomial (X) = 00111111, fromwhih we an run M as shown in the following table:i S(i) = SH(S(i� 1))� s(i� 1)(n�1):(X) SH(Si) s(i)n�1:(X) output0 00101010 00010101 00000000 01 00010101 00001010 00111111 12 00110101 00011010 00111111 13 00100101 00010010 00111111 14 00101101 00010110 00111111 15 00101001 00010100 00111111 16 00101011 00010101 00111111 17 00101010 00010101 00000000 0 :The sequene S(0); S(1); : : : ; S(6) orresponds to the state sequenefq0; q2; q4g ! fq1; q3; q5g ! fq0; q1; q3; q5g ! fq0; q3; q5g ! fq0; q2; q3; q5g !fq0; q2; q5g ! fq0; q2; q4; q5g ! fq0; q2; q4g ! � � �This orresponds to the ative state set sequene of the original unary�-FA from example 5.17 (page 91).The appliation of a unary �-FA in this format requires the storage ofthe urrent ative state set, harateristi funtion, and the zero padding ,p. The urrent ative state set and harateristi funtion eah use n bits ofstorage. The zero padding p for eah subsequenes of the storage format anonsist of most seven bits eah as they inrease the size of the subsequeneto lengths of eight bits. Eah round of operation requires at most one salarmultipliation, one shift and one addition operation. So that yhe algorithmrequires at most 2n + 14 bits storage spae and 3 sequene operations perround to emulate the unary �-FA with one �nal state.This �le format is not easily extendable to use with non-unary �-FAsas we have multiple possible transition sequenes depending on the inputsymbol. Instead of extending this algorithm, in the next setion we disussan alternative ompressed format for the general �-FA.6.2 Non-unary �-FAIn this setion we wish to develop a storage format for general�-FA. We basethe storage format for general �-FA on a storage format for DFAs from [4℄with some ompression tehniques based on the properties of �-FAs.151



We start by disussing the basi storage format for general �-FAs andshow how to exeute this basi format. After that, we disuss various om-pression methods for the basi format. Throughout this hapter we providethe following running example to highlight the onepts we are disussing.Example 6.6Let M = (fq0; q1; q2; q3; q4; q5g; f0; 1g; Æ; fq0g; fq4; q5g;�) be a �-FA withÆ given by (also shown in �gure 6.2)Æ 0 1q0 fq0; q1g fq2gq1 fq2g fq1; q3; q5gq2 fq3g fq0gq3 fq3; q4g fq0; q2gq4 fq3g fq0gq5 ; ; :Before we start disussing the basi storage format, it is important tonote the following: we developed the unary �-FA storage format as a binarysequene of arbitrary length and zero padded it to be usable by a omputer.The general �-FA storage format we develop in this setion stores the datain �xed lengths. Although this does not result in the most ompat rep-resentation of the �-FA, it does allow for eÆient addressing of states andtransitions as we shall disuss later.6.2.1 Basi FormatThe basi format is taken from the storage format for DFAs from [4℄.The basi is to desribe eah state q 2 Q in a �-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;�)as a series of its outgoing transitions. An outgoing transition from a givenstate an be desribed as the alphabet symbol and destination state.So, for the �-FA M from example 6.6 (page 152), the state q3 would berepresented by the tuples set, < �; Æ >,f < 0; q3 >; < 0; q4 >; < 0; q0 >; < 0; q2 > g:We an store the entire transition funtion by representing eah state asits transitions and listing their sequenes in a predetermined order.. We dis-tinguish the transition sequene from a state from a transition sequene fromanother state by marking the starting and end of the transition sequenesin the transition funtion.Example 6.6's transition funtion an be stored as follows (where the
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q0 q1q2 q3q4
q50 01

1
0 1 11 01 00 01 0Figure 6.2: Example 6.6.lines represent the separation of the transition sequenes):� Æ0 q00 q11 q20 q21 q11 q31 q50 q31 q00 q30 q41 q01 q20 q31 q00 ; :Given the order that the state transition sequenes are listed in, we andetermine a spei� transitions from a state by making use of the statemarkers. Therefore, if we wish to �nd the transitions of the state q3 wesimply searh the third marker in the stored data sequene. Similarly, to�nd the transitions of a destination state we an make use of the numberof markers between the transition sequenes of the urrent and destinationstate. Therefore, a transition from the state q1 to q3 would require a jump oftwo markers to �nd the transitions of the destination state, q3. However, thedetetion of the markers requires omputation to �nd the exat position ofthe various markers. Instead of storing the destination state in this way wean replae the label of the destination state with the address of the marker.This enables an appliation to jump diretly to the transition sequene ofthe destination state instead of manually searhing for it.As memory is aessed in �xed bytes by a omputer, it is faster to jumpto an address rather than searhing for a spei� bit. To make addressing153



easier we de�ne eah transition, inluding the alphabet symbol, to be of�xed length in bytes. In this way we only referene memory in bytes and forsearhing purposes need not worry about bits. We use four bytes in totalfor eah transition with three bytes reserved for the address. The remainingbyte is reserved for the alphabet symbol and ags whih will be de�ned at alater stage. The bytes are labeled from address6 00000116 whih orrespondsto the state q0.An addressing problem arises when trying to store a state with no tran-sitions in this way. An initial solution to this problem would be to removetransitions to this state and remove it from the �-FA. However, if the stateis �nal we need to not only store suh a state, but ensure that it is distin-guishable from other �nal states with no transitions. In suh a ase the �nalstate an be stored with a dummy transition to the address 00000016. Anappliation would reognize and ignore these transitions when enountered.Applying these hanges to the �-FA M from example 6.6, the resultantstored sequene would be:Address � Æ (Pointers)00000116 0 0000011600000516 0 00000D1600000916 1 00001D1600000D16 0 00001D1600001116 1 00000D1600001516 1 0000251600001916 1 00003E1600001D16 0 0000251600002116 1 0000011600002516 0 0000251600002916 0 0000351600002D16 1 0000011600003116 1 00001D1600003516 0 0000251600003916 1 0000011600003E16 0 00000016 :From the above struture we an determine the state set, alphabet andtransition funtion of the stored �-FA. This means that only the initial and�nal state sets are still to be stored.We handle the initial state set by using the initial state transformationfrom theorem 5.42 (page 130). Applying this transformation to the �-FA tobe stored we obtain an equivalent �-FA with the same number of states andexatly one initial state7. Transforming a �-FA in this way before applyingthe storage format we an impliitly store the single initial state as the �rststate in the transition sequenes.6Note that we use the hexadeimal system for the addresses, denoted as x16, where xis a hexadeimal number.7Note that any hange to the �-FAs struture would require the stored data to behanged. 154



To handle the �nal state set we borrow an idea from Output FAs8. InOutput FAs, an output is stored on the transitions rather than labeling thestates as �nal. By labeling the outputs with either a 0 representing a non-�nal destination state or a 1 representing a �nal destination state we anstore the �nality property of a state in the transitions to the state ratherthan in the state itself. This means that in the storage format we neednot store whether a state is �nal expliitly with the state, but an insteadimpliitly store this property of the state on all of the transitions to the state.This may seem ounter intuitive as we are adding extra data to the storedformat, but as shown later it an be used to help ompress the amount ofstored data.A problem arises when the initial state is a �nal state. This ase issolved by using a preamble byte in the storage format. The �nal bit of thispreamble byte represents the �nality property of the initial state. This bitis 1 if the initial state is �nal and 0 otherwise.By applying the initial state transformation and making use of a �nalstate marker, we an store all �ve properties of a �-FA. Before providinga formal de�nition of the basi format we need to formalize the �nal desti-nation state marker and the markers representing the separation of states.We do this by reserving the �rst two bits of the transition as markers forthe separation of states and the �nality property of the destination staterespetively. We de�ne these reserved bits as the last and �nal ags.Storing the markers in this way redues the number of bits representingthe alphabet symbol to 6 bits. However, most appliations for �-FA willnot need an alphabet with more than 64 symbols whih an map into theremaining six bits9.We de�ne the basi format for �-FA as follows:Format 6.7 (Basi Format)Given a �-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;�) with Q = fq0; q1; : : : ; qn�1g, � =f�0; : : : ; �m�1g and Q0 = fq0g we an store M as follows:hPREAMBLE; TRANSITIONSiwhere we de�ne the PREAMBLE as:(0000000x)2with x = 1 if q0 2 F and 0 otherwise.We de�ne the TRANSITIONS as the ordered sequene of transitionsÆ(qi; �) = qj for i = 0 : : : n� 1 and j = 0 : : : m� 1 where eah transition is8See de�nition A.9, page 170.9We an inrease the alphabet size by inreasing the number of bytes used for thealphabet, but for use in this thesis we formalize the alphabet to using at most 6 bits.That equates to 26 = 64 alphabet symbols.155



Address Last F lag F inal F lag � Æ Hexadeimal Desription00000016 0 00 Preamble00000116 0 0 0 00000116 0000000116 Æ(q0; 0) = q000000516 0 0 0 00000D16 0000000D16 Æ(q0; 0) = q100000916 1 0 1 00001D16 8100001D16 Æ(q0; 1) = q200000D16 0 0 0 00001D16 0000001D16 Æ(q1; 0) = q200001116 0 0 1 00000D16 0100000D16 Æ(q1; 1) = q100001516 0 0 1 00002516 0100002516 Æ(q1; 1) = q300001916 1 1 1 00003E16 C100003E16 Æ(q1; 1) = q500001D16 0 0 0 00002516 0000002516 Æ(q2; 0) = q300002116 1 0 1 00000116 8100000116 Æ(q2; 1) = q000002516 0 0 0 00002516 0000002516 Æ(q3; 0) = q300002916 0 1 0 00003516 4000003516 Æ(q3; 0) = q400002D16 0 0 1 00000116 0100000116 Æ(q3; 1) = q000003116 1 0 1 00001D16 8100001D16 Æ(q3; 1) = q200003516 0 0 0 00002516 0000002516 Æ(q4; 0) = q300003916 1 0 1 00000116 8100000116 Æ(q4; 1) = q000003E16 1 0 0 00000016 8000000016 Æ(q5; 0) = ; :Figure 6.3: Example 6.8.stored in the format of a TRANSITION as follows:(Last F lag; F inal F lag; Alphabet Symbol(6 bits); Address(3 bytes))2Example 6.8Let M be the �-FA from example 6.6. The basi format representationof M is given in �gure 6.3Note 16 For omparison later we note that the �-FA from the runningexample is stored using 65 bytes in this basi format.Before disussing ompression of the basi format we show how the basiformat an be used to exeute the �-FA.Where the implementation of a unary �-FA stored a binary sequenerepresenting the ative state set and a binary sequene representing thetransitions, the implementation of the basi format for �-FAs stores the �-FA in the basi format and the addresses of the ative states. On input ofa symbol, we will generate the new ative state set by omparing the tran-sitions of the ative states. Similarly, we will generate the subset of ative�nal states whih we shall all the �nal ative state set. The transitionsfrom every address stored in the previous ative state set is proessed untila transition with the last ag set is found. Every transition proessed withthe orresponding input symbol is handled as follows:156



� If the new ative state set does not ontain the destination addressthen the address is added to the new ative state set, otherwise theaddress is removed from the new ative state set.� Similarly, if the transition has the �nal ag set to one the destinationstate is added to ore removed from the �nal ative state set dependingon wether the state is already an element.If, after all the transitions have been proessed, the �nal ative state setis not empty, the ative state set in the original �-FA ontains a �nal stateafter the given input sequene.Using the above desription, the running example an be implementedas shown in the following example:Example 6.9Let M be the �-FA stored in the basi format as shown in example 6.8(page 156). On input of the word 00101 M would be exeuted as follows:� Ative State Addresses Ative State Set F inalf00000116g fq0g No0 f00000116 ; 00000D16g fq0; q1g No0 f00000116 ; 00000D16; 000001D16g fq0; q1; q2g No1 f00000116 ; 00000D16; 000001D16 ; 00002516 ; 00003E16g fq0; q1; q2; q3; q5g Y es0 f00000116 ; 00000D16; 000001D16 ; 00003516g fq0; q1; q2; q4g Y es1 f00001D16; 00000D16 ; 000002516 ; 00003E16g fq1; q2; q3; q5g Y es :As the ative state set an onsist of at most all the states in the �-FA, the amount of memory needed during exeution of the basi formathas a omplexity of O(n) with n = jQj above the size of the stored �-FA.The running omplexity of the above algorithm is based on the numberof transitions proessed as well as the operations involved in the additionand removal of the ative states. An implementation of this format wouldrequire at most log2(n) operations to �nd the destination state in the newative state set and at most m iterations of this searh where m is thenumber of transitions in the �-FA. This results in a running omplexity ofO(mlog2(n)).6.2.2 Compression algorithmsGiven the basi format as presented in setion 5.1.3, we now disussthree ompression algorithms based on the DFA storage format used for [4℄.These improvements on the basi format exploit shared transitions, relativeaddresses and variable address length respetively.
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Shared TransitionsAs disussed in setion 5.2.1 (page 107), states in a �-FA may be equiv-alent or ontained and not be reduible. Thus, although a �-FA may beminimal, it an onsist of states whose transitions are ompletely ontainedwithin the transitions from another state. One suh ase is where two states,of whih at least one is �nal, share all their transitions. The shared transi-tions ompression algorithm attempts to redue the size of the stored �-FAby storing series of transitions together.This an be done by removing the state whose transitions form a subsetof another states transitions. The removed state will be referened withinthe transitions of the remaining state. We �rt list the transitions whih arenot shared, and then the shared transitions. By referening the address ofthe �rst of the transitions we an proess all of the larger transitions froma state. Alternatively, by referening the �rst of the shared transitions, wean proess all of the ontained transitions from a state.Therefore, in a �-FA M = (Q;�; Æ;Q0; F;�), if for every � 2 � it holdsthat Æ(qi; �) � Æ(qj ; �) with qi; qj 2 Q, the state qi an be stored inside thestate qj by �rst storing all the non shared transitions Æ(qj ; �)� Æ(qi; �) andthen the transitions Æ(qi; �) for every � 2 �.In example 6.8 (page 156) we have that the transitions of the states q4and q3 are Æ 0 13q3 fq3; q4g fq0; q2gq4 fq3g fq0g :From this we an verify that the transitions of the state q4 are ontainedwithin the transitions of the state q3.We an store the states transitions in the following order:� Æ0 q41 q20 q31 q0 :As mentioned above, two states may share all of their transitions, butnot be reduible. This ours if at least one of the states is �nal. Althoughwe an store these states together we need to be able to distinguish the �nalstates from eah other. For this reason we annot store �nal states whihshare all of their transitions together as a single address. However, we maystore non-�nal states, whih share transitions with a �nal states, togetherwith the �nal state. In the running example we have that the states q2 andq4 share all of their transitions. As the state q2 is non-�nal its transitionsmay be stored with the transitions of the state q4.158



Applying the shared transitions ompression to the running example wehave:Example 6.10Let M be the �-FA from example 6.6 (page 152). Using the base formatfrom example 6.8 (page 156) we ombine the stored transitions of the statesq2 and q4 inside the transitions of the state q3, whih results in the followingstored data:Address Last F lag F inal F lag � Æ Hexadeimal Desription00000016 0 00 Preamble00000116 0 0 0 00000116 0000000116 Æ(q0; 0) = q000000516 0 0 0 00000D16 0000000D16 Æ(q0; 0) = q100000916 1 0 1 00002516 8100002516 Æ(q0; 1) = q200000D16 0 0 0 00002516 0000002516 Æ(q1; 0) = q200001116 0 0 1 00000D16 0100000D16 Æ(q1; 1) = q100001516 0 0 1 00001D16 0100001D16 Æ(q1; 1) = q300001916 1 1 1 00002D16 C100002D16 Æ(q1; 1) = q500001D16 0 1 0 00002516 4000002516 Æ(q3; 0) = q400002116 1 0 1 00002516 8100002516 Æ(q3; 1) = q200002516 0 0 0 00001D16 0000001D16 Æ(q3; 0) = q300002916 1 0 1 00000116 8100000116 Æ(q3; 1) = q000002D16 1 0 0 00000016 8000000016 Æ(q5; 0) = ; :The �-FA from the running example using the shared transition om-pression is stored using 49 bytes, resulting in a size di�erene of 16 bytes or24:6%.The struture hanges aused by applying the shared transitions om-pression to the base format does not impat on the exeution of the �-FA.However, it may our that an address will be an element of the �nal ativestate set, but not of the ative state set, due to �nal states being stored withnon-�nal states.Using the input sequene from example 6.9 (page 157) the stored datain example 6.10 will run as follows:Example 6.11Let M be the �-FA stored in the format as shown in example 6.10 (page159). On input of the word 00101 M would be exeuted as follows:� Ative State Addresses Ative State Set F inalf00000116g fq0g No0 f00000116 ; 00000D16g fq0; q1g No0 f00000116 ; 00000D16; 000002516g fq0; q1; q2g No1 f00000116 ; 00000D16; 000001D16 ; 00002516 ; 00002D16g fq0; q1; q2; q3; q5g Y es0 f00000116 ; 00000D16g fq0; q1; q2; q4g Y es1 f00000D16; 00001D16 ; 000002516 ; 00002D16g fq1; q2; q3; q5g Y es :
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Relative AddressingThe seond ompression algorithm is that based on relative addresses. Inthe storage format the sequene in whih the states of the �-FA are orderedan be done arbitrarily. However, we an and usually do order these statesin suh a way that states whih have transitions whih onnet them aregrouped together. Relative addressing ompression takes advantage of thisfat. We urrently referene the destination state of a transition by itsabsolute address; that is, its o�set from the beginning of the �le. Thisabsolute address urrently takes up three bytes allowing for 224 distint byteaddresses or 222 distint states10. Relative addressing attempts to ompressthe �-FA by allowing transitions to referene the destination state by theamount of bytes between the address of the transition and the address ofthe destination state. We de�ne this relative addressing to aount for gapsof at most 26 bytes, by using six bits to determine the magnitude and aseventh bit to assign the sign (positive or negative). The remaining eighthbit is used as a marker representing whether or not the address is relativeor absolute.For example in example 6.10 (page 159) we have a transition from thestate q3 to the state q0. This transition is stored at the address 00001D16 andthe state q0 is stored at the address 00000116. The di�erene between theaddresses of the state q0 and the transition would be 00000116�00001D16 =�00001C16. Therefore, in the example the transition ould be stored usinga relative address pointer of �1C16We an distinguish relative addresses from absolute addresses by a as-signing a value to a spei�ed bit. This is similar to the the ags representing�nal states and the last transition of a state. We assign the �rst bit of theseond byte of a transition to mark whether the pointer is absolute, 0, orrelative, 1.If the pointer is relative only two bytes are used for the transition withthe �nal seven bits representing the distane and diretion of the destinationstate. If the pointer is absolute, four bytes are used for the transition withthe address spae redued to 223 bytes. However, as some transitions maybe stored as two bytes instead of four bytes, the number of transitions thisformat may ontain remains at 222 transitions.Although the possible number of transitions remains onstant, the �lesize will derease by two bytes for every relative addressed transition. Beforeshowing an example of relative addressing we present two notes.Note 17 It is important to note that any transition hanged from an ab-solute address to relative address modi�es the addresses of the transitionsstored after this transition, thus a�eting all transitions to addresses after10This is due to the fat that urrently eah state is stored using four bytes.160



the relative addressed transition. This may in turn allow for more destina-tion states to be within a distane of 26 bytes allowing for relative addressingproviding further ompression.Note 18 It is important to note that the dummy transitions to the state00000016 remain as absolute addresses so that they may be easily piked upby the appliation.Applying relative addressing to the running example we have:Example 6.12Let M be the �-FA from example 6.8 (page 156). We use the baseformat with the shared transition ompression applied from example 6.10(page 159). By applying the relative addressing we have that as the greatestaddress referened in the �-FA M is smaller than 26, all the transitions anbe made relative resulting in the following:Address Last F lag F inal F lag � Rel Æ Hexadeimal Desription00000016 0 00 Preamble00000116 0 0 0 1 +0016 008016 Æ(q0; 0) = q000000316 0 0 0 1 +0416 008416 Æ(q0; 0) = q100000516 1 0 1 1 +0F16 818F16 Æ(q0; 1) = q200000716 0 0 0 1 +0D16 008D16 Æ(q1; 0) = q200000916 0 0 1 1 �0216 01C216 Æ(q1; 1) = q100000B16 0 0 1 1 +0416 018416 Æ(q1; 1) = q300000D16 1 1 1 1 +0A16 C18A16 Æ(q1; 1) = q500000F16 0 1 0 1 +0416 408416 Æ(q3; 0) = q400001116 1 0 1 1 +0216 818216 Æ(q3; 1) = q200001316 0 0 0 1 �0416 00C416 Æ(q3; 0) = q300001516 1 0 1 1 �1416 81D416 Æ(q3; 1) = q000001716 1 0 0 0 00000016 8000000016 Æ(q5; 0) = ; ;where rel determines whether the transition is relative(1) or absolute(0).The �-FA from the running example using relative addresses is storedusing 27 bytes, a size di�erene of 22 bytes from the shared transitionsompression or a 45%. This is an e�etive 58:5% from the the basi format(65 bytes).The struture hanges aused by applying the relative addressing om-pression requires the exeution of the stored �-FA to be modi�ed. That is,after reading the alphabet symbol, last and �nal ags of the transition. Theappliation must read the �rst bit of the seond byte to determine whetheror not the address is absolute or relative. If the address is absolute it ishandled normally. Otherwise, the seond bit is read to determine if the des-tination address ours before or after the urrent address, after whih theremaining bits are read to determine how far bak or forward the destinationaddress is.Using the input sequene from example 6.9 (page 157) the stored datain example 6.12 will run as follows: 161



Example 6.13Let M be the �-FA stored in the format as shown in example 6.12 (page161). On input of the word 00101 M would be exeuted as follows:� Ative State Addresses Ative State Set F inalf00000116g fq0g No0 f00000116 ; 00000716g fq0; q1g No0 f00000116 ; 00000716; 000002516g fq0; q1; q2g No1 f00000116 ; 00000716; 000000F16 ; 00001316 ; 00001716g fq0; q1; q2; q3; q5g Y es0 f00000116 ; 00000716g fq0; q1; q2; q4g Y es1 f00000716 ; 00000F16; 000001316 ; 00001716g fq1; q2; q3; q5g Y es :Variable Address LengthThe �nal ompression algorithm generalizes the size of the absolute ad-dresses. That is, it allows the stored �-FA to determine how many byteswill be needed to store the addresses of the transitions in the �-FA. Theworst ase senario would be where every state was stored as an absolutetransition. In this ase, if the �-FA hadm transitions, eah transition wouldrequire a unique address so that with b equal to the number of bits used tostore a transition (inluding the alphabet symbol) we have that28(b�1)�1 � b:m+ 1;so that 28(b�1)�1 � 1b � m:This an be alulated for m by using a brute fore searh of b untila satisfatory b is found. By storing this value b as the remaining 7 bitsof the preamble, so that b � 27, the format an allow for up to 2:7 �10303 transitions. By inreasing the preamble to more bytes the number oftransitions stored an inrease inde�nitely, up to the memory apaity ofthe mahine involved.The modi�ation of the size of the absolute addresses does not hange thesize of the relative addresses, although this ould be modi�ed with respetto the absolute address. The number of bytes saved by the relative addresswill derease with the inrease in size of the relative address spae.Other ompression algorithmsWe have provided three ompression algorithms for the basi format. Thesewere the ompression algorithm we investigated whih ould be adapted foruse with �-FAs. There exist other ompression algorithms whih work onDFAs and NFAs but do not funtion orretly on�-FA due to the interationof transitions.We �nish this hapter by disussing the experimental results of the al-gorithm in the next setion. 162



6.2.3 Experimental AnalysisWe tested the storage format with all the ompression algorithms for �-FAson randomly generated �-FAs. The results disussed here are from a set of1000 unompressed �-FAs with the alphabet � = f0; 1g and 1000 states.The states were prede�ned and for eah state both the number of states anddestination states of these transitions were randomly generated.The �-FAs used absolute address lengths of 2 bytes, resulting in transi-tions of length 3 bytes.On average the �-FAs had:� 7234 transitions, of whih 433 were stored as relative;� 2:3 states were ontained by other states11;� 5:6 transitions per state; and� an average �le size of 15276 bytes.Using only the basi format without ompression the �-FAs would re-quire on average 28936 bytes per �le resulting in a ompression of 0:52%.These results were inuenes by the following fators:� No large �-FAs used in pratial irumstanes were available;� the small number of relative transitions: a higher number an be ex-peted through sorting of states;� the random generation of the �-FAs was not based on any randomFA generating models. Instead, number of transitions and destinationstates were generated randomly;and as suh annot be taken as a full indiation of the power of thestorage format.This �nishes our disussion on storage formats for �-FAs. We provideda format for both unary �-FAs and general �-FAs. The unary �-FA storageformat was based on the minimization algorithm from the previous setion.This storage format had both an exellent ompression ratio and exeutionomputational omplexity.The general �-FA storage format did not provide a onstant ompres-sion ratio suh as the unary �-FA storage format. The ompression ratiodepended on the struture of the �-FA and the number of shared transitions.In the ase of �-FAs, it is likely due to the nature of the interation of tran-sitions. The �nal format provided exeuted some ompression algorithms.However, further ompression algorithms an be found and the format pro-vided here was made to be as general as possible to provide a good basis for11Remember that a ontained state shares all of it's transitions with another state.163



further spei� ompressed storage formats. Note this storage format ouldbe used for any �-FA.It is of interest to note that both the unary �-FA and the general �-FA storage formats made use of transformations on the �-FA to simplifythe storage format. In the ase of the unary storage format this was theminimization algorithm from the previous hapter. In the ase of the generalstorage format it redued the size of the initial state set to a single state.
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Chapter 7ConlusionThe goal of this thesis was to investigate state minimization and redutionalgorithms for �-FAs. The algorithms we presented were based on proper-ties of �-FAs, suh as the state sequene and relationship that unary �-FAshave with LFSRs and the subset � transformation, and minimization teh-niques for DFAs and NFAs, suh as Kameda andWeiner's NFA minimizationtehnique.Chapter 2 provided basi de�nitions and properties suh as equivaleneof FAs. This hapter not only provided the basi onepts, but also thenotations and format that would be used throughout this thesis. In hapter3 we de�ned �-FAs as well as the properties of suh FAs. We rounded outthese de�nitions with examples of both \-FAs and �-FAs. We extended theproperties of NFAs and DFAs in hapter 4 to inlude the onepts of pre-deessors and suessors. Using these onepts we de�ned and determinedreduible states, whih ould be removed from the FAs to redue the numberof states. Using these reduible states we disussed three DFA minimiza-tion algorithms based upon the three ategories of minimization algorithmsnamely: state omparison; language reonstrution and transformation re-onstrution. The minimization of DFAs was shown to be simpler than thatof NFA minimization due to DFAs not ontaining reduible states, as wellas having at most one transition per state per alphabet symbol. The threeminimization algorithms we disussed was that of ditionary minimization[4℄(setion 4.2.1), a language reonstrution algorithm based on a speial-ized form of DFAs, the TRIE. The seond minimization algorithm we dis-ussed was that of Hoproft [7℄(setion 4.2.2), a state omparison algorithm.This algorithm proved to be the fastest running with a worst ase omputa-tional omplexity of O(nlog(n)). The �nal DFA minimization algorithm wedisussed was that of Brzozowski [2℄(setion 4.2.3), a transformation on-strution algorithm. Although this algorithm runs with a omputationalomplexity of O(2n) it is of interest due to it's use of the subset onstritiontehnique to redue reduible states without deteting them.165



These three algorithms were used as a base to disuss a NFA minimiza-tion and a NFA redution algorithm. We began the disussion of NFAredution by disussing reduible states belonging to NFAs but not DFAs.The NFA minimization algorithm we disussed was that of Kameda andWeiner [11℄(setion 4.3.1), a transformation onstrution tehnique whihused a ombination of Brzozowski's DFA minimization algorithm the subsetonstrution algorithm to generate a method to onstrut a minimal NFAfrom the minimal DFA. Although guaranteed to give a minimal NFA, the in-tersetion rule required a subset assignment to onstrut the minimal NFA.By making use of state maps Kameda and Weiner presented a method ofobtaining a valid subset assignment based on a over map. However, this al-gorithm is still NP hard as it makes use of subset onstrution. As shown in[10℄ all NFA minimization algorithms are NP hard, and as suh will alwaysbe impratial to perform.For this reason Ilie an Yu[9℄(setion 4.3.2) present an algorithm whihdoes not minimize an NFA but rather redue it. By simplifying the resultto be redued and not minimal, Ilie and Yu presented an algorithm whihruns in polynomial time. This algorithm was proposed not only as a way toprovide a smaller NFAs but also as a preursor to subset onstrution andNFA minimization tehniques to improve the omputational omplexity.Using these tehniques from hapter 4 we approahed the minimizationand redution of �-FAs in hapter 5. We began this hapter by examiningunary �-FAs(setion 5.1). Using the relationship between unary �-FAs andLFSRs [5℄ we onstruted a minimization algorithm whih �rst alulateda unary �-FAs �nal state sequene, using this sequene we applied a modi-�ation of the Berlekamp-Massey to generate the harateristi polynomialof minimal degree whih generated the �nal state sequene. Using both thisharateristi polynomial and �nal state sequene we were able to onstrutthe minimal unary �-FA with exatly one �nal state, but multiple initialstates. After the initial disussion we provided examples of di�erent typesof the �nal state sequenes and an equivalent minimal unary �-FAs with on�nal state. We also showed that although this algorithm was adaptable toinlude multiple �nal states, the inrease in omputational omplexity wastoo high.In setion 5.2 we disussed the minimization and redution of non-unary�-FAs. We began by disussing the onepts of reduible state in �-FAs.We found that although initial-useless, �nal-useless and redundant statewere still reduible, this was not true for all equivalent or ontained states.This proved to be a problem when attempting to onstrut minimizationand redution tehniques. Furthermore, due to the de�nitions of the regularexpression and the harateristis of the � operator, language reonstru-tion algorithms would be ineÆient to onstrut. The �rst minimizationalgorithm we provided for non-unary �-FAs was that of subset reonstru-tion(setion 5.2.3) based on Kameda and Weiner's intersetion rule. We166



generalized the subset reonstrution for all �-FAs and provided methodsand examples to reonstrut \-FAs and �-FAs from the minimal DFA. How-ever, attempting to onstrut a suitable subset assignment involved use ofthe dual, whih we ould not determine eÆiently. Thus although subsetreonstrution guaranteed a minimal �-FA a brute fore searh would beneeded to �nd a valid subset assignment.Lastly we examined possible state omparison algorithms for the min-imization and redution of �-FAs. Due to the at that not all equivalentstates are reduible in a �-FA we ould not onstrut a redution algorithmsimilar to Ilie and Yu's NFA redution algorithm. However, we were ableto onstrut a transformation known as the subset � transformation. Thistransformation produed equivalent �-FAs with the same number of states.Using this transformation we showed that for every �-FA an equivalent �-FA with exatly one initial state and the same number of states existed.We also used this transformation to transform reduible equivalent statesinto �nal-useless states, and reduible states into initial-useless states. Thesubset � transformation ould e�etively redue the number of states in a�-FA. Similarly, the subset � transformation ould be used to redue thenumber of transitions in a �-FA.In the �nal hapter, hapter 6 we disussed ompression of �-FAs. Thishad to deal with the storage of �-FA in suh a way that they ould be runeÆiently and stored in a ompressed format. In setion 6.1 we presented aform at for unary �-FA based on the unary �-FA minimization algorithm.This resulted in a �le onsisting of dn4 e bytes whih ould be run eÆiently.In setion 6.2 we provided a basi storage format for �-FAs whih storedthe states impliitly and the �nality property of �-FAs in the transitions. Bymaking use of the initial state � transformation, the initial states ould bestored as the �rst state reduing the size of the �le. We then presented threeompression algorithms namely shared transitions, relative addressing andvariable address lengths. These ompression algorithms ould theoretiallydrastially redue the size of the stored �-FA.The work we have presented here is far from a onlusive study intothe minimization of �-FAs. We �nish o� this thesis by disussing possiblefuture work into the minimization of �-FAs.Future WorkOur researh of�-FA minimization algorithms is hampered by the sarity ofresearh into �-FAs. However, we believe that the algorithms, as disussedhere, provide a good basis for further researh, not only into �-FA but alsointo �-FA minimization.The unary �-FA algorithm we disussed in hapter 5 generated a min-imal unary �-FA with one �nal state from a unary �-FA. We disussedpossibly extending this algorithm to alulate a minimal �-FA with a non-167



unary alphabet and/or more than one �nal state. The method whih weinvestigated to extend this algorithm to multiple �nal states proved to beineÆient. However, other methods may exist in whih to extend this al-gorithm to �-FAs with a non-unary alphabet and/or more than one �nalstate. Suh methods may inlude di�erent forms of mapping �-FA to othersorts of logial mahines and making use of their appropriate minimizationalgorithms.In the ase of general �-FA minimization algorithms, we presented oneminimization algorithm based on reonstrution from an equivalent DFA.Although this algorithm works, it failed to present a method to alulate asubset assignment whih would generate the minimal �-FA. Kameda andWeiner's NFA minimization algorithm made use of the dual to alulatethese subset assignments for the ase of traditional NFAs. Researh into�nding an eÆient method whih ould generate an appropriate subset as-signment for �-FA reonstrution would be of great bene�t to this algo-rithm. Furthermore, researh into generating the dual of a �-FA may leadto further redution properties of �-FAs.As with NFA minimization algorithms, �-FA minimization algorithmswill always be NP-hard. Redution algorithms an address this by ensuringfaster omputation through simpler omparisons but does not always resultin the minimal FA. Our researh into �-FA redution algorithms yieldedthe subset � transformation. This transformation provided a basis for aredution algorithm as well as other bene�ial results suh as the initialstate set transformation. The redution algorithm we disussed was openended in terms of implementation. As suh, similar to [9℄ methods whihmake use of the subset � transformation ould be made to be eÆient forthe redution of �-FAs. Further researh into the subset � transformationitself may yield more properties of �-FAs whih ould be used to simplifythe redution and minimization problem.We �nished this hapter with a brief disussion of subset reonstrutionof \-FAs. It follows that the subset reonstrution algorithm ould be aommon point for �-FA minimization algorithms. Also any minimizationalgorithm whih work for �-FAs may be adapted for use with other �-FAs.However, as this thesis foused on the minimization of �-FAs there is stilla large area available fore researh in the minimization of �-FAs.Lastly we presented ompressed �le formats for both unary and general�-FAs. The formats we presented were basi and meant as a basis for futurework on �-FA storage and ompression.We believe that the researh we have presented provides both algorithmsand a good basis for any further researh into the minimization and redu-tion of both �-FAs and �-FAs in general. Methods suh as the subset �transformation and unary�-FA minimization algorithms hold muh promisefor future researh. 168



Appendix ATerminologyConvention A.1 (Sequene)A sequene x is de�ned as a series of onseutive haraters, that isx = x0x1x2 : : : xn;where xi is a single harater.Convention A.2 (Sets) We use apital letters to denote sets and lower-ase letters to denote elements of sets, as follows:Q = fq0; q1; : : : ; qn�1g:The size of a set Q with n elements is denoted asjQj = n:De�nition A.3 (Set Operators)Given two sets A and B, we use the following set operators:� the union set operator:A [B = fxjx 2 A or x 2 Bg;� the intersetion set operator:A \B = fxjx 2 A and x 2 Bg; and� the symmetri di�erene set operator:A�B = fxjx 2 A; x =2 B or x =2 A; x 2 Bg:For example if A = f0; 1; 2g and B = f1; 3g we haveA [B = f0; 1; 2; 3g;A \B = f1g; andA�B = f0; 2; 3g:169



Convention A.4 (Powerset)For any set A we denote 2A as the powerset or set of all subsets of A.For example, if A = fa0; a1; : : : ; an�1g, then2Q = f;; fq0g; fq1g; fq0; q1g; : : : ; fq0; q1; : : : ; qn�1gg:De�nition A.5 (Alphabet)An alphabet is a non-empty set of �nite size. For our use it is the set ofinput symbols of a �nite automaton.De�nition A.6 (Null Element)The null element, denoted by �, stands for no input symbol.Convention A.7 (Kleene Closure)Given a set �, the Kleene losure of �, is the set of all words�� = f�1�2 : : : �ng; with �i 2 � and n 2 Zg:For example if � = fa; bg, then�� = f�; a; b; aa; ab; ba; bb; aaa; aab; : : :g:Convention A.8 (Regular Expressions)The language of a FA an be written as a regular expression, a regularexpression is de�ned reursively as follows, where x; y are regular expres-sions,x = � with � 2 �,xjy stands for either x or y,x+ stands for one or more instane of x,(xy) stands for x followed by y,[x℄ stands for zero or one instanes of x, andx� stands for the Kleene losure of the set fxg.De�nition A.9 (Output Finite Automata)An output �nite automaton is de�ned as a 6-tupleM = (Q;�;�; Æ;Q0; �)where� Q is the �nite non-empty set of states,� � is the �nite non-empty input alphabet,� � is the �nite non-empty output alphabet,� Æ : Q� �! 2Q is the transition funtion,� Q0 is the set of initial states, and� � : Q! � is the output funtion.170



Corollary A.10 (Converting Output FAs to NFAs)Any FA an be onverted to an output FA as follows:(Q;�; Æ;Q0; F ) � (Q;�; f0; 1g; Æ;Q0 ; �F )where �F is de�ned as�F (q) = ( 0 ; q =2 F1 ; q 2 F ;where an output of 1 stands for an aept, while output of 0 stands forrejet.De�nition A.11 (Inverses)Given a sequene x = x0x1x2 : : : xn�1, its inverse is x= xn�1xn�2 : : : x0:Given a set of sequenes S = fx; y; : : :g its inverse is S= f x; y ; : : :g:De�nition A.12 (Isomorphism)Two DFAs M1 = (Q;�; Æ; q0; F ) and M2 = (Q0;�; Æ0; q00; F 0) are iso-morphi if there exists a funtion f : Q! Q0 so thatf(q) = q0;f(Æ(q; �)) = Æ0(q0; �);q 2 F , f(q) 2 F 0; andf(q0) , q00:where � 2 �.It is easy to verify that L(M1) � L(M2).De�nition A.13In an m� n matrix A with binary elements eij a row x is said to overrow y i� y has a 0 in every olumn where x has a 0. That is:exj = 0 if eyj = 0; andeyj = 1 if exj = 1:De�nition A.14 (Galois Field)The Galois �eld GF (2) ontains the numbers 0 and 1 where addition andmultipliation are de�ned as 1 + 1 = 0;1 + 0 = 1;0 � 1 = 0;1 � 1 = 1:171
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